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Within the last twenty-five years, Aristophanes' use of

imagery has been accorded the attention it truly deserves as

the works of such scholars as C. H. Whitman, Jean Taillardat,

K. J. Dover, J. J. Henderson and the various editors of

Aristophanes' plays in the Oxford commentaries bear

witness.l His immeasurable wealth of imagery has been

given some semblance of coherence and order by the efforts

of the scholars cited above who have all dealt with

Aristophanes' use of imagery in so far as it pertains to the

scope and nature of their individual works, and hence the

attention given to insect imagery within such parameters

has necessarily been accorded only limited scope.

The inspiration for a more comprehensive study of the

use, function and significance of insect imagery within the

plays of Aristophanes comes from two sources: the analysis

of the role of the insect within the whole of ancient Greek

literature as discussed bv Davies and Kathirithambv in their

Introduction

I Cedtic H. Whitman, Aristophanes and the Comic Hero, (Cambridge,
Mass.|964);JeanTaillardat,@,(Paris,1965);
K. J. Dover, Aristophanic Comedy, (Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1972);
J. J. Henderson, The Maculate Muse, (New Haven, 1975).



admirably researched Greek Insects; and in

comic hero as conceived and elaborated upon

In discussing the nature and essence of the

Aristophanic comic hero, 'Whitman remarks,

He begins as a little, ordinary fellow, to grow by
his own absurd ingenuity into the Ereat master

of all, even a new Zeus. His royal progress varies
to a degree according to the terms of the plot,
but it is regularly a victory of shameless cunning
and self-assertion over lesser and more stupid
forms of much the same thing, of a Great and

Representative Impostor over more partial and

limited ones.2

the idea of the

by Whitman.l

After citing various literary precedents to this type of

shameless and self-assertive individual, V/hitman remarks

upon the idea of the comic character as understood by

Aristotle,

Aristotle said two things, first that comedy aims
to represent people as worse than they actually
are, and second, that it is a representation of
inferior people, whose inferiority consists not of
evil, but of ludicrous ugliness, involving
distortion, but not pain.3

2

I Malcolm Davies and Jeyaraney Kathirithamby,
(Oxford, 1986); Whitman, chapter 2, "Comic Heroism",

2 whitman, p. 28.
3 whitman, p. 41.

Greek Insects,
pp.21-58.



whitman points out that Aristotle's remarks on the

comic character are all too brief, but further adds.

. ln any case, his words point to the idea of the
grotesque, which may help to clarify the comic
hero's ambiguities, his "lowness" and his stature,
his apparent insignificance and his supernal
victory.l

In explaining this concept of the 'grotesque', 'whitman

finds its essence in a unity of three distinct levels of being:

animal, human, and divine, or, as he also puts it, the 'man-

beast-god complex',2 which he says can be found, either

explicitly or implicitly, in the imagery surrounding the

Aristophanic comic hero. He further adds.

In connection with the comic hero's animal
and divine imagery, it must be admitted that the
tragic hero also shares these spheres. The
Homeric heroes are like lions, bulls, rams, and so
forth, and they are also "godlike". Images of
divinity play much the same role in both rypes,
but in the case of animal imagery there aÍe
differences. For one thing, the kind of animal:
epic animals aÍe of the nobler sort; at least, they
are presented for ennobling effect, in contrast to
the mice, dogs, donkeys, birds, and dung beetles
of comedy. But more important, the epic animal
is introduced not qua animal, but as the epitome

õJ

I

2
Whitman, p.

Whitman, p.

/la

50.



of a certain quality which the hero is thought to
have. But the animal imagery attending a

comic hero pulls rather in the opposite direction
and frames a paradox with his divine
aspirations. The animal which enters enters qua

animal, not to epitomize a specific quality, but
rather to express the hero's relationship with
nature at large. In the grotesque the animal side

is functional and demonic. not merelv decorative
or illustrative.l

I have quoted Whitman at considerable length, but

only to clarify the function of animal imagery within the

plays of Aristophanes. Of all the various types of ignoble

animals that serve Aristophanes' purpose in expressing the

hero's 'relationship with nature at large', the ulowly,

insignificant insect is the most ignoble of them all. Another

ancient Greek literary genre that utilizes the functional

symbolism of the animal, and especially that of the insect, is

the fable, specifically, the Aesopic fable.

As Davies and Kathirithamby note, "Animals loom

very large, of course, within this category of literature, and

insects play their part in spite of, or, rather, precisely

because of, their small size."2 They proceed to distinguish

three basic types of animal fable which they categorize as

follows: (i) the deflation of 'the self-importance of the

miniscule'; (ii) 'the popular theme of the triumph of small

4

I whirman,
2 Davies, p.

pp.
1.

5t-2.



over Ereat'i (iii)'the literary debate between two rivals'.1

That Aristophanes is well acquainted with the fables of

Aesop can be seen from the number of times he mentions

Aesop or one of the fables in his plays.2 But not only does

Aristophanes simply cite certain fables, what is more, he

incorporates the essential themes of the fable, as set out

above (with the exception of (iii)), into several of his plays

as part of the over-all imagery, with (i) serving to represent

the antagonist of the comic hero, and (ii), the comic hero

himself.3 And the animal best suited for the purposes of

belittling the antagonist while simultaneously (and

paradoxically enough), elevating the initially lowly and

insignificant comic hero is, of course, the insect, whose own,

relative insignificance is due in part to the ancient notion of

a hierarchy of animals, the so-called Scala Naturae, that

placed these creatures on the lowest rung.4

It is the purpose of this study then, to examine the

use, function and significance of insect imagery within the

plays of Aristophanes.5 Although not all of the insect

imagery can be conveniently categorized under these two

headings, the majority of insect images can, with any

1 Davies, pp. 2-4.
2 V SAO, 1259, t40l, tM6; p 125; Av 471, 6St.
3 With, of course, some notable exceptions, as discussed

body of the paper.
4 See G.E.R. Lloyd, Science. Folklore and Ideology,

University Press, 1983), p. 37.
5 Excluding the fragments since context is a sine qua non in being

able to assess, with some measure of reliability and assurance, the
significance of each image.

within the

(Cambridge



anomalous usages being discussed and analysed in light of

their peculiar significance and function within the individual

play and the whole corpus.

Before proceeding further, however, it is worthwhile

defining the term 'insect' so that all references and allusions

to these creatures in the plays of Aristophanes will be clear.

In this matter I follow, to a certain extent, the methodology

of Davies and Kathirithamby who state in their preface, "Out

original plan was to include all animals which the Greeks (as

opposed to modern science) regarded as insects. This would

have brought spiders, scorpions and millipedes within the

scope of this work, and other creatures besides."l But as

Aristophanes does mention spiders and scorpions (he does

not, however, mention millipedes), they have necessarily

been included within the scope of this paper. But what is

essential to grasp from Davies and Kathirithamby's

programmatic statement is that, for the ancient Greeks of

Aristophanes' time, the concept of insect' differed radically

from ours, and indeed, did so from the simple fact that the

ancient Greeks did not regard all the various kinds of such

creatures as comprising a single class (that was to come later

with Aristotle2), but rather had names for each individual

6

I Davies, p. xi.
2 "Aristotle is literally the first entomologist, in as much as he is

the first author to use the word entomon, which he defines (HA
487a33ff ., 523bl2ff .; cf. 53 tb20ff.) as referring ro 'rhose crearures
that have entomai (segments, sections, incisions) on their body'.
But this generation of entomology out of etymology had unfortunate
effects upon the very opening stages of Aristotle's attempts ar
classification. For Aristotle's definition of insect notoiiouslv



type.l With this definition in mind then, all such 'insects'

mentioned or alluded to by Aristophanes, whether overtly

or covertly, will be dealt with in this paper.

One further remark seems necessary as regards the

Aristophanic conception of the 'insect' prior to its treatment

in the body

generic term

However, the

'wild animal', otr occasion, to designate, if somewhat

incongruously, 'insect'.2 And even the tragic poets could

sometimes use gip with the same connotation. Citing

Aeschylus' Agamemnon (560-2), wherein the herald returns

from the Trojan War and comments upon the infestation of

vermin in the soldier's uniforms, the authors of G r e e k

Insects remark, ". by means of a dignified though not

altogether serious periphrasis, one of the less sublime frets

of campaigning is indicated:"3

of this work.

for insect existed in the time of Aristophanes.

comic poet does use the word eip/Êrl piov,

As has been stated above, no

7

includes a large range of creatures whose right to be so called
modern science would stoutly resist." (Davies, p. 18).

1 This fundamental problem of definition is obviated by Ian C.
Beavis as the title of his work clearly indicates: Insects and other
Invertebrates in Classical Antiquity, (University of Exeter, 1988).

2 .l- tO25; Av 1064; Cf. Av 1069, where he uses rhe nouns É p n e t à.
xo,ì õáxetc,, literally, 'creepers and biters', to designate bugs in as
generic terrns as he can get.

3 Davies, p. 10, whose footnote to this line is also worth quoting, ".
literally the phrase means 'making (our garments) full of beasts',
the adjective entheros deriving from the nouns ther or therion
which are usually employed of large wild animals. . ."



The plays are dealt with in chronological order,l one

chapter being devoted to each, since I felt that this would

contribute to a better understanding of the insect imagery of

each play as a thematic device, rather than treating all the

references to an individual insect in separate chapters which

would have tended to obscure the cumulative effect of the

insect imagery.2

For the Greek text of Aristophanes' plays I have used

the edition of victor coulon, and for the English translation,

that of Benjamin Bickley Rogers.3

I The clouds, placed as though it were the first version that we are
dealing with, is the one exception.

2 With, yet again, some exceptions.
3 victor coulon, Aristophane. Texte étabri par v. coulon et traduit

par H. van Daele (Paris, 1923-30: société d'Edition "Les Belles Lettres',,
1964); Benjamin Bickley Rogers, The comedies of Aristophanes,
(London, 1902- 15). unless orherwise noted, rhese will be the texts
used.



The first insect image encountered in the extant plays

of Aristophanes comes at lines 150-52 of the Acharnians.
The Athenian envoy Theorus, having just returned from an

embassy to the Thracian King, sitalces, is attempting to
assure the Athenian assembly of sitalces' full support. The

King, Theorus maintains, has promised to send an army of
such a size that the Athenians would exclaim (I50-Z),

oE. 'Í'ooou tò XpflUq no,puónu,ru npooípXErü.1".
at. Káx ro'c' à,noÀo ílr.lu, ei r L toút,¡u nr íÊo¡rc, r

6u fino.s Èuta.ueoî où na.lu tôu
fia'puónuu.

CHAPTER I

Acharnians (150-2)

THE. Heavens! what e swarm of locusts comes this way!
DI. Hang me, if I believe a single word

of all that speech, except about the locusts.

The image of a swarm of locusts is well-suited to

represent an army and by that very fact, is not original to
Aristophanes but rather a. cliché.l However, as with any

literary artist, part of Aristophanes' creative genius resides

in his ability to take such a faded metaphor and breathe

See Davies, pp. 138-9; Taillardat, p. 379; Beavis, pp. 73-5; schol. ¿{
loc.



new life into it. Without Dicaeopolis' rejoinder (l5l-2), a

cliché it would have remained. But Dicaeopolis does respond,

and although it is an 'aside' lost on the characters in the play

(as are many of his 'asides' at the beginning of the play),

the audience can not help but understand the metaphor as

perceived and reworked by Dicaeopolis at l5I-2.

In f.act, a proper understanding of the Acharnians as a

whole hinges upon the audience's accepting the rejection by

Dicaeopolis of the reality about him and his consequent

creation of a new reality that conforms to his own desires

and whims.l This usurpation of control is achieved

gradu al ly .

At the beginning of the play, Dicaeopolis is no more

than a disgruntled farmer impatient with the impotence of

the Athenians to end the war. When the assembly is finally

convened (43), Dicaeopolis' words are seen to be the 'truth'

which cuts through the obfuscation of the politicians.2

Although Dicaeopolis is ignored for the most part by the

other characters, with the exception of an occasional

xágqoo, oîyo. (59; cf. 64), "Sit down and keep quiet!", the

audience can not but veiw the events through the eyes of

the only performer who, at the moment, is also part

10

1 See Whitman, especially, ch. 2
Edmunds, "Aristophanes' Acharnians"
xxvi, 1980, p. 2.

2 Nowhere is it more evident that we are
the terms that Dicaeopolis dictates
interpretations of Pseudartabas' words by the
respectively. (100 ff.).

"Comic Heroism"; also, Lowell
in Yale Classical Studies, vol.

to understand the play in
than in the different
KnpuI and Dicaeopolis



spectator. Once Dicaeopolis has received his thirty-years'

treaty from Amphitheos, he ceases to be the pawn of others

and becomes the dominant figure throughout the rest of the

play.

Returning then to our passage, Dicaeopolis

dismisses the purport of rheorus' words as utter drivel and

instead fixes on the literal referent, and by so doing,

reshapes the metaphor according to his perception of reality.

while granting that a swarm of locusts are great in number

and destructive in power just like an army, Dicaeopolis

refuses to accept the fu¡ther (and, to his understanding,

false) implication of the analogy: that locusts are like an

army in that they can be supervised and controlled. He

hears and understands Theorus' words for what they aÍe: "a

great swarm of locusts is coming."l Such a response, coming

from Dicaeopolis, a farmer who has been forced from his

land into the city and compelled to sit idle for six years

while the Spartan army makes its annual invasion,

completely destroying his crops, (analogous to a plague of

locusts), would no doubt have provoked a few grim smiles

from the audience.

11

I Note that npooEp1ETq,r can
LSJ, s.v. npooEpXoUc' r, I. 2.

also be translated as 'attacks'. Cf.



At 860ff., Aristophanes introduces a stereotypical

Boeotian accompanied by his slave and entourage of rheban

pipers.l The close association of Thebes with pipes in the

Athenian mind2 has made their appearance here inevitable,

and Aristophanes, not one to miss out on such a comical

opportunity, takes full advantage of it. The Boeotian, in a

much disputed line,3 bids the pipers play him a tune, the

noise of which (no matter which interpretation is preferred)

provides fodder for Dicaeopolis' facetious remarks (864-6),

Acharnians (869)

t2

AI. llcxû" Ës xópaKû,ç. oi orpffxes, oùx à,nò tôu
8upôu;

DI. Hang you! shut up! Off from my doors, you wasps!

1 On what constitutes the stereotype, see V/. J. M. Starkie, T h e
Acharnians of Aristophanes (London, 1909), ad loc.; F. Blaydes,
Aristophanis Comoediae. Annotatione critica. commentario exegetico
et scholiis Graecis instruxit, (Halle, 1880-93), ad loc.; and schol. ad loc.

2 See for example, J. Van Leeuwen, Aristoohanis Comoediae. Cum
prolegomenis et'commentariis edidit, (Leyden, 1893-1906), p. 144.

3 There are two standard intelpretations of tòu npt.,xtòu xuuós:
(1) an early 'bag-pipe' ; (ii) the 'tune' which the pipers play. See
Henderson, pp. 197-8 and n. 20.



The image, while original,l is not necessarily

remarkable, nor, I think, was meant to be So, but is only the

'set-up' for the pun that follows. The image continues with

Dicaeopolis saying,

nóeEu ïpooÉntout' oi xcr.xôs äno¡,oúFEuoL
Ënì 'rùu, eúpau þoL Xarprõfrs Eoppaúì.ror;

Whence flew these curst Chaeridian bumble-drones
Here, to my door? Get to the ravens! Hence!

The Greek allows the image to build from rhe simple

metaphor, oi oçffxes and other words associated with

these insects, culminating in the allusive pufl, Xarprõfis
Eoprpa'úhror.

The name Xs.tprõfis is a comic patronymicz

coined by Aristophanes to designate the offspring of

X q, t p í s, a disreputable flutist.3 Such a mocking reference

no doubt stems from Aristophanes' penchant for abusive

satire. The word Eol.rpoúÀror too, is another comic coinage

derived from a synthesis of å Boï.rFuÀ. rós, 'honey-bee'4

and å a' ù ¡. ó s, 'flute'. Such a novel creation would

probably have elicited either hearty laughs from those in

13

I "En ce sens o g n E est un hapax." (Taillardat, p. a60).
2 On the comic patronymic, see Blaydes and Van Leeuwen ad loc.
3 See schol. ad loc.; P 951; Av 858.
a Ct. V 107, where it is used as a synonym for pÉXrrra' Itis

obviously preferred here for its onomatopoeic value. cf. also T 1176;
Pl 538. See E.K. Borthwick, CQ 17 (1967), p. 154, on pó¡.rpos as a
musical term.



the audience with a penchant for puns, like Aristophanes

himself, or a groan from those not so inclined. Such a unique,

compact and pregnant image must surely have provoked

some kind of response, and judging by the play's being

awarded first prize, I would assume the former.

Although Dicaeopolis has delivered the 'punch-

line', one would think that this particular image has served

its purpose but the ensuing words of the Boeotian belie such

an assumption. However, before looking at the Boeotian's

words in detail, it may be worthwhile to ask what provokes

his response.

It has already been observed that the comic

hero, impotent within the framework of the 'real world',

creates his own through his deft word-play wherein he rules

supreme and all who deal with him must do so according to

his terms. Such is the case in this particular scene.

The Boeotian, who only moments before,

requested that the pipers play him a tune, is all of a sudden

quite thankful that Dicaeopolis has got them to stop.

Although one may argue that the Boeotian was actually tired

of their noise and had only requested the tune sarcastically,l

it is still Dicaeopolis who, from the moment he appears,

controls the ensuing events. By his words alone he has

transformed the pipers from a band of itinerant musicians

into a swarm of wasps, of 'bumble-piping drones of Chaeris'.

t4

I For a different interpretation, see Van Leeuwen, ad 867.



Dicaeopolis has recreated reality to suit his own vision and

the Boeotian not only readily complies, but even picks up on

Dicaeopolis' imagery.

The Boeotian has asked Dicaeopolis ro buy from his

wares either ðp-c,h íX.(rJu or rErpa'firEpuhÀ íot.uu. The

first, ðp.o,XíHUJu, as has been generally agreed, is the

Boeotian word for å. ¡. E K "r p v i: v, 'rooster'.1 The second,

TETpû.TrrEp u¡.¡. íõuu, while etymologically incontestable,Z

has caused commentators much concern, most of whom

agree that the word is a joking subtitute for TETpdnoõEs,
'four-footed creatures', but have problems in reconciling its
interpretation as a specific creature, viz. locust.3 But as the

scholiast points out, &npíOEs do have four wings, and in

our context of entomological imagery created by Dicaeopolis,

the Boeotian, instead of saying TETpc.nóõuu, has insects on

the mind and instead creates, as did Dicaeopolis before him

(866), a hybrid crearure, the TErpû.rrrEpuL¡.ís, easily

understood as a comic name for a locust.

15

I schol. ad loc.
2."-rrr.e putr h ís, nisi a stirpe net (ntepóu. ntípuE) ducrum esr,

unde tandem originem habet?" (Van Leeuwen, ad loc.).
3 But see w. Rennie, The Acharnians of Aristophanes, (London,

1909), pp. 220-2.; See also, Beavis, p. 67 and, Davies, p. l4Z.



At 908, enter on cue (cf. 904) an informer, Athens'

unique contribution to Hellenic commerce, ready to
denounce anyone on the slightest circumstantial evidence.

Aristophanes delighted in satirizing not only ouKogáurû. 1,

but any other imposror r& I a. ( rí u ) who tried ro ger

something for nothing, or professed to be something he was

not.l Yet even before his entrance, Aristophanes has

influenced the audience's perception of any informer by the

following exchange (904-7),

al. 'ryôoa to íuuu. ouKo(pá,utr¡u ígaye,
úonep xÉpa¡,rou åuõr¡oáptuÕs.

Acharnians (920-5)

16

oH.
o [üJ,
-t^/r\ÀG.iJoLþL H€urû,u
TTO ÀU,
ê /- r- ,q.fiEp n r0axou aì. rtp Las nohhâ,s
n¡.Érlu.

DI. I'll tell you whar; pack an INFORMER up,
Like ware for exportation.

BOE. Mon! that's guid.
By the Twa Gudes, an' unco gain I'se mak'.
Takin' a monkey fu' o' plaguy tricks.

NEì trì-¡

xÉpoos å.yoyùu nc.ì

I Cf. Av 959ff., 992ff.



In general terms then, an informer is 'like a monkey

full of mischief'l and the monkey, in Greek literature, is

commonly regarded as a symbol of treachery.z With such an

introduction, Nicarchus appears and elicits the following

observations from the Boeotian and Dicaeopolis (909),

/44@H. Ï'l rxxos yq. Fû.Kos oùros.
AI. 'AÀ¡.à nâ,u

I
Kü,KOU.

Th.

Dicaeopolis (concentrated): I00Vo Pure, Perverse

Viciousness.3

Awf'ly teeny informer, what?

That such a small creature can cause such enormous

trouble is familar from Aesop's fables. Animal imagery is

often used to emphasize the incongruity between agent and

event,4 and Aesop often uses insects to sharpen the contrast:

the smaller the insect, the better. So it is no surprise then

that the tale Aristophanes has Nicharchus fabricate posits

that a water-bug with a wick set in its back can set fire to

the Athenian dockyard. By taking this familiar motif to its
extreme, Aristophanes has created a mocking satire on all

sycophants.

t7

1 See schol. ú907.
2 See Taillardat, p. 228.
3 English translation from Douglass Parker's

(Ann Arbor, 1961), p. 78.
4 See Introduction, p. 4.

The Acharnians-



While Aristophanes satirizes the sycophant in various

ways,l he does so most effectively with the preposterous

tale he has Nicarchus deliver. As stated previously, the

informer is the type who wants something for nothing and

will stop at nothing to get it. Here, the flimsiest of

circumstantial evidence gives Nicharchus the little he needs

to trump up the charges against the Boeotian (910-12),

}IIXAPXOE
Ta'u'ri t íuos tà qop'r [' Ëot í;

oH.
oeípaÊeu, 'íttu,t

NI.
/-/

çû, LUüJ no ÀEp Lû.

NICHARCHUS. Whose is this merchandise?

BOE. 'Tis a' mine
here.

18

¿rús. 
Ttuõ', Epû

'Eyiu 'roiuuu ðoì
tq' ûts..

l\tIC.

Frae Thaibes, wat Zeus, I bure it.

As soon as he hears that

Nicarchus immediately declares

The Theban's response (9lZ-13)

Denounce it all as enemies!

I The satire on the sycophant is effected by (a) the earlier
exchange between the Boeotian and Dicaeopolis on his puny size;(b)
by the very fact that he is considered a commodity unique but far too
plentiful to Athens;(c) the word-play on gq,vûv, (cf. schol. ad 908), a
technical term used by ,informers;(d) on his manner of speaking, eg.
ttiu nepreot(ítuu Xúpru (915)

the merchant is from Thebes,

his wares to be contraband.

shows that he hardly takes

Then I here



Nicharchus' accusations seriously. But undaunted and

desperate for anything, Nicharchus continues, Xo,ì oÉ YE

tpautî npòs roîo68. (914), "Them and you too." And

again the Theban responds mockingly. It should be

remarked that throughout this whole scene, never once do

the Theban or Dicaeopolis answer Nicharchus' questions

directly but instead respond with questions of their own,

each question forcing Nicharchus to further outlandish

accusations and suppositions. When finally forced to specify

the actual charge, Nicharchus haughtily responds (915-

976),

NI. 'Eyìu çpd,o,r: ooL t,îu rIEpLEo"rtí'rtuu
yáp ru.

'Ex 'rôu nohe pr íCIu EioáyE Ls Êpuc.¡.¡. íoc..

r9

NIC. That will I say for the bystanders' sake.

A lantern-wick you are bringing from the foe.

The seriousness of the charge is offset

harmlessness of the 'contraband'. Dicaeopolis, who

longer sit listening, remarks (917),

AI. "ErrE Lrû, ço' íue rs õfl'ra. õ rà
Êpua'ì.¡. íoo,;

DI. Show him up, would you, for a lantern-wick?

by

can

the

no



with a conscious pun (mocking the informer's jargon) on the

double entendre of çá LuE Ls

Dicaeopolis' incredulous questions then prompt lr{icharchus

to begin telling his tale, and as it has at its basis nothing

more than a lampwick, what he builds upon it must

necessarily be as flimsy, if not more so (9LB-26),

¡it.
AI.
HI.
AI.
NI.

, (t \ ) .t )\ \/+urq YG.p EFfipnoE LEU q,u ro
Neurprou Êpuah¡.ís;

4
O lpa r.

¡rà opua'hLioa;t.

!l

T tu r rporT(rJ;
'EueEì.s o'u eis .,i,pr¡u å"rìp Eorrítros(! -r. - - )r ' / , ) \ rfiVû's q,u EtoTrEFr{,rrreu Eis To ueu.lprou
õ L' yupotpdas, popdau Én r.¡pr¡oa,s

FEY q.u.

xrínep Lciporro .rqr-ru uEriu -cò nûp
d, n a'g,

oEÀayo îut' ð,u E,jeús.

20

NIC. Aye, for that lantern-wick will fire the docks.
DI. A lantern-wick the docks! O dear, and how?
NIC. If a Boeorian stuck it in a beetle,

And sent it, lighted, down a watercourse
Straight to the docks, watching when Boreas

blew

His stiffest breeze, then if the ships caught fire,
They'd blaze up in an instant.

uE(l)p LOU.

The crux of the debate on this

the interprerarion of trç¡u (g20),

I See Alan H.
The Acharnians

Sommerstein, The Comedies of Aristophanes: vol. I:
(Warminster, 1980) ad 917, p. Z0Z.

passage centres upon

which in its primary



sense means 'water-beetle'.1 However, some commentators

have been unable to countenance such an interpretation

(due in part to an excessively strait-laced approach to an

excessively uninhibited playwright) and have proposed

various interpretations of their own.2

While Nicharchus' fabrication is wholly unfounded,

there had actually already been an attempt on the Piraeus

by Cnemus and Brasidas in 429.3 Such a daring attempt on

Athens' base of power was enough to make the Athenians

more acutely aware of their vulnerability in this regard, and

indeed Thucydides relates another incident against the

Athenian fleet in 413: The Syracusans filled an old merchant

ship with faggots, set it alight, and let it drift rowards the

fleet. It was stopped however before any damage occurred.4

To a certain extent then, the Athenian fear was justified, and

no doubt such unfounded rumors must have been rampant

during war-time.

Aristophanes' humor lies in his taking full advantage

of the antithesis between the potential gravity of the

situation and the means whereby the sabotage might be

21

1 See Beavis, pp. 106-8.
2 Van Leeuwen, Blaydes and Van Daele are against the

interpretation of 'water-beetle'. Starkie, Rennie and W. W. Merry,
Aristophanes: The Acharnians (Oxford, 1901), see the inherent
absurdity, with Rennie summing up the argument nicely: "The
difficulty of this passage lies in the the fact that it is meant to be
nonsensical." p.228. Beavis, pp. 107-8, discusses this passage in
detail and concludes, "...the idea of a water-skater skimming along
the water surface, thus keeping the light affixed to it dry, would fit
the sense of the passage perfectly."

3 Thuc. II. 93.
4 Thuc. VII.53.4.



effected. A wick secured to a small boat and posing a threat

to the safety of the Athenian Empire seems humourous

enough, but to set a wick in a water-beetle, a harmless bug,

and have it drift down a drainage system, suits

Aristophanes' inclination for the preposterous far better.

The arguments against the plausibility of such a

scheme are, in reality, arguments in its favor precisely

because Nicarchus' fabrication is only meant to have the

pretence of plausibility, not the support of physical

possibility. Throughout the plays of Aristophanes, time and

again, the natural physical laws, as we understand them

today, aÍe ignored when they are a hindrance to the

development of plot, characterization, etc.l But what is

essential to note here is that the majority of such allowable

transgressions of the 'normal' order of nature are those

brought about by the comic hero himself (or at least in

accordance with his wishes). It is only when these lesser

figures, these lesser å I o. ( ó u e s, 'impostors', attempt such

manipulations of reality by word alone that their schemes

must fail. As Rennie rightly remarks here, the repetition of

the particle ä u "emphasizes the hypothetical nature of the

whole affair."2 Had Dicaeopolis, for whatever reasons, been

the one to make up this story, rest assured that the scheme

would have been successful. But as it is, since Dicaeopolis

did not propose the scheme, and since he is the comic hero,

22

r See Dover's Aristophanic Comedy, p. 41ff.
2 Rennie, p. 228.



he summarily dismisses Nicharchus along with his

hypotheticals and straightaway regains control (924-5),

AI.
oelrayo'iut' c.u únò t[qr¡s rE KG.'L

Opuah.h íoos;

"Q xáxrot' ô.nohoúpeuE,

DI.

He then calls Nicharchus a piece of crockery and

proceeds to treat him as such by wrapping him up like a

piece of merchandise for the Boeotian to bring back home.

Blaze, you rascal!

What, with a beetle and a lantern-wick?

23

AI. ¡oú¡,E L páHEoB€x. L, f r¡puou¡ .rErps.n-r ihe;r

"This phrase has been much 'solicited' , but the

meaning seems to me certain."2 It may have seemed certain

to Starkie, but debate upon this phrase has not abated even

to this day with the latest commentator of this play ending

his lengthy note to this passage with the not altogether

Acharnians (1082)

encouraglng,

1 Text from Sommerstein's edition of the Acharnians.
Starkie, ad loc.

"This explanation is put forward very



tentatively;"t I do not propose to be able to interpret this

line any more surely than those scholars who have preceded

ffie, but rather only to give what I believe to be a plausible

explanation, by synthesizing the suggestions of the two

commentators cited above.

The controversy has focussed upon the question, to

whom does the epithet,

scholars,2 following the

'four-winged Geryon' in the dative, maintain

is referring to himself with this epithet,

mockery of his adversary, Lamachus, while

believe such a reference to be absurd. and have thus

proposed emending the disputed phrase to the vocative so

that Dicaeopolis is addressing the warrior Lamachus, not

himself. I believe that Sommerstein's argument comes

closest to explaining this line,

'four-winged Geryon' refer? Several

manuscripts which have the phrase

24

Like Geryon he [Lamachus] is fearsome to behold
(566-592, 96a-5); Like Geryon too he is destined ro be

attacked by Boeotian cattle-stealers (Heracles was a

native of Thebes). The most terrifying feature of the

original Geryon was his triple body; the most
terrifying feature of Lamachus is his crest and plumes,
and he is therefore given an epithet referring to these.
"Four-feathered" would appear to be numerically
inaccurate (cf. 1103), but it may be used for the sake

of a potential double meaning: ptilon means not only

that Dicaeopolis

in a grotesque

other scholars3

I
2

J

Sommerstein, p. 208.
Blaydes, Merry, Rennie and Taillardat.
Van Leeuwen, Van Herwerden and Sommerstein



"down feather" but also "'wing" (LSJ s.v. ptilon II), and

in this sense to call a man tetraptilos is to compare
him to an insect such as a locust (cf.871), whether this
implies that he is of little value, or no real terror to
anyone, or a confounded nuisance (cf. 150-Z¡.t

Sommerstein's explanation is supported by the fact

that Aristophanes elsewhere uses insect references to

disparage the antagonist of the comic hero. I also believe

that his argument can be given further support if the

suggestion of Starkie is adopted with some minor

modifications.

Of all the commentators to this passage, Starkie alone

sees in the epithet 'four-winged Geryon'_, an 'etymological

jest', "I- . 'the shriller' (viz. one of the TETpG.TrrEpuL¡. íOEs

(871) which Dicaeopolis holds out towards Lamachus) being

derived from ynpúELu."2 Unfortunately he also interprets

the epithet to refer to an actual locust that the Boeotian had

brought with him from Thebes. But, as I have explained

above,3 the Boeotian had mistakenly called his poultry

rETpfiTrrEpuhhíõEs, having been influenced by

Dicaeopolis' entomological imagery. Yet despite Starkie's

error as regards the existence of 'quadru-pters', I believe his

apprehension of an etymological jest ro be quite sound,

provided the reference is to Lamachus and not Dicaeopolis

25

I Sommerstein, p. 208.
2 Starkie sd 1082.
3 p. 15.



since Lamachus has been portrayed throughout the play as a

miles gloriosus, a warrior full of sound and fury but

essentially ineffective.l This subtle pun, an allusion to his

hollow bravado as well as to the potentially destructive

power of a swarm of locusts, analogous to that of an army,z

seems to me to be truly Arisophanic in spirit.

In the midst of the stichomythia (beginning 7097ff.),

the mighty Lamachus asks for his case containing his three

crests. When it is brought forth he exclaims, ¡\A: eA.A.' fi
rprï,ópptu'res to')s hóqous pou Kû.rÉçoyou; (1111),

"Surely the moths my crest have eaten up." The question is

posed primarily to provide Dicaeopolis with a mocking food-

oriented question, AI: A .A,' fr rrpò OE ínuou tùu
píUa'pKUu KG.rÉOoprar; (1112), "Sure this hare-soup I'11

eat before I sup." But Lamachus' question is worth a second

glance itself.

Throughout the play Lamachus has been parodied as

the epitome of the warrior and war itself, and the satire has

Acharnians (llll-2)

26

1 ct. slztt.
2 See above, p. 9.



been carried out in various ways.l One feature of the satire

that is constant is the association of the ),,. ó tp o s, 'crest' with

¿ á p a y o s.2 It has not only afforded several plays-on-

words, but has been a tangible symbol of war upon which

Dicaeopolis can vent his satire and fury.3

Returning to the passage in question then, the derision

of Lamachus is effected in this case in both ways. As noted

above, Lamachus' martially-oriented question is put

primarily as one which Dicaeopolis transforms into a

domestically-oriented one. On a secondary level, looking at

Lamachus' question alone, the À ó V o s, as a tangible symbol

of war, has been partially eaten up by moths and so the

incongruity between agent and event is brought into

sharper contrast by the agents' being no more than common

household moths. The moths get the best of Lamachus' gear

and therefore vicariously of Lamachus himself. The tragic

hero is thus beaten by the comic hero here symbolized by

the moth in a triumph of domesticity over belligerence.4

27

I The name ¡, á p c, X o s itself affords Aristophanes ample
opportunity for plays-on-words (see Edmunds, pp. 13-4 and n. 36).
Aristophanes also parodies the tragic diction appropriate to such a
martially-oriented character. Cf. 57zff .

2 ss6-61; 575; 964-7; 1073-4.
3 586:põehúttoprar yàp toùs ì.ógous.
4 See P l2l0-23 for a parallel to such a triumph. Cf. also L 7}6ff.



Our next passage on insects overlaps with the

preceding one. Lamachus takes Dicaeopolis' mocking

question (lll2) as though it were adressed to him

personally and therefore responds, À A: âf) u I p qJ Tr E,

noúlEr pi npooüyopeúrru åpÉ; ellz),"Fellow, I'll
thank you not to talk to ME." However, at this point, instead

of continuing his mocking echo of Lamachus' words,

Dicaeopolis turns to his slave and asks, as though bringing a

previous discussion to its resolution (1II4-7),

AI. oüx, ahh' ÈVù Xù no,îs Ëpigopreu nó,hs,r.
EoúhE r nep rõóoÊa r xå,n rrpÉr¡a r Aa1.ráyç,
nótrpou ånp[õEs fiaróu åo'rru iì xixLo'i;

Dic. Nay, but the boy and I, we can't agree.

Come will you bet, and Lamachus decide,

Locusts or thrushes, which the daintier are?

Acharnians (1116-7)

28

Here again, Dicaeopolis completely dominates the

action constantly creating 'reality' anewl and Lamachus can

only react to its fluid nature. In this instance, Dicaeopolis

seems to be surrendering his control of things by appointing

Lamachus as judge to his question. As expected, it is a

loaded question and there can only be one answer.

See Edmunds, p. 2, on poetry recreating reality.



Lamachus, outraged by such effrontery, cries out, ¿\ A:

oipr' (íç úFp i(E rs.(1117), "Insolent knave!" which

Dicaeopolis of course takes as Lamachus' answer,

interpreting it as though it expressed his indignation at

being asked such a question when the answer is so obvious,

and so Dicaeopolis says, tàs ånpioo's Kpiue r

nohú.(ttl7),r "(to the boy) Locusts, he says, by far."

This section of the play began with the arrival of two

messengers, one bringing word to Lamachus that he must

prepare for a march and thus miss the festival of Pitchers

(1071-83), the other coming with an invitation to

Dicaeopolis from the priest of Dionysus to dine at his home

(1084-96). The remainder of the scene is a study in

contrasts: Lamachus preparing for battle, Dicaeopolis for a

feast.

Throughout the Acharnians, the contrast between war

and peace has been expressed in terms of pleasure vs. pain,2

with pleasure being understood by Dicaeopolis in its

physical manifestations of food, wine and sex. The x I y  ' ¡
'thrush', was a delicacy for the Greeks and in the Acharnians

and the Peace,3 it appears in association with times of

celebration.a In directly confronting Lamachus with the

delights of peace vs. the hardships of war, Dicaeopolis puts

29

I For such a ready respone that twists someone's words to suit one's
own wishes, cf. A 100-22; E 440; Av 7629.

2 Edmunds, p. 33.
3 p 531, 1149, Í95-7.
4 Note the the words derived from xíyA. 1, xrX¡.í(u and

xtXhiXUos, which connote luxurious living. See LSJ s.v.



them in terms he best comprehends, those of food. There

can be no doubt that the choice of locusts and thrushes must

be understood as antitheses of one another, underscoring

Dicaeopolis' delights and Lamachus' sufferings. Once again,

insects are used for dramatic purposes to emphasize the

disparity between two extremes, being here, the incongruity

between these two dishes.t

Aristophanes does not use insect imagery in the

Acharnians to symbolize his comic hero as he does in later

plays such as the Wasps or the Peace. The majority of insect

images in the Acharnians occur as only the by-product of

Dicaeopolis' appropriation and subsequent recreation of

reality to suit his personal vision. However Aristophanes

does manipulate the inverse relationship that holds between

the two themes, 'the deflation of the self-importance of the

miniscule' and 'the triumph of small over great', so that they

30

Acharnians - Conclusion

1 4 residual problem remains. Did Greeks actually eat locusts? The
question has been discussed by Davies, pp. 141-2, and by 'Beavis, p. 76.
No doubt, if compelled by hunger, one would eat what would
otherwise be considered abhorrent. and that is how I believe we are
to understand the joke. See the scholiast ad loc. whose further
comment, that formerly Lamachus had lived very meanly, is
irrelevant to the choice of dishes. and if true of the actual
Lamachus. but a coincidence.



work in conjunction with his primary aim of

Lamachus, and indeed any opponent of Dicaeopolis'

as the discussion on the significance of the

I-npúou¡ rErpû.rrríhE, and that concerning the

tale spun by the informer Nicarchus, have shown.

belittling

schemes,

phrase,

elaborate

3r



In the middle of the prologue to the Knights, the first

servant, Demosthenes, while acquainting the audience with

the drama, presents them with a rather unflattering portrait

of the "newly purchased pest" (2), Paphlagon, a thin disguise

for the demagogue cleon. Lamenting Paphlagon's usurpation

of the Laconian cake he had baked at Pylus, he continues

(5I -60),

Knights (58-60; 1037-40; Wasps 596-7)

CHAPTER II

'Hpâ.s õ' à.nEha'úuE i
ö.¡,¡.ou Êepo,ne úr ru,
õE tnuoûuros åo"cri,rs

32

But us he drives away, and none but he

Must wait on master; there he stands through dinner
With leathern flup, and flicks away the speakers.

The image of Paphlagon shooing away the orher

demagogues with his leather fly-swatter was inspired by

the pun Fupoíulu/pupoiur¡ur which itself stems from

Aristophanes' penchant for satirizing the lowly beginnings of

, )  \ - /KOUK Eû. TOU òEOTTOTIU
I

)-*\^lrt
û. À À.ü IJupo Lulu EHUJU
)^^\crû,fioooljEL rous prlropüs.

r See schol. ad 59.



Cleon as a leather-seller.l Once this play-on-words is

established, Aristophanes fleshes it out with å. n o o o p e î
'roùs éi-opo.s, with toùs Éú.opas being n o' p à

npooõox íc,u for 'ràs pruîas, 'flies'. This image resurfaces

later in Paphlagon's version of an o¡acle concerning himself

(1037 -40),

uç) tâu, ð.xouoou, elra. o ráxp Luou, tóõE '
"Eorr yuuri, tÉçer õÈ ÀÉouÊ' iepaîs åu 'AeÉ¡uû,ls,
ôç nep'r tori õr¡pou nohÀoîs xtíuurl,,r püHsîtg't
,is rE nepl oxú¡ruoLoL pepr¡xtis'"tòu o'i

quÀáEa r,
teîxos rToir¡oa's gú¡.ruou núpyous rE

o rõ¡poÛs.

Nay, Iisten first, my friend, and then decide.

WOMAN SHE IS. BUT A LION
SHE'LL BEAR US N ATI{ENS TFIE HOLY;

ONE WHO FOR DEMUS WILL FIGHT
WITH AN ARMY OF STINGINIG

MOSQlrrroES,
FIGHT, AS IF SHIELDING HIS WFIELPS;

WHOM SEE THOU GUARD WITH DEVOTION

BUILDING A WOODEN WALL
AND AN IRON FORT TO SECURE HIM.

33

What had been implied at 60 has been here inverted

with the name of the insect now mentioned as befits the

oracular style which abounds in animal imagery. This image



is reiterated in the Wasps, but the words are now those of

Philocleon (V 596-7),

t i _ì r < - - 
t - 1 _.q.u'ros õE KhE(Ju o KEKpû,Ê LòüFû.s pouou

<^rJrlFû's oU TIEpLTp(l)YEt,
)- - \ - / - \ \ )/ \ \
s,À.hû' qul\cx,TTgL òLû, )tELpos EHUJU Kû.1 Îü.s

trt.pu Lû,s û.nû,uuuE L.

Yea, Cleon the Bawler and Brawler himself,

at us, and us only, to nibble forbears,

And sweeps off the flies that annoy us, and still
with a vigilant hand for our dignity cares.

Both flies and mosquitoes were regarded as symbols of

persistent impudence and effrontery,l and so may be used

interchangeably without altering the meaning to any

significant degree.

The image of Paphlagon/Cleon as solicitous protector

of the city manifests itself in a trinity neatly summarized by

Taillardat as 'Le demagogue: amant de Demos; la mère de

Demos; le chien de Demos'.2 Although our present interest

is with the image of Paphlagon as a concerned mother, it

should be noted that all three images have positive

connotations when issuing from the mouth of

34

1 Davies, p. 155, 165-6;
their being regarded as

A. Neil, The Kniehts of
143; Davies, p. 155.

2 Taillardat, pp. 401-06.

Beavis, pp. 222-3; Taillardat, p. 402, n.
weak and insignificant creatures, see

Aristophanes (Cambridge, 1909) a-¿

3. On
also R.
1037, p.



Paphlagon/Cleon or his supporters,l whereas the negative

aspects are seized and elaborated upon by his detractors.2
'We have seen in lO37 -40 the concern which

Paphlagon shows for Demus manifesting itself in the image

of a mother brushing off mosquitoes from her young. Yet

just as with the images of a lover and dog, so too this

nurturing metaphor can be inverted, or rather, perverted, so

as to show the obverse of the coin as at 714-7,

A¡\.

nA.
AÂ.

c A / 
- 

\ \ 
-^ ^r¿s o9oÒpc' ou Tou ònFou oEû,uTou

I
uEuoiJ LKq.s.

¡--l \ ) I ê , !-.tlfi LoTq,pû. L yû'p c.uTou o Ls vuJu r (Erû. r.
,râ ^, -(J- __ < / ^ t - ^K+ri' ujonEp (}, L T LTUû. L yE O LT L (E LS Kû.HüJS.

Füoúpre uos yàp 'cQ l.rÈu ð4. iyou Êu.r (Ð¡s,
)\r,/-/û.uTos ò' EKEruou TpLfiÀû.oLou

/
Kû.TEOTIû.Kû.S.
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S.S. How sure you seem that Demus is your own!
PAPH. Because I know the titbits he prefers.
S.S. And feed him badly as the nurses do.

You chew, and pop a morsel in his mouth,
But thrice as much you swallow down vourself.

The whole thrust of the plot of the Knights stems from

Aristophanes' belief that the proper order of things has been

subverted. The aristocrats, such as Pericles, who by

birthright alone formerly guided the city, have given way

I As in the passage cited above from the Wasps.
2 However a negative undercurrent can usually be

voice of the poet even in the overtly positive images
1014-34: 1340-5.

detected in the
as in 732-41;



by degrees to oakum-sellers, sheep-sellers, and finally to

such lowly rabble as Cleon, a leather-seller by trade. Rather

than attempting to correct this subversion by introducing a

character in the mold of a Themistocles, who would be the

antithesis of Cleon, Aristophanes, in typical fashion, proceeds

to correct the problem by going Cleon one better (or worse):

enter the Sausage-Seller, the epitome of baseness, the

quintessence of the demagogue.l Of all the characteristics of

the demagogue reviled in Paphlagon, shamelessness

(å u o' i¡ E t a. ) is the prerequisite ro rhe orhers and this rhe

Sausage-Seller has in ample supply, as evinced near the end

of the play when Paphlagon, defeated by his rival, laments,

oi¡ro L Kü.xoõs. i1.r,r.ru, üt .pG uû, rõEuoríooLlû L. (1206),

"Unhappy me! I'm over-impudenced!" Such shamelessness,

as noted earlier, was associated in antiquity with the fly,

and this connection may perhaps shed some new light on

58-60, 1037 -40 and 596-1 .

These three passages have all portrayed Paphlagon as

expressing his concern for the welfare of Demus through the

kindred images of him shooing off f n. o p E s, fighting with

myriad mosquitoes, and brushing away flies. The echoing of

a Homeric simile2 at 1037 -40 is perhaps a veiled artempr by

Paphlagon to elevate his actions into the realm of epic

heroes, or at least to that of his more noble predecessors.

But his is world the topsy-turvy world of reality as seen by
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L Cf. 177-93; 211-20; 324-34: 634-8.
2 lt. tl.5lo; 21.394, 421.



Aristophanes, where worse is better. Paphlagon then, is no

better than the other demagogues/flies/mosquitoes that he

has, figuratively, been brushing away. In reality, that is, in

Aristophanes' reality, he is the worst of them all, the 'Lord

of the Flies', ultimately undone by the Sausage-Seller who

goes so far beyond Paphlagon in utter shamelessness that,

by the very boundlessness of his roguery, he achieves in the

end Demus' and his own transfiguration as well as the

righting of the world gone awry.l

The animal most often associated with Paphlagon

throughout the Knights is that of the dog, a designation used,

so it seems, by Cleon himself2 in its positive connotation, but

taken by Aristophanes in an antithetical sense. While the

dog is the most dominant animal image, that of the pesky fly

may be seen as yet another one for Cleon, once the proper

order of things has been regained. Cleon is but another of

the annoying flies to be swept aside by his successors, the

Sausage-Seller in the world of the play, but in the real

world, by yet another demagogue who, unlike the Sausage-

Seller could not bring about a Demus transfigured, but could

only continue along the path Cleon had blazed.
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1

2
On this motif of transfiguration,
See Taillardat, p. 403-6.

see Whitman, pp. 101-3.



In expressing its disgust at the brazen impudence of

Paphlagon, the chorus treats the audience to a fleeting

pastoral image only to shatter the illusion by the coarse

desideratum that follows (402-4),

Knights (402-4)

"Q nepì nó.u'r' ån'r nô,oi tE rrpáypû,sL
õu,rpoõóKoLoLu Èn' d,uoEoru [(u:u
E'íee ça'úhrr.rs, tlionrp ¡Spes, ËxpáÀors tiu

íuoEo ru.

Thou in all places, and thou at all hours,
Flitting and sitting in bri-berry flowers,
Sucking and sipping the gold rhey contain,
Mayest thou lightly, as 'twas swallowed,

cast thy mouthful up again.
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While it is possible that lines 4OZ-3 may be a parody

of some unknown tragic or lyric poet,1 they need not

necessarily be so. Rather, what is essential is the pastoral

quality evoked so that the incongruity of the wish expressed

in 404 may be more biting. Aristophanes creates this

pastoral feeling by invoking Paphlagon as ,ï...Én' a.uOEoLu

i c r¡ u. while this diction is appropriate ro rhe effect

desired,2 Aristophanes has also inserted, fi û. p à

1 Taillardar, pp. 417-8.
2 See schol. ad 402.



npooõoxiou, words suitable, not to the superficial

pastoral image, but rather to Paphlagon's notorious

character, these being npáYpo(oL and õu:poOóxototu.l

Aristophanes has often used õtupoõoxÉu,t and its

derivatives2 to chastise the base practices of Cleon and other

demagogues. And so even as the idyllic image is taking

shape it is being undercut by Aristophanes' ulterior motives,

as the scholiast has diligently observed. However the

scholiast's comments, while explaining the import of the

metaphor, do not fully explain Aristophanes' choice of this

particular image.

The participle i C u.¡ u seems to have been chosen

specifically f or its idyllic connotation and one of the

passages cited to support this contention is B ird s 7 42.

While this passage will be discussed more fully in its proper

place, its relevance to the present passage deserves

comment.

The comparison of poets/poetry with bees/honey is a

metaphor familiar from Pindar onwards,3 and Aristophanes'

choice of this image here serves the dual purpose of lauding

his own art with a metaphor particular to the art itself,

while at the same time keeping harmony with the pseudo-
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1 As Van Leeuwen notes, "Apud illum igitur poetam, quisquis fuit,
pro flpó,vuo,or et õtr.¡poõóKotol.u, quae ipsius comici esse nemo
non videt, tÉl¡rq,or vel uá1.raot et Ëpooõóx.ototv, vel eius modi
quid fuisse rurþi.ot." Another instance of napä flpooõoxla'u
with ¡páypaot occurs at 1399, on which see Taillardat, p. 4I2.

2 Eq 66,403(possibly), 902, 934, ggg, gg6; v 669, 1036; N 591, 1065; R
361.

3 Davies, pp. 70-2.



pastoral theme. The bee then, is one of the' two insects in

Aristophanes' works to be accorded such lofty status.i Yet

its implied association with Paphlagon in 402-4 would seem

to belie such status. But as will be shown, this is not the

case.

Returning to the question of why Aristophanes chose

this particular metaphor, we see that the travesty of

Paphlagon as the bee of the Muses,2 although merely

implied by the diction, excites an immediate feeling of

revulsion in Aristophanes as is made more than evident in

404. That such a feeling of loathsomeness can be generated

is due to the animal imagery that has been associated with

Paphlagon from the beginning. Paphlagon, in interpreting

Apollo's oracle for Demus (1014ff.) calls himself the 'watch-

dog of the state' (cf. 1017 and 1023) and, while he means to

flatter himself, the image cuts both ways, for the dog is a

symbol not only of fidelity but also of abject flattery, and,

what is more to the point, of shameless rapaciousness.3 The

vomiting up so readily of one's mouthful connotes then, the

mindless over-indulgence of bestial urges, an image far

more appropriate to a dog than a bee.4 The pastoral quality

then, is but ephemeral, a thin disguise to effect the travesty

of Paphlagon, the dog in bee's clothing. What appears to be

the degradation of the sacrosanct bee of the Muses is just

40

i The other
2 ct.n grz.
3 Taillardat,
4cf.e 6;Eq

being the cicada.

pp. 413-23.
766. 1148.



that, an appearance, for Aristophanes does not even deign to

speak its name. Rather, it is only a momentary elevation of

Paphlagon into that lofty realm where even his station there

is precarious due to the ambiguous diction. The coarse

image of Paphlagon vomiting abruptly reveals the sham and

hurtles Paphlagon back down to earth amongst the cur

where he belonss.

At 763ff., Paphlagon and the Sausage-Seller are vying

for the favors of Demus, with Paphlagon gradually losing

ground to the Sausage-Seller through the very same means

by which he first insinuated himself into Demus' favours. In

response to this tactic of the Sausage-Seller, Paphlagon again

returns to the theme of his love and concern for Demus

(7 e0-1),

Knights (792-6)

4l

xo,ì pùu Ei noû rLs åuùp
FâhÀ.ou åuúuuru
Éì prâl.lou åpoû oE çrhrîu,
xrqahfrs ne p rõóoÊq, r.

Was there ever a man since the City began

who for Demus has done such a lot,
Or fought for his welfare so stoutly as I?

I will wager my head there is not.

Ëçáuq'rQ õnFp

ÈeÉ¡.tl.l nepì tfiç



But not to be put off by this misrepresentation of the

facts, Sausage-Seller responds (792-4),

xc,ì nôs où q rheîs, ås rourou optr,:u otxoûut'
Êu tq.îs nrÊáKuü,LoLu

xc*'ì yuno'p Io rs xc,ì nupy rõ ío rs Êtos ðyõoou
orix Ê¡.Ea'iprts,

'AÀÀà xCI.Êe ípaEo's o.it'tòu Bh i'rrE Ls;

You love him right well who permit him to dwell
eight years in the clefts of the City,

In the nests of the vulture, in turrets and casks,

nor ever assist him or pity,

But deep him in durance to rifle his hive;

The insect image evoked of Paphlagon stealing from

the citizens of an over-crowded Athens is clinched by the

verb phírraLs which is a technical term in apiculture to

describe the removal of the honeycomb from the hive.1

Yet FÀirrELs is only the climax to this image. As the

Sausage-Seller notes, the war had been going on for eight

years2 and from its outset the rural population had been

forced to take refuge in the city of Athens. Over-crowding

was the inevitable outcome and the Attic farmers were

compelled to take up residence wherever they could.
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Aristophanes'usage of diminutives, olxoûut' Êu tcr,îs

1 See schol. ad 794., and also, Arist. HA 554a15; 627b2.
2 +ZZltgC. On the problem of dating the beginning of the war, see

G. E. M. de Ste. Croix, The Origins of the Pelooonnesian War, (Ithaca,
1972), p. 50ff.



nLÊáKuü,LoLu/xs,ì yunap Lo rq xq,L nupY rõ ío rs

suggest very small and cramped quarters as well as an

ironic sense of attachment to their abodes. The implied

image of a bee-hive then is the comic counterpart to the

sober reality of the situation as described by Thucydides.l

Although pÀitrElu is a technical term, it is also used

as a metaphor for 'stealing' and was so used by

Aristophanes in a compound form in the Birds (498).2 And

Plato, on a related theme, uses very similar imagery

extended bee metaphor in the Republic.3

The dramatic power of the Knights lies in its vitriolic

assault upon the reputation of Cleon. To sustain such

vehemence, Aristophanes avails himself of certain

metaphors that dominate the entire play, of which food and

eating are the central ones.4 Cleon is thus often portrayed

as a voracious monster insatiable in its gluttony.s At 402-

04 we saw how this resulted in the pastoral image of Cleon

as a bee, grotesque in conception and even more so in the

subsequent emetic wish of the chorus. Proceeding then

from Paphlagon the bee, we come to Paphlagon the bee-

keeper. So while the perspective has been inverted, the

image of the plundering Paphlagon has remained essentially

the same.
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in his

I Thuc. 2.17, 52.
2 Cf. atso L 475.
3 Rep. 564e.
4 See Whitman, p.
5 He is most often

6.

88ff.
portrayed as a dog, but cf. 74-9, 247-9, 375-80, 415-



In the antepirrhema of the second parabasis of the

Knights, Aristophanes introduces a fleet of Athenian

triremes, personified as a group of women, debating the

possibility of Hyperbolus as their commander (1300-15).

Just as Anglophones regard sailing vessels as feminine in

gender and give them appropriate names, so too the

Athenians gave their triremes feminine names,l and this

fact perhaps inspired the conceit of Hyperbolus as potential

lord and master over these 'women'.

The choice of Hyperbolus as the target of

Aristophanes' invective is due in part to the fact that, at this

point in the play, Paphlagon/Cleon has been defeated by the

Sausage-Seller and in part to the fact that the demagogue

Hyperbolus comes a close second in TIounpíq to Cleon.2

Whether there is any factual basis to support the claim that

Hyperbolus was contemplating an expedition to Carthage at

this time is a moot point.3 Rather what is important for

Knights (1306-08)
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I Neil, p.169, "The lists in CIA offer no exceptions."
2 Ct. R 596-71 where the two inn-keepers threaten Dionysus by

calling upon the names of the two dead demagogues, Cleon and
Hyperbolus.

3 On this question see Neil ad 1303-04.



Aristophanes' purposes is the very name Hyperbolus itself

and the feelings of contempt and revulsion it elicits from the

triremes.

The discussion begins with a veteran trireme 1fi t r s
ô/.ïu yEpo' trEpcx.' (1301)) first mentioning the scuttlebutt

(1302-04),

"or)õà nuutáuEoÊE'rc.ût',
nóhE r;

Oc:,oì.u o'itE iooCI, r r Lu' tipô"
D¿

K €x.p xn Òo uü.,
iiuõpa' poytr¡pòu noì-it¡u,

"Have ye heard the news, my sisters?

tis the talk ín every street,

That Hyperbolus the worthless,
vapid townsman, would a fleet

Of a hundred lovely galleys

lead to Carthage far away."
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4.
(lJ -t ) ^nap0ruor, Tû.u tn

(\)
EKg,TOU E LS

The epithets applied to Hyperbolus leave no doubt

to what course the discussion will take, and indeed

continued by the chorus in its narrative (1305-6),

ðe iunu'YnÉppohou."

^ -\ - .' r ô ^ 
)

Tû.Lg ÒE ÒOLG.L ÒELUOU ELUG.L TOUTO KOUK
,/û,uû.oxETour

\r)^al ,_^-,)

xg,L rLu' €LTIELU, tìTLs G,uõpruu G.üoou oúx
Êa.r¡4.úee r'

Over every prow there mantled

deep resentment and dismay.

AS

is



IJp and spoke a little galley,

The slightest chance of this happening produces an

immediate outcry and the first to voice her feelings is a

maiden trireme. The scholiast informs us that Aristophanes

has borrowed 13OZ from Euripides' Alcmeon in Psophis,

putting the words, quite appropriately, in the mouth of the

older, more experienced trireme.l The appellation, ô

rto.pOÉuot, is then picked up on by the phrase, fi'rrs
äuõpqi,u â.ooou orix Êl¡4.úoEr, an imitation of tragic

diction.2 This euphemistic periphrasis of tragic complexion

prepares us for the tone of the maiden's haughty tesponse

(1307 -0 8),

"hrrorpóno, r', oú õfrt' Êpoû y' ð,pt. L rTor', a'À.¡-'
åcu pE Hpij,

únò'repr¡õóuu.ru oo.nEîo' Ëu'rc,ûeo'
Kü,Tû.yqpáoo1.ra r."

" Save us ! such a scurvy fellow

yet from man's pollution free.
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Here I'd liefer rot and moulder

1 see
2 ct.

schol. ad T302.

Aesch. Fr.161.; Eur. Iph. A. 291.

never shall be lord of me.

and be eaten up of worms."



The image of a ship wishing for such a fate rather

than a master such as Hyperbolus cannot but raise a smile at

its absudity. But its human analogue, a beautiful young

maiden, refusing a boorish suitor and remaining virginal

until her death when at last she too becomes food for

worms, is revoltingly pathetic. Yet even couched in this

comic personification, Aristophanes' satirizing of Hyperbolus

loses none of its bite. Rather a foul but noble death for the

headstrong young vessel than a foul and ignoble union with

Hyperbolus. Thus a fate that would normally be rejected

outright is instead embraced gladly when faced with whar,

in comical terms, is truly insufferable.
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The insect imagery of the Knights simply carries on

the main thrust of the whole play: the disparagement and

belittlement of Cleon in particular, and latterly, that of

demagogues in general. Aristophanes' vitriolic satire of

Cleon finds one means of expression through the animal

imagery associated with Paphlagon, the most frequent

animal image being the rapacious dog, but the fly and

mosquito also serve to symbolize his persistent and

shameless effrontery. And in embellishing such a vicious

assault Aristophanes also introduces an allusion to the bee

Knights - Conclusion



whose near divine status, incongruously associated with

such a villain as Paphlagon, sharpens the inherent contrast

to a fine point. Even the attack upon Hyperbolus, once

Paphlagon/Cleon has been ousted by the Sausage-Seller, is

carried out through the use of insect imagery wherein even

consumption by wood-worms is preferable to a life under

Hyperbolus' command.
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Clouds QZ-a; 35-7; 694-9; 702-ZZ)

CHAPTER III

Insects are not often mentioned or alluded to in the

more elevated genres of Greek literature, whereas in Old

Comedy, they are, in relative terms, much more prevalent.l

In Aristophanes' Clouds in particular, a certain type of

insect, known commonly as 'vermin', appears quite often.2

The reason most often adduced to explain their frequent

mention in this play is that philosophers were popularly

believed to be indifferent to personal hygiene and hence

prone to infestation by these creatures.3 That Aristophanes

could choose Socrates as the stereotypical 'philosopher' as he

conceived him, has been neatly explained by K.J. Dover as

follows,

If it was Aristophanes' purpose to caricature the

genus 'intellectual' as a whole, the evidence

suggests that it is a fair caricature in essentials,

with the addition of one or two elements which go
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1 Davies, pp. 12-3.
') ^ 

ñ r tlt lrt-,--t¿ Davies, p. 174; S. Lilja, 'Vermin
(1976), pp. 59-68.

3 f. ¡. Dover, Aristophanes: Clouds
cf. p. xxxix.

in Ancient Greece', Arctos 10

(Oxford, 1968), pp. xxxiii-iv, but



a stage beyond caricature and one or two more
which relate to the individual Socrates rather than
to the genus. It is also a caricature which
combines features of distinct species of the
genus. l

Aristophanes subsumes under the rubric 'Socrates' an

amalgam of the intellectual movement of the latter half of

the fifth century that does not distinguish natural

philosophers from sophists.

He IAristophanes] drew one basic distinction,
between the normal man and the abnormal man.
The normal man works and fights, and takes as

much as he can of song, dance, food, drink, sex,
sleep, and good company. The abnormal man is
essentially parasitic fmy italics] on rhe normal; he

does no real work, he undermines the loyalties on
which the city's continued existence depends, and
he casts a shadow over the ordinary pleasures of
life by the unspoken implication that there may
be other, secret pleasures accessible to him alone.
Ar casts his net very wide in separating the
abnormal and the parasitic from the normal and
essential and the parasitic philosopher, as

typified by Socrates, has ovbious affinities with
other parasitic types in comedy: the seer [pax
1043ff.1; the oracle-monger [Av 959ff]; and rhe
poet [Av 904ff.]. 2

In summing up Dover states,
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Dover,
Dover,

pp.

pp.
xxxv-xxxvl.;
liii-liv.

see also Whitman, pp. 141-3.



An understanding then of Socrates as a parasite, a

creature that feeds off others, is essential for the

understanding of the insect imagery that abounds in this

play.

If Socrates is the parasite, he requires a host, that

being the hapless hero Strepsiades.l Strepsiades' role as

victim is made clear from the vefy beginning where in the

prologue he is complaining about his insomnia (L2-14),

'A¡-ì'.' où õúuo,par
-/òû,KUOU€UOS

(\^-/
uTro Tns òc,fiü.ulç

xpeôu \\
òLû. TOUTOUL TOU

But I can't sleep a wink, devoured and bitten

By ticks, and bugbears, duns, and race-horses,

Al1 through this son of mine.
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õE í¡.a, ros Eüõe ru

Aristophanes plays on the literal meaning of

õq.xuóUEuoç 'bitten', and its figurative meaning, 'vexed',

'annoyed'.2 The expected 'by bed-bugs', spoken by a man

in a not necessarily hygienic bed, is replaced by 'expenses

and debts'. As Starkie points out, ",5 n ó : naturally used here

with inanimate things, since they are a surprise for

HopÊtlu."3 This instance of nq.pà fipooõoxíq.u is first

\^.1 \A
KG,L Tnç çs,Tuls Kû.1 TüJU

<t
u Lou.

I For a view of Strepsiades as a failed comic hero, see Whitman,
1r9-r43 (esp. p. 139).

2 Se" Taillardat, pp. 153-5.
3 W. l. M. Starkie, The Clouds of Aristophanes (London, 1911), p.

pp.

14.



mentioned by the scholiast, "Elpnrqr õå nüp¿i tb
KopEôu"and is countenanced by subsequent

commentators.l

Later in the prologue, another oblique reference to

vermin is made (35-7),

OEI. /-./\
TL õuoxo?tû,LuELs Kq,L

<t_o?\qu;
ET. AáxuEr FE õiUapXóç

orpuJl.ráttrlu.

PH.

ST.

Once again, Strepsiades' restlessness is due to his being

bitten, but this time from underneath his covers by a

demarch.2 While both these passages show Strepsiades as

a victim, be it of bed-bugs, debts or collection agents, the

fact that he is a victim, prey to such creatures as these, is

essential for the understanding of the comic scene at 694ff.

Strepsiades' victimization at 12-14 and 35-37, with its

ambivalent play on 'bugs' and 'debts', is picked up again at

634, but this time with a twist. During the parabasis,

Good, my father,

What makes you toss so restless all night long?

There's a bumbailiff from the mattress bites me.

r/-1./'E'reóu, ú Trü,TEp,

otpíqe r tr\u uúyB'

)^
T LS EK T(JU
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r Blaydes, Van Leeuwen, Rogers, Van Daele, Starkie, Dover, ad loc.
(But note Dover's reservation).

2 See Dover's discussion (p.98) on this passage, especially his
comment on the different readings. V/hichever is preferred, what
is essential is that it is a na'pà npooõox(q,u for either xóprs or
tyúla.a.



Strepsiades has been hustled by Socrates into the thinkery

only after having been compelled to remove his cloak,l

ostensibly as part of the initation process, but in actuality so

that Socrates may filch ft.z When Socrares finally bids him

emerge and bring along his bedding, Strepsiades responds

(634),

rr. h¡'l' oúx Èrio,r trr' É6euryxeîu oi xóprrs.

ST. By Zeus, I can't: the bugs make such resistance.

The differences between this passage and the earlier

ones are that 'bugs' (x ó p E t s ) are now mentioned overtly

and that now that Strepsiades is in the thinkery, the

metaphor turns from bugs=creditors/debts, to bugs=

philosophers, that is, parasitic philosophers, of whom

Socrates is the paradigm.

Socrates immediately dismisses Strepsiades' comments

and proceeds in his attempt to impart the rudiments of

education, viz. rhythm, music and grammar (634-93), which

aÍe, of course, completely twisted by the obtuse Strepsiades.

Having reached an impasse, Socrates proposes a different

method, and while Strepsiades is still willing to learn, he is

reluctant to do so according to Soc¡ates' precepts, in fear of

the consequences. But socrates is adamant and strepsiades
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1'[er uuu, Kc,ráeou eoi¡råttou2 n9: 856-7.
Ø97); xq,táeou (500).



does his master'S bidding, not, however, before uttering a

prophetic lament (694-9),

EQ. oùoÉu, pcr' Al',

ET.

Ea. 'Exçpóutroóu rL 'rôu oEs.utoû
n paypráru.ru.

ET. t'tfi õfit', ixeteúu.1, 'utq.ûgó, Y'' s.hh' einep

Tr

YE XPI'
Xo'trrcrí ¡r' Ëc*.oou

Ea. oÜx Ëo'r r no'pà
ET.

õpû;

å,1¡.à xcrtq.xlt tuEis oeupì-

EYU'
aì. 

-/ 
4 | ? I Iols,u õtx¡u roLs KopEot òtuou rqPEpou.

so.
ST.

so.
ST.

so.
ST.
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Well, then, you get into the bed.

And then?

Excogitate about your own affairs.

Not there: I do beseech, not there: at least

Let me excogitate on the bare ground.

There is no way but this.

O luckless me!

How I shall suffer from the bugs to-day.

o.ri'rà 'ro'û't' Éxçpou't Ioa t.
'rs,ût'ä¡.À.o,.

Kaxoõs. i¡ru,tu

Once again, Strepsiades must suffer the bite of the

bugs from under his bedding, with 'bugs' now being

understood in its metaphorical sense of 'parasitic

philosopher'. Of course the joke still works at its literal

level, since philosophers were notorious for their lack of



regard for hygiene.t Strepsiades has already been stripped

of his cloak and is now apprehensively anticipating his

suffering at the mouths of the bugs, a hardship willingly

accepted however for its ultimate goal: the mastery of the

unjust logic.2

The ode that follows (700-07) may also be understood

at various levels of meaning. Ostensibly it is an exhortation

by the chorus to Strepsiades to conjure up some sort of

solution to his difficulty. But it may also be read as a subtle

shot at the Socratic dialectic in Aristophanes' use of the verb

nr¡O*.1 The other verbs in this passage, orp óptt,'whirl'
and TI u K v ris o û. s, 'curl up', preceded by çpóu"r r (E and

O r á 0 p e t, suggest that Strepsiades should engage in some

mental gymnastics, but he is far too preoccupied with the

physical kind in his bug-infested bed as the ensuing verses

imply.a Strepsiades' screams of å.'t'r a''r aî å, "r'r g''r a'Î
(7 07 js introduce a parody of a tragic hero in torment,

perhaps in imitation of some play of Euripides.ó The

parody works due to the lowly cause of Strepsiades'

suffering - bed-bugs. The passage is worth quoting in its
entirety as it is central to the parasitic imagery of this play

(7 07 -22),
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t g¡sn.
2 qzt-sø.
3 So the scholiast. See Starkie ad loc.

pursuits are trivialized at 144-53, as discussed
4 See Dover and Starkie ad loc.

s cr. A 1190; Eq 1.

6 See Starkie and Dover ad loc.

Note also how scientific
below, p. 60ff.



ET.
xn.
ET.

'Attq''rs,t å,ttc,tcrî.
Tí náoyers; Ti xd,pruers;

anó¡.lupfi t õE í.hq, tos' Ëx tori
ox iptnoõos
6áxuouo í u' ÈgÉpnou"re s oI Kop
iu0 ro t,
xo.i'ràs nÀeupàs õo.põárIrouÕLu
xcr.i 'cùu Suxùu Ënn iuouo ru

xo,ì toùs ðpyers ågÉ¡.xouoru
xo,ì 'ròu npuntòu õ ropúttouo Lu,

xcxì p' o.no¡.oûoLu.
l'ti uuu papÉ,r.ts ä,a.ye r ì.(au.
Ko.ì nrîs; ðtE Fou
çporioo' tà xpr{1.ro'ta, gpoúor¡ yporá,
qpoúo¡ Vrrxi, çpoúor¡ õ' ÉptPás'
xo,ì npòs toútots ä'rrrotot xq.xoîs
çpoupâs g,otrru

òt'iyou rppoûoos yryÉu111.ra r.

xo.
ET.
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ST.

CH.

ST.

Ugh! Ugh! Ugh! Ugh! Ugh!

What's the matter? where's the pain?

Friends ! I'm dying. From the bed

Out creep bugbears scantly fed,

And my ribs they bite in twain,

And my life-blood out they suck,

And my manhood off they pluck,

And my loins they dig and drain,

And I'm dying once again.

O take not the smart so deeply to heart.

Why, what can I do?

Vanished my skin so ruddy of hue,

Vanished my life-blood, vanished my shoe,

Vanished my purse, and what is still worse

CH.

ST.



As I hummed an old tune till mv watch

should

be past,

I had very nearly vanished myself at the last.

Aristophanes has once more created an image that caÍr

be interpreted in several different ways. To begin, the

words Èx oxíprnoõos/õ o.xvouoí pr' ÈgÉprrourEs oi.

KÕp-, coupled with Strepsiades' twisting and turning in bed

all lead one to expect xópers 'bugs',l but that expectation

is disappointed by what is actually said, KopíuOrot. The

scholiast's interpretation of this line has been accepted by

the majority of commentators,2 of whom I feel Dover comes

closest when he says, "It is possible that x ó p a L s, 'bugs', was

current slang for 'Corinthians'. and that the point of the

joke is its reversal."3 Thus Aristophanes introduces, as the

scholiast maintains, a topical allusion to the enmity between

the Athenians and Corinthians,4 and does so in a quite

humorous manner.5

Strepsiades' highly graphic description of his torture at

the hands of the 'Corinthians' is appropriate not only to the

parasitic habits of bed-bugs, but also to the proverbial
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1 Cf. the similar phraseology at 37.
2 But cf. Starkie ad loc.
3 Dover, p. 188.
a Cf . Thuc. 1.44, tO3.
5 On another possible nickname for 'Corinthians', see Taillardat, p.

481. n. 1.



Iibidinousness of the Corinthians.l However, Aristophanes'

shots at the lascivious Corinthians are but obiter dicta just as

Strepsiades' gyrations in bed are obiter acta, the former due

to the fortuitious similarity in sound, the latter to the

concretization of the metaphor. The ambivalence of this

metaphor is sustained and given new emphasis at 717 -22.

Now whereas the parasitic bed-bug can devour his

sides and suck away his life-blood, it is the parasitic

philosopher that will extract form Strepsiades his money

and shoe.2 The transition of the metaphor from bug to

Socrates is effected by the words q p o { õ cx'

XpoLó,,/çpoúo.l SuXri which permit of a certain

ambiguousness in meaning.3 Strepsiades ends his lament

(720-22) by saying qpoûpos $'õuu¡ð¡.iYou çpoûoos
yEyÉr.lFo. L. The phrase çpoüpos þõuJu, as most

commentatols take it,4 is an idiomatic expression for passing

the time while on guard duty by singing to stave off

boredom. However, it might just be possible that the

'singing' meant here, is his groaning from being tormented

by the bugs.s
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I See Lilja, p.59; Blaydes, ad loc.; cf. T 648; "Koptuêtá(Eogc'r
synonymous in comedy with fornication because of the reputation
Corinth for wantonness and luxuriousness" (Henderson p. 175).
'ópyers ËEe lxo0oru, and tòu nptuxtòu õropúttouoLu,
Henderson p. I23 and p. 168 respectively'

2 See schol. ad 7I9; cf. 856ff.
3 On Xpo rá, see 103, 120, 501ff., 1171.; on

Dover, ad loc. and Starkie, ad loc.
4 Eg. Dover, as!-iog.
5 So Vat Daele, ad 72l(footnote 2) and W.

Clouds (Oxford, 1889), ad loc.

V u X i u, see schol. uL 712;

W. Merry, Aristophanes:

ts

of
On
see



The final mention of bugs in this scene comes at 725.

Socrates, having taken notice of Strepsiades once again, asks

him if he has been excogitating. Strepsiades replies in the

affirmative and when Socrates asks him to elaborate. he

replies (725-6),

ET. 'Yno trîu xóperlu Ei 1,lou rL
ne p rLe LçÊnoErû. r;

EA. AnoLEî xáxLor'.
ET. 'AÀÀ', ôya'Ê', o'nóLu.¡À' åp- ítus.

ST.

so.
ST.

Whether these bugs will leave a bit of me.

Consume you, wretch!

Faith, I'm consumed already.

Obviously the pfj_ma facie reference is to the bugs in

his bed, but again, allowing for the equivalence of bug and

philosopher, Strepsiades' words can also be understood as a

comment on his doubts as to the nature of his relationship

with Socrates, whether it is a symbiosis or is he but the

victim of this parasite.l
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1 Possibly not the last word on bugs. AL 729-30 the pronoun r I s
might be a possible reference to one of these creatures in his bed.
and on a secondary level, a plea to socrates for his help. see Starkie(p. 171) who quotes the translation of W.H. Thompson, "would that
some inmate of these fleeces might inspire me with a plan for
fleecing my creditors"



Aristophanes' attack on the new learning, embodied in

the character of Socrates, is developed figuratively in two

ways. The first, being the most obvious, is the chorus of

Clouds, symbolic of the lofty and refined cogitations of the

sophists, impressive and majestic, but essentially vaporous

and chimaerical. Aristophanes often uses diminutives to

underscore the inconsequential triviality of the words and

ideas engendered by the Clouds.t The second image, not

quite as prominent, but linked closely to the belittling aspect

of the diminutives, is that of bugs.

In the previ ous secti on, I had examined the

equivalence of Socrates and his students with x ó p E L s, 'bed-

bugs', specifically in regard to their function as parasites of

Strepsiades. While in those passages Aristophanes is

emphasizing the rather considerable power those creatures

wield over their victim Strepsiades, their diminutive size

and hence assumed insignificance should not be forgotten.2

Aristophanes uses the images of Clouds and bugs then, the

former for their pseudo-grandeur, the latter, conversely,

Clouds (144ff .)
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I See Whitman, p. 138 on cloud imagery
diminutives.

2 See Davies, p. Zff. and also Lloyd (p.
antiquity, of a hierarchy of animals, with
lowest echelon.

and p. 740, n. 63 on

37ff.) on the notion, in
insects occupying the



because of their diminutiveness (as well as their

loathsomeness), as separate means to the same end: the

trivialization of sophistic rhetoric and natural philosophy.

This program of mockery and belittlement begins in

earnest at l44ff., wherein the student relates four anecdotes

intended to reveal the keen and subtle intellect of Socrates.

The bathos of these four tales is deepened through the lofty

introduction given them by the student. Strepsiades who, in

his zeal to learn the Unjust Logic, has caused an idea of the

student to 'miscarry',l apologizes and asks if he might learn

of the 'miscarried matter'. The student replies, "hhh' oú

eÉi,rrs nì.r\u 'roîs Ffieltcx'îorv hdyeru."(140), "Saveto

disciples, 'twere sacrilege to tell it." (Starkie) When the

student finally does give in and divulges the information to

Strepsiades, he prefaces his narration with the solemn

admonition, "AÉgu. Nol"rioo't õÈ 'io'û"rcr, Hph

Fuo'rtipta." QaÐ; "Come then. But they're high mysteries,

remember." The use of the terms eÉprs and iluotripraz
lend the student's words a dignity immediately undercut by

the incongruity of the ensuing divulged 'secrets'.

The first revelation is as follows (144-53),

6L

I'lA. 'Aur¡pe'r' op- r Xa' rpe çôurû, Eu.rxpá'i¡s
r¡úxt.a'u énóo'ous å.?'ho rro 'roùs aù'rfrs
nóõs.s'

I Dover (pp. xlii-xlii) doubts it
2 On pa.ody of initiation rites,

to be an imitation
see Dover, p. xli.

of a Socratic idiom.



õaxoûoo' vàp "roû xarpeqrîu'cos 'riu
)\o9puu

Ënì tiu xeço.a.fiu tìlu Euxpá'rous
å,q¡a.o,to.

ET. ncùs õfi'to' orepÉtpnoe;
I'f A. AEE rrltq,ts,.

K¡pòu õ ratr{gc's, EltCI, tùu r¡úlla'u
ha.pùu
ÈuÉpa,¡eu E'rs tòu xr¡pòu aùtfls tù nóõe,

1,tr-tKû'Îcx' tf.tuYe Lo¡ fiEptEquoq'u IIepotxs.L.
Tq,úts,s únoÀ.úoc.s a.ueprÉtper tò X$p(ov.

ET. oç) ZEû Eo'orÀ.eû, tfis Àrn"có'r¡'ros tôu
çpe utîu.

STU. 'Twas Socrates was asking Chaerephon,

How many feet of its own a flea could jump.

For one first bit the brow of Chaerephon,

Then bounded off to Socrates's head.

ST. How did he measure this?

STU. Most cleverly.

He warmed some wax, and then he caught the

flea.
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Then let it cool, and there were Persian

slippers!

These he took off, and so he found the distance.

ST. O Zeus and king, what subtle intellects!

And dipped its feet into the wax he'd melted:

The point of Aristophanes' satire is to mock the effort

expended by these supposed wisemen upon matters of such

insignificance as the best method of measuring the leaping

ability of a flea.l The question 'How many of its own feet

1 Cf. schol. ad 145.



can a flea jo-p', trivial enough in itself, is made even more

so due to the cause of its being posed: a flea having just

bitten the bushy eyebrow of Chaerephon, thereafter leapt

onto Socrates' bald pate. We are no doubt supposed to

imagine that the men had been previously engaged in some

'deep' discussion, only to be immediately sidetracked by the

biting and bounding flea, on which they now conèentrate

their full intellectual resources. The humor of being so

easily distracted from one's previous thoughts is somewhat

analogous to our contemporary caricature of the 'absent-

minded professor', âS he meanders in desultory fashion from

topic to topic, forgetting the last as he comes to the next.

Strepsiades plays the straight man by asking "How (then)

did he measure this?" (148). The student's ensuing

explanation (148-52), with all its wonderfully implausible

detail elicits from the gullible Strepsiades an exclamation of

wonder at such subtlety of thought (15f¡.t

However, Aristophanes' use of the dual 'r CI n ó O e

( I 5 0) to describe the flea's 'two feet', is a useful clue in

helping us understand Aristophanes' attitude towards

insects in general. This discrepancy, from our enlightened

perspective of 2500 years of scientific enquiry, stems from

the fact that we are accustomed, to classify insects and other

animals based upon certain formal characteristics. While
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I "Impossibility upon impossibility" as the
pedanticism robs the passage entirely of its
similar implausible tale with very differenr
discussed above, p. 20ff.

scholiast notes. Such
absurd point. For a

results, see A 918-26,



the discipline of zoological taxonomy is generally ageed to

have been granted 'scientific' status through the work of

Aristotle, classification of animals had been discussed by

earlier thinkers, even by Plato in several of his works.l As

Dover points out in the introduction to his commentary to

this play, ". we must recognize taxonomy as a fourth-

century intellectual activity which a comic poet could

incorporate in philosophy."2 Granting that such inquiries

were going on in Greece at this time, we must still

remember that Aristophanes was a comic playwright whose

main concern was to make his audience laugh. It was no

doubt sufficient for his purposes, and perhaps precisely the

point of his satire that he describe the fleas as having two

legs, that is, to regard the flea from the perspective of man.3

That he would be so inclined may also be, as Merry points

out,

. an allusion to the celebrated dictum of
Protagoras, náuruJu ¡rí'tpou ä.uop(Jfios. This

saying represented everyone as 'a law unto

himself', and denied any fixed principle of truth.
Here the flea supplies its own scale f or

measurement. Perhaps the joke is maintained in
only assigning 'two feet' (v.150) to the flea, as if
he were a 'human biped'.4
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I For a full discussion of the origins of zoological taxonomy, see

Lloyd, pp.1 -57 .

2 Dover, pp. xl-xli.
3 See again Lloyd, pp. 26-43, wherein he describes the inherent

anthropocentricity of Aristotle's and earlier writer's taxonomies.
4 Merry, p. 61.



But Aristophanes' choice of a flea, as opposed to some

other creature is especially appropriate as being a creature

of such insignificance (in the eyes of the 'normal' man) that

it brings all associated with it down to its own puny and

disgusting level.l That this parody caught the fancy of the

public can be seen from its being mentioned by later

writers.2

In the second anecdote concerning the proctal

trumpetings of the gnat (å pr n ís ), Aristophanes avails

himself of the same comic technique, i.e. he concenffates on

a creature whose insignificance symbolizes that of those who

accord it serious study.

Once again the bathos of the 'mystery' is deepened by

the usage of the noun çpóu'iLopû. (155), a hapax in

Aristophanes),3 whose connotations momentarily raise the

level of the discussion only to have it come crashing back

down with the revelation that follows (154-68),

I'tA. T í õfrt' åu, Ë'repou Eì rúÊo ro Euxpá'rous
rppóut LoFG.;

ET. iloîou; åu'rrpohrì, xá'rErnÉ
po L.

¡'tA. ,{uÍ¡pet' s.útòu Xa,rptgûu å Erpr¡ttros
ðnéte pa tiu yu,íprr¡u Ëyo r, tàs Ëpn ioas
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I On Aristophanes' mockery of Socrates' pedagogical method of
choosing lowly examples to illustrate his ideas, see Henderson p. 75.

2 Xen. Sym. 6.8; Lucian, Prom. 6; Philopatr. c.lZ . All of these
passages are cited by Blaydes (p. 255) in his note to these lines.

3 See Dover ad 94, but cf. also his note ad 205, p. 122-3.



\ \ t . )t- ,\ \
Kü.TCx, TO OTOU' q,òEtU rl Kq,TCf.

toùpponúy Lou.
ET. Ti õrìt' ÈxE[uos elnE nepl tîs d].rníoos;
Ì'lA. "Eqo'oKEu Eluc,t toüutcpou tîs Épnioos

otEuóu' õrà hEntoû õ' õutos c.útoû tìlu
\nuoïu

Fí+ Fqoí(Eru E'3eù toripponuyíou'
ËnErta xoîÀou npòs otEuû;
TrpooK€ [pteuou
tòu npu;x'ròu f¡yeîu únb pia's toû

f
Tru€uuû,.tos.

ET. rá¡.n ty6 é np,r,tx'rós Ëo'r ru äpo 'rrîu
Ëprn iouu.

^r¿ rpLo'Fû.xápros toû õteu'te ptú¡.ratos.
1H þg.õi'us çeúyuu o,u ànoçúyor õíxr¡u
ðo'crs õiorõE toüutepou tffs Èprnioos.

STU. What would you say then if you heard another,

Our Master's own?

ST. O come, do tell me that.

STU. Why, Chaerephon was asking him in turn,

Which theory did he sanction; that the gnats

Hummed through their mouth, or backwards,

through
the tail?

ST, Aye, and what said your Master of the gnat?

STU. He answered thus: the entrail of the gnat

Is small: and through this narrow pipe the wind
Rushes with violence straight towards the tail;
There, close against the pipe, the hollow rump

Receives the wind, and whistles to the blast.

ST. So then the rump is trumpet to the gnats !

O happy, happy in your entrail-learning !

Full surely need he fear nor debts nor duns,

Who knows about the entrails of the gnats.
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That grown men could be remotely interested in such

esoteric topics as how a gnat produces its bt¿,zz affords ample

comedic opportunity to Aristophanes who delighted in

exploiting such targets.l The word ð p p o n ú y L o u, usually

used to denote the tail-feathers of a birdz is here comically

appropriated to describe the 'rump' of the gnat.3 As Dover

notes, "'W'e do not know whether anyone seriously believed

that a gant's hum was produced through its anus (Arist. HA

535b 3ff . did not), but the idea suits the comic

preoccupation with excretion ."(p.115). Not only does it
suit the 'comic preoccupation with excretion',4 but also its

usual concomitant, crepitation.5 Aristophanes does not shy

away from exploiting the humor inherent in this natural

function and indeed, uses it to its full potential in the Frogs,

237, (EpEKEKexe[ Koû,8 xoüE). Bur in this play,

Aristophanes takes the standard comic joke and gives it a

pseudo-intellectual twist.6 Note that the student's recitation

on the sound production of gnats employs some euphemisms

(e.g. fi u o iu, ) with only one lapse into slang, that being
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I For an excellent discussion of the Aristophanic
intellectual, see Dover, pp. lii-lvii.

2 LSJ, s.v.; Henderson, p. 201.
3 Cf. V 1075, where it is used of the wasp's sting.
4 On which see the anecdote about Socrates and
5 See Henderson, pp. 195-9.

6 Cf. N 385ff. where Socrates explains the
the analogy of the intestinal rracr. This is
Strepsiades who, buffoon that he is, describes
earthy language, viz. nq, TI G, TI G, Tr fi å E.

7 For the more colloquial nuEúFc., see Starkie ad 161 , p.46.

perception of the

the lizard (169ff.).

workings of thunder on
then picked up on by

it in somewhat more



fi p uJ x'r ó s.1 But that is all that the vulgar Strepsiades

needs for his understanding of this splendid revelation, "So

then the rump is the trumpet to the gnats!"(165).

exclamation renders the student's pseudo-intellectual jargon

into rather more earthy terms, and so stated is nothing short

of ludicrous.2 Yet coming from Strepsiades, a man who

wants so desperately to learn the Unjust Logic, rather than

being spoken with ironic detachment, his words belie a

gullible naïveté, although the poet's sarcasm is
unmistakable, as is evident from his newly-coined word

õtEurEpeú¡ra. (160), on which he even gives its

etymology, åo',,.. õiorõE toüurEpou 'rfis dtrtr(oos

( 168).3

The student's last two anecdotes, neither of which

have anything to do with insects, nevertheless achieve their

aim of belittling the intellectual pursuits of philosophers,

and it is perhaps relevant to remark that the third anecdote

involves, if not an insect, at least another lowly creature, the

å.oxû,hû. F*.ls/yo'Àe rítr¡ s, 'lizard'4 that, with its

befouling of Socrates, has scored a comic triumph.s
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His

1 So Henderson, p. 37; p. 201
2 Ct. Achilles Tatius 2.22, where the gnar,

single combat says, öpyc,uou öhos, 
- 

ei¡rì_
oq.ÀTil.YYOç TTq,p(¡,TC,TTOFG, r.. Oû,ÀTTryÊ
otó¡r-c,. Cf. also Fg¡¿c-hq+lomachia ,202:
¡rÉyahc,e oa),,niyyas Éyoutes/õeruòu
K"tUTIOU.

3 So Va.r Daele, p. 170, n. 3.
4 See Dover's discussion on the different

p.170.
5 As explained by Henderson, p. 190.

in challenging the lion to
noÀe¡roû. .plTà UÈu.
õÈ .1.ror ,xc,ì Fe,)tos to
Ko' T ,tOTÉ KU)Uü)TT€S
Èoc,¡.n I gou no].Étrrou

names for this creature,



Socrates, in trying to help Strepsiades conjure up some

means of escaping his debts, suggests the following (761-3),

EQ. l,,ti uuu nep'r oo,utòu illtE tùu yuúprr¡u
ð,E í',

o'À.¡.' ànoyáa.a tùu çpout íõ' Eis tòu
äÉpo'

h tuóõr'tou úonep 1.rr¡ÀouÀ.óue¡u toû
noõós.

SO. Don't wrap your mind for ever round yourself,

But let your thoughts range freely through the

air,
Like chafers with a thread about their feet.

Clouds (761-3)
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This passage would appear to mock the Socratic

metaphor of the soul freed from the body, having no

communication with it that it might more easily contemplate

the heavens, as described in Plato's Phaedo, (81a).1 There

is also in the simile (763), an allusion to the Socratic method

of illustrating an idea by means of humble examples, a habit

that Aristophanes exploits for its comic potential quite often

in this play.z This simile is a reference to a children's game

I Cf. also Theat. 173e.
2 See above, p. 65, n. 1.



in which a cockchafer is tied to a thread and allowed to fly

about fixed to this leash.t And so by combining in one

image both Socrates' poetic metaphor of the soul with a

parody of his illustration of ideas by means of lowly

examples, and with this image being adduced by the

Aristophanic Socrates in support of his method of

ratiocination, Aristophanes succeeds in reducing serious

philosophical enquiry to the' level of ã child's game. That

Aristophanes would choose this particular game involving a

cockchafer is analogous to his choice of a flea and a gnat

earlier in the play as representing objects of interest to

philosophers (143ff). Just as Aristophanes there ridiculed

the insignificant (as he thought them) speculations of

natural philosophers, symbolized by these miniscule insects,

so too here the cockchafer, because of its tiny size,

represents the antithesis of the grandiose aspirations

pursued by philosophers.
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I Explained by schol. ad 763 as

see also Starkie's Acharnians,
Beavis, pp. 167-8.

well as by schol. ail V 1341;
Excursus IX, p. 254; Davies, pp. 90-1;



Clouds (98a-5); Knights (1331-2); Clouds (1359-60)

Right, having been conceded the dubious honour by

Wrong of beginning the agon (941), is then exhorted by the

chorus to say his piece (957-60). He begins as follows (961-

2),

¿/\)tlcAI. AEfitr.t rotuuu rrìu û.pHcx.LG.u no'tõELû,u, uJs

õ re xe rco,
ð'r' Ëvù tà õ ixo, ra' a.Éyuru fiueouu xa'ì

ouçpooúuq'vlvó¡"r roto.

R.L. To hear then prepare of the Discipline rare

which flourished in Athens of yore
'When Honour and Truth were in fashion with

youth
and Sobriety bloomed on our shore;

7l

These opening words set the tone for his whole

speech: a panegyric upon the noble traditions handed down

by the Athenian forefathers. His usage of the adjective
,.\o.pï.alou (961) is then taken up by Wrong, but with an

entirely different connotation (984-5),

AA. ApXo.îa. yE xo.ì ArnoLrúor¡ xo.ì rErriyruu
ä uáp EsrG.
xo.ì Kqõeioou xc,ì BourpouIrr.ru.



W.L. Faugh! this smells very strong of some musty

old song,

and Chirrupers mounted in gold;

And Slaughter of beasts, and old-fashioned

feast s.

However, before looking at the mention of IÉTTLE in

this passage, an examination of the differing attitudes to the

notion 'traditional' as represented by äpXc.îos may prove

illuminating.

The conflict between traditional education and the

new learning that was reaching its climax in the second half

of the fifth century is nowhere better exemplified

artistically than in Aristophanes' contest between Right and

Wrong in the Clouds. Wrong's reiteration of àpyaîos (984)

perverts the laudatory connotation implied by Right's words

into one of reprobation. In fact, how the adjective is used in

this play and by whom is worthwhile examining.

In the proagon (899ff.) where we first meet Right and

Wrong, they are trading abusive insults (907-8) with Wrong

quickly changing tactics and encouraging Right's

vituperation (909-14) until Right's volley of insults is nearly

exhausted, and the best he can come up with is Êpc.oùs Eî

fiohhoû. ("You're a little too bold") at which Wrong replies

with the telling où õà Y' opXq.îos. ("You're a good deal

too old." 915). Wrong's insult in this passage is repeated

almost verbatim at 1469 by the newly converted

Pheidippides, uis opXctîos Eî. Indeed, this scene itself is
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the echo of an earlier one (814ff.) in which Strepsiades, now

considering himself to be a true disciple of the new

education, mocks his son for still believing in Zeus,

'EuÊuFoú1.reuos ðtr rrû.1õd,prou eÎ xc.ì çpouEis
o p X q, t t x d, ('Tis so preposterous when babes like you hold

antiquated notions" 820-1). But in the end, Strepsiades, too

old himself to mock the values and traditions that he has

implicitly lived by all his life, stands by those traditional

values that his son has been at last trained to undermine. In

the Clouds Aristophanes has portrayed this conflict in terms,

as we might put it, of a 'generation gap'. Rebellious youth

subverting all that its elders held dear and supplanting it

with its own standards.

Returning then to the passage in quesrion (984-5),

Wrong proceeds to list three traditions and one person that

he dismisses with his contemptuous opXq.îc:'.1 Our present

concern is the reference to the 't É t'r r [, 'cicada'. Its mention

in Thucydides (1.6.2¡z reveals that the wearing of a golden

brooch in the shape of a cicada had passed out of fashion

quite early on.3 Its listing here then as one of the stuffy

traditions that Wrong rejects entirely is quite apposite.

Reference to this custom recurs in the Knights of

Aristophanes, but with an entirely antithetical connotation.

At Knights 1316ff., following the second parabasis, the

-aIJ

I For similar contemptuous references, cf.398ff., 1070.
2 Quoted in the scholion to this line.

3 For the cicada as a symbol of the autochrhonous origins of the
Athenian people, see Davies, pp. 124-5 and Beavis, pp. 96-7.



Sausage-Seller returns proclaiming hís joyous news: f ò u

afitrrou åqrryrioo's úpîu xcr.hòu Êf o.ioXpoû
fiETIó¡xa (1321), "Old Demus I've stewed till his youth is

renewed,/and his aspect most charming and nice is". The

theme of Athens renewed, that is, the return to the ancient

(i.e. the 'best') ways from the decadence as personified by

Paphlagon, is symbolized by the renascence of Demus, and

pervades the end of the Knights.l And just as the use of the

adjective &pxaios helped us ro understand the differing

attitudes towards the old and the new in the clouds, so it

does too in the Knights.

The Sausage-Seller, in response to the Chorus' eager

question, Xaì noû 'orLu uûu G32Z), "O where have you

left him and where is he now", responds as follows, 'E u
"rq.'to ru iootEçáuo rç oixEî taîs åpXo, Ic. Lo Lu

ggnuû.tç. (1323), "He dwells in the city of ancient renown,

which the violet chaplet is wearing". coupled with the

epithet iootÉqovos,Z repeated by the chorus at 1329, and

cherished by the Athenians as uniquely their own,3 the

connotation of &pXaîos in this contexr can be nothing but

laudatory. Indeed, the sausage-Seller repeats it at l3z7 to

describe Athens, again in unison with other praiseworthy

epithets. However, the most telling usage comes at l33l-2,
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I On the problems of this ending,.,
' An epithet flrst attested in Pindar.
3 Cf. e ffi7ff. for the Athenian

see Whitman, p. 101ff.
See schol. ad loc. and WL 1329;

weakness at its merest mention.



¿tt<^J)tAA. "Oõ' EKELvoË opû.u IETTLYoqopos, Tû'pltcx'L(rJ

oyr'i¡,ra"r r hapnpés'
où Xo Lp tuôu ð gu,ru, ð,¡.1à onouõtîu,
oprú pu¡ xq,'ta¡.E Lrlros.

S.S. See, see where he

All splendid and

myrrh,
and the

Demus enters wearing the traditional symbol of the

autochthonous Athenian, the golden cicada in his hair, and is

åpXo' lp oXúpo,r t haprïpós, because of this.

I have digressed at some length on the usage of

åpXo.îos in both the Clouds and the Knights, but only to

show that the 'c e 'r'r t f , or at least a plastic representation of

it, was one of two insects accorded such lofty status by the

Athenians,l due to their both being native to Attic soil.

However, just as Aristophanes manipulated the pastoral

image of the bee (Eq 402-4) so as to subvert the anticipated

effect, we see in these two passages that Aristophanes is

quite capable of taking the symbolic cicada and playing on

its associations in the minds of his audience as he pleases.

Thus, depending on the viewpoint of Aristophanes'

character, the symbolic significance of the cicada can be

stands, no vote in his hands,

but the golden cicala his hair in,

fragrant with peace and with

grand old apparel he's wearing !
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either cause for celebration or one for reprobation.2

I The other is the bee.
2 See Av 39-41, discussed below, p. 195ff.



There is one further mention of the cicada in the

Clouds, the reference being to yet another of the popular

beliefs surrounding this creature. Strepsiades, having been

asked by the chorus (1351-2) to explain why his son has

been beating him, responds (1353-8),

ET. Kc,ì prùu åeEu yE npô'rou ñpgáfiEooq,
ÀotõopeîoÊar

ËVù rppúou":" 'ne rõì1 Vàp EtotrtípreÊ',
úlonep Io're,

nprîtou pèy aù'ròu tùu À.úpau ì.apóut'
Évò'xÉhEuoa

âoo r r ri,ruu ioou pÉhos, 'ròu xp ibu d.rs
)r
eneXOr¡

é õ' EriÊÉu;s å.pxaîou Etu' äço.oxe 'rò
x rÊq.p I ge ru

ä.õEru rE n'ruouÊ' úlonEpEL xáxpus
yuucx.îx' å?toûoo,u.

ST. Well from the verv first I will
the whole contention show:

'Twas when I went into the house

to feast him, as you know,

I bade him bring his lyre and sing,

the supper to adorn,

Some lay of old Simonides,

as, how the Ram was shorn:

But he replied, to sing at meals

was coarse and obsolete;

Like some old beldame humming airs

the while she grinds her wheat.
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The conflict between traditional and modern

education, which Aristophanes had already concretized in

the form of the debate between Right and Wrong, is now

represented as the perennial clash within a family between

generations that have grown up learning to respect radically

different sets of values. Pheidippides' belligerent response,

as reported by his father, is one of the by-products of the

sophistic training that Strepsiades, whose primary interest

in the new learning was naively focussed on its facilitating

the cheating of his creditors, had not anticipated. Such has

been Pheidippides' training by Wrong that not only does he

beat his father, but backs it up with argument (1359-60),

Õ9. ori Vàp 'ró'c' Eüeúq Hpîu o' opo
'rún'rEoeo,i rE xai no'trîoÊo,r,
$.oeru xEÀrúouÊ',ionEpEL tÉ'r'rLyq.s
Éot rrìurû,;
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PH. And should you not be thrashed who told
your son, from food abstaining

To SING ! as though you were, forsooth

cicalas entertaining.

The analogy he draws stems from the popular notion

that cicadas lived on nothing but dew,l a notion explained

aetiologically in Plato's Phaedrus (259c).2 That Pheidippides

should back up his arguments with such humble analogies

I Davies, pp. 123-4; Beavis, pp. 98-9.
2 Cf. also Pl. Symp. 4.1.1



(1360) may once again be a sly, humorous allusion to

Socrates' well-known habit of doing the same.t The humor

of these analogies then consists not so much in the bathos of

the comparison, as it does in the tale of the flea and the

gnat, but in the Socratic parody, here used rather wittily by

Pheidippides to reject his father's ideas of how things should

be and establish his own and new ones.

The primary function of the insect imagery in the

C 1o u d s is to disparage both the genus 'sophist' and the

particular species, 'Socrates'. Aristophanes achieves the

former by the equation of Socrates and his disciples with

such parasitic vermin as bed-bugs, and the latter by means

of a stinging parody upon the overly-sophisticated pursuits

of the sophists which he here trivializes as an inquiry into

the 'ingenious' method discovered for measuring the

distance covered by a jumping flea and that of ascertaining

the means whereby a gnat produces its buzz. Such humble

topics of discussion and experiment, as that of the

cockchafer tied to a string, may also be a subtle shot at

Clouds - Conclusion
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1 As previously noted, p. 65, n. 1.



Socrates' notorious inclination for choosing similar humble

analogies.

The only insect image in this play however, not to
follow this pattern is that of the cicada, which creature, as I
have explained, holds an almost unique position in the

hearts of the ancient Greeks, similar to that of the bee, but

whose traditional significance is manipulated by the

wielders of the new sophistical learning (like that of the bee

in the Knights (402-4)), and given an entirely anrirherical

connotation.
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The slave Xanthias,l after making the audience guess

as to the affliction of his master's father (67ff.), at last

revealsit:ÕrLïhLû.orís ÈorLu ós o'ioEis ouúp
(88),"He is a LAWCOURT-lover, no man like him.", and then

proceeds to describe his symptoms in rather hyperbolic

terms (89ff.). One of his typically comic exaggerations runs

as follows (106-8),

'Ynò õuoxoÀ íq.ç õ' å,na'o r t r1.rrîu tùu ¡ra'npàu
,Íonep pÉhrt'r' tì pol.rpuhròs rioÉpXErû.1
únò 'roîs ðuuIi x¡pòu äuo.nenh¡príuos.

CHAPTER IV

Wasps (4; 106-8)
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So sour he is, the long condemning line
He marks for all, then homeward like a bee

Laden with wax beneath his finger-nails.

It is of interest for several

of Philocleon is mentioned for

and is central to the character

1I follow Douglas M. MacDowell, Aristophanes: Wasps (Oxford, 1911).
p. 9, in assigning the names 'Xanthias' and 'Sosias' to the two slaves.

2 For other references see 882, 942, 1105.
3 Cf. t ß2ff: cf. also, p 349; Eq 42.

reasons. The õuoKo¡.íq.
the first time in the playz

of the waspish juror.3 The



reference to 'the long condemning line' has to do with the

peculiarly Athenian method of assessing a defendant's

punishment. In cases known as 'r rprr{to r àVôues, (vs.

å,"rrpri.or àyôuEs, in which the penalty was fixed by

law), if the defendant was found guilty, the plaintiff and the

defendant would each propose a penalty, one of which the

dicast would then choose. He would signify his choice by

inscribing a line on a wax-covered niva'l: a long line

indicating the stiffer penalty of the plaintiff, a short one the

lighter penalty proposed by the defendant.l Philocleon is

then likened to a bee or bumble-bee flying back to its hive,

because his fingernails are continually chock-full of wax

from always assessing the heavier fine. The image of

Philocleon as a bee is perhaps jarring to some readers who

regard Philocleon as the wasp of the Wasps. However, I

intend to show that instead of being incongruous with the

central image, this image rather serves to complement it.

At the beginning of the play, Sosias chastizes Xanthias

for dozing on the job by warning him,lAp' oloeá y' olot,

xutiõo'À,ou quháttoFEu;(4), "Do you forget what sort of

beast we're guarding?" The word x u ti õ s, À o u can describe

any wild creature, depending on the context.2 Here the very

lack of a specific context necessarily permits of a very broad

range of possible creatures, and that, I believe, is precisely
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r For fuller explanations of this custom, see schol. ad loc. ;

MacDowell ad loc.; Van Leeuwen, ad loc.
2 See LSJ, s.v. and schol. ad loc.



Aristophanes' intention.i

creature it is that requires two slaves (albeit slothful ones)

to guard it, is enhanced by the use of the somewhat

ambiguous noun x u ú õ q. À o u. When the creature is at last

revealed sixty-five lines later to be their master's father, the

effect seems somewhat anticlimatic. But as Philocleon's

character and disease are gradually revealed (88ff.), the

designation x u,í õ s, L o u does not seem so inappropriate.

That Philocleon should be characterized so early in the play

as a 'wild beast' is quite fitting, since a wasp is not the only

animal with which he is compared, although it is the most

frequent one. He is also compared to a jackdaw (x o À o r ó s

729), a mouse (Ì-ruonohEî 140, cf. 2}4ff ,), an ass's foal

(xÀrltfipos nu),Ios lSgz ), a sparrow (o"rpoûtos 207),

a weasel (Vahî 3$) and a dog (704).3 Whitman has

acutely observed that "The animals tend to be of the small,

canny, and busy kind, except the dog, and they serve to

characterize Philocleon from the point of view of poneria

and persistence."(p. I63).

The mystery of just what kind of
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I Cf. L 476, discussed below, p. 208, n. 3. Note that in that passage the
reference is to women who have just described themselves in terms
of wasps roused angrily from their hive.

2 Cf. also 1306, 1310, 1408. Note also the pun on the two meanings of
xh¡tqp: 'donkey' and 'summons-witness'. See MacDowell acl 189.

3 See MacDowell ad loc.



The entrance of the comic chorus is preceded by a

short introductory dialogue between Bdelycleon and the

slave Sosias that effectively makes the transition from the

comic hide-and-seek of the prologue to the grand spectacle

of the parodos. Sosias suggests that they take a nap aftet

their strenuous efforts in keeping Philocleon locked up

inside (21I-3) which prompts Bdelycleon to reply that they

have no time for rest as his father's fellow dicasts will

appear at any moment to accompany him to court. This is

the first mention of the comic chorus and what follows is a

description of their two-fold character. In the elaborate

compound åpXo,'icr l.tehto Lõ(Juoçpuu 11¡po''ra ('Sweet-

charming-old-Sidono-Phrynicean Itunes]' 220), Aristophanes

has encapsulated the attitudes and values of the chorus of

old men upon which they further expand in the parodos.l

The other, hidden side of their character is brought out in

the following exchange (221-9),

Ea. oùxoûu, i\u õÉn,

iion rror' o.ti'roùs 'roîs À.loors
pahhl¡ooF Eu.

EA. ala,i tr.r nóuqpe , rò yÉuos flu r Ls ðpy ío¡
rò 'rôu yEpóuruu, Ëoo' ð¡ro rou oqïK L+,"

Wasps (221-9)
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I See esp. 268-9.



il\
Exouo L Yüp
ðgú'ra'rou, ô
nrlõrîo L Kû.'L

so.
Had we not better pelt

BD. Pelt them, you rogue !

provoke

\r)^).,
Kü,1 KEUTpOU EK TnS OO(pUOS

KEu'rot3or, xG'l KEKpG.yótEs
^ /* * 1t t, -pû' À Àouo Lu (rJoTrEp gEvû Ào L.

A nest of wasps as anger these old men.

Each wears beside his loins a deadly sting,
Wherewith they smite, and on with yells and

crie s

They leap, and strike at you, like sparks of fire.

Sosias' antagonistic comment is the catalyst for

Bdelycleon:s description of the waspish nature of the old

jurors if provoked.l That the dicasts were thoroughly

irascible in their judgements is comic hyperbole with a not

too implausible foundation in some unrecorded but no doubt

notorious instances.2 This exaggeration is naturally enough

expressed by Aristophanes, who delighted in animal

comparisons, through the image of a wasp's nest disturbed.3

However the seed of this image lay dormant throughout the

parodosa only to blossom forth ar 403ff. (characteristically

enough when the dicasts have been provoked by

Bdelycleon), and still later at 1060ff. as parr of the first

And if they come,

them with stones?

you might as well
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1 For the use of the slave as a dramatic device for forwarding the
plot, see MacDowell, p. 9.

2 See the chorus' descriprion of Philocleon at 278-80.
3 On the proverbial irritibility of wasps, see schol. a_{ 224-5;

Taillardat, pp. 210-1; Blaydes ad N 297.
4 But cf. 240-4.



parabasis. Yet herein is contained its kernel. Only if
provoked will this race of old men exhibit their latent

waspishness. However not only is their waspish nature

manifested by their excitable temper, but is given actual

physical expressionl in the the sharp stingers they have

issuing from their rumps.2

The perfect participle KEKpqyótEs,3 here used to

describe the jurors as they yell, may also be interpreted as

'blzzing', a sound appropriate enough to wasps,4 and the

verbs finõrloru and pál¡.ouoLu are appropriate to the

comparison of the old dicasrs ro sparks (rione p gÉça}.or
227). As Merry aptly puts it, "In ,p í tJ,r û, h o L, 'sparks', we

have a word that describes the rapid, darting, action of

wasps, not without allusion to the burning prick of their

sting." (p. 18). He also notes that Bdelycleon's pálì-ouoLu
is a conscious echo of Sosias' paÀhúoopEu (2ZZ) bur

given a neat twist.

Whereas the scholiast says (ad ZZ4) that the chorus

enters as wasps, the implication being that their costumes

are visible, it is quite obvious from what follows in the

parodos that they enter simply as old men on their way to
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I I.e. the metaphor is made concrete, a favorite device of
Ari stophanes.

2 420, 1075. Macdowell (p. 11) notes that possibly other fearures
not mentioned in the dialogue, e.g. tunics with black and yellow
stripes, may have also been part of their costumes, but wére so
obvious as to not need comment.

3 cr. ¿ts.
4 Cf. MacDowell ad 226;LSJ, s.v. Kpo,(u.



court. The parodos highlightst only the first aspect of their

character as mentioned by Bdelycleon. Their costumes are

concealed by the cloaks f[Uárrû.) they we¿u and it is only

later, when provoked (403ff.), that they rid themselves of

these cloaks (408 -9) and reveal their latent waspish

nature.2 Sosias' display of braggadocio (228-9) would seem

to strengthen the argument that the chorus enters as old

men and not as wasps, since he appears to take Bdelycleon's

description (despite the overt reference to the sting) at the

metaphorical level, only to be surprised later in discovering

that they actually do have stings, as evinced by his

exclamation,'HpáxhErç, Küi xivrp' Ë'youoLu. oi'rx

ópÊt, ô õÉonorü,; (420), "Heracles! they've stings

beside them!/Master, master, don't you see?" His reaction is

typically that of a habitually flogged slave.
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While the parodos serves

dicasts,l they do hint at their

at 240-4. By means of n o, p à

Wasps (240-4)

I Wittl one notable exception,
2 For a thorough discussion

Parabasis and Animal Choruses
I See MacDowell, p. 162.

to introduce the chorus q u a

waspish nature if only briefly

npoo6ox ia,u, their waspish

explained later.
of this revelation
(London, 1971), pp'.

see G.M. Sifakis,
86-8 and 97-9.



nature and Cleon's demagogic and martial bearing are

humourously combined in the following image (240-4),

'AÀh' ÈyxouôFEU, ôuõpes, tirs åoto.r Aáyr¡tr
uuuí'
t ^- , / / )/ (t

oLFIJÀOU ÒE qû'oL Xpqpq'r(rJu EXELU q,Trû.UrEq

cx.útdu.
XoÈs oûu Kì.Ér¡u é x¡õeprùu ripîu Èqett' È.v

(rJpg

fixe ru Ëyoutas f¡pe pôu ðpvù, tp rrlu nouqpàu
'Err' a.'i'róu, Cur xoÀrlprÉuous 6u fioíx¡xeu.

Quick, look alive, a splendid hive

of wealth the fellow's got, they say.

And Cleon too, our patron true,

enjoined us each betimes to bring
Of anger sore an ample store,

a good three day's provisioning:
On all the man's unrighteous plans

a vengeance well-deserved to take.
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They cut short their nostalgic reminiscence of a

youthful 'heroic' exploit (235-9) with the recollection here of

a more immediate concern: the imminent prosecution of

Laches.l Its mention here foreshadows the absu¡d trial of

the dog Labes af 835-43 and 891-10082 and the chorus'

description of the supposed peculation of Laches in terms of

a'hive of wealth' (oi¡rpÀou Hpq¡rátuu), is, as Starkie

puts it, "a natural metaphor, and, of course, still more apt in

1 For a full discussion on Laches,
2 On the pun of Laches/Labes, see

see MacDowell, pp. 163-5.
MacDowell, p. 243.



the mouth of a Wasp."(p.160.¡.t This 'natural metaphor' is

the outward expression of their own latent waspishness that

the machinations of Cleon have succeeded in arousing.2 As

soldiers under Paphlagon's command, they have been

ordered to prepare for the imminent skirmish by gathering

their wonted three-days ration of - ânger.3 The adjective

that describes ðpytiu is nourlpáu, and as MacDowell has

pointed out, is one more suitable to food than to anger,4

and thus succeeds in melding the two separate ideas into

one absurd image.

Following Philocleon's exasperated response to his

fellow dicasts (348ff.) and a brief nostalgic reminiscence, the

chorus advises him as follows (365-6),

'AÀÀà xa,ì uûu Êxnóp r ge

prrlya'uì1u ónu,rs 'ró,HLoe'" Ë-
us ydp, ,î prrh i'rt Lou.

Well but now be quickly shaping
Some contrivance for escaping;
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Wasps (366)

I See schol. ad loc.
4 For a similar metaphor, but with a twist, see Eq

above p. 4lff.
3 ct e rzl;P 367.
4 MacDowell, p. 165.

792-6, discussed



While their words aÍe dramaturgically effective in

advancing the action, they are figuratively significant as

well.

"Q Fchíttrou is a term of endearment that, although

unparalleled in extant Greek literature,l surely had

precedents in the colloquial langu a9e.z MacDowell's

translation, 'my little honey-bee', has the merit of retaining

both the diminutive of the Greek suffix - L o u and the

precise image that Aristophanes wished to convey.3 The

humour of this passage may lie in the fact that such an

affectionate mode of address is used by one old man to

another, instead of by a member of the opposite sex to

another, where these representative members might just

also be somewhat more youthful. A further, and I think, a

more likely comic possibility is the f act that this

curmudgeonly and extremely irascible old man should be so

lovingly, and so affectionately addressed as ô UEhittrou
by his fellow dicasts who aÍe themselves notorious for their

Morning breaks, my honey-bee.
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I See MacDowell ad loc.
2 Blaydes aptly compares this term with a verse in plautus, Cos.

4.4.I6. 'meum corculum, verculum, melliculum'. The expression also
has a close parallel in the colloquial English endearment 'honey'.

3 He also gives as a possible translation 'honey' citing van
Herwerden's article in Mnem osyne II, xxi (1893),444-5. wherein
pshtooa in Sophocles' Oed. Col. is to be understood as 'honey'. But
as honey and bees cannot without difficulty be dissociated from one
another, I feel the translation ' my little honey-bee' does
Aristophanes' image full justice.



waspish behaviour.l But just as wasps surely consider their

fellows boon companions, so too do these dicasts Philocleon.

The chorus, having come to call on Philocleon, aÍe

perturbed to find that the man who was always the most

eager for jury duty (cf. 266ff.) has not appeared ro greet

them. After much speculation as to his tardiness (2I9-89)

they decide to carry on without him. However their

progress is delayed by one of their sons asking of his father

a small request (290-315). This scene is designed both ro

highlight the old men's penury as well as to keep them

around until Philocleon at last can answer them, and when

finally he does, it is with a lament at his predicament (316-

22) and a fervent wish (323-33) to be transformed and

hence transferred away from the prison of his home. The

chorus, solicitous and disturbed at their friend's forcible

confinement, especially since its author is his own son,

immediately suspect Bdelycleon of traitorous intentions

(334-45).2 Having made this wonted accusation, they next

Wasps (352-3)
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t- Cl õp1¡rútatos 147, 277, used ro describe Philocleon. Cf. also, Eq
808; P. 349. Note rhese other epithers of the jurors, ðEuxapõ ro r a30i
ôEueúpos 455, 1105.

2 See MacDowell, p. 180, on the readiness to accuse one's opponents
of conspiratorial leanings. See also the expression of similar
sentiments in A 91Off., discussed above, p. 18ff.



consider how he might make his escape unnoticed.

Philocleon, at his wits end, is ready for anything they can

suggest (346-9). Unfortunately, all they do suggest is the

following (350-1),

"EorLu ð"h õflÐ' fiutru' d,u ðuõoÊEu oîós r' uir¡s
õ rahÉ[a. r,

Elt' Êxõûua.r þo.xeoru xpuçeeìs úonep
noLúpr¡trs'oõuooEús;

Can you find no cranny or secret run,
through which, from within, your path to urge,

And then like wily Odysseus, here,

disguised in tatters and rags, emerge?

But Philocleon is ahead of them there, as he has

already attempted an Odyssean escape by clinging to the

underside of one of his asses (179ff.) but without that hero's

good luck. His words to them reveal his exasperation (352-

3),
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-! 

/

rrG.uTs. nEçpü.KTû. L

oÈpqp õ rq,õÛucx r.
tAhh' c,¡t¡to rL õEi

,¡l
Èot r ycuco0s, r.

Each cranny is barred : there's never a
thro' which though it were but a midge

t ); t  
HOUK EOTLU OnnS OUò' EL

(¡'reîu úprd,s' ðnic.u õ' oüx

run

could squeeze.



But Philocleon's wiliness knows no bounds. In the

prologue, as has already been noted,l he had been variously

described as a jackdaw, a mouse, a sparïow, a weasel and a

dog in his persistent efforts at escape. But even philocleon's

odyssean ingenuity and Protean qualities have been of no

avail, and his admission of defeat, 'there's never a run/thro'

which it were but a midge could squeeze', sufficiently rebuts

any other possible suggestion the chorus might offer since

the reference to the o É p q o q, 'midge',2 the smallest of the

creatures mentioned, represents the lowest echelon in the

hierarchy of the animal kingdom.3
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Philocleon, prompted by the chorus, has at last gnawed

through the netting and now begins his descent from the

upper window, but not before he has exacted from the

chorus a promise of assistance and a typically boastful one

at that (383-4). But it is one thar, however tough they may

have been in their youth, as old men, they cannot fulfill.

Wasps (403ff.)

I See above p.82.
2 on the difficuliy of identifying this insect, see Beavis, pp. 251-2

See also Av 81-2, discussed below, p. 188-9.
3 W. ¡. M. Starkie, The Wasps of Aristoohanes (London, 1g97), p. 1gg,

"oÉpgc.r;: the most insignifitant member of animated nature."



Nevertheless, reassuring Philocleon of their staunch support,

they bid him say a prayer to his parernal gods. But

Philocleon's humourous prayer to the hero Lycus proves to

be his undoing as he is overheard by his ever-vigilant son

who quickly rouses the dozing slaves. Through a joint effort

they succeed in preventing Philocleon's escape by beating

him back with harvest wreaths. At this impasse, he calls

upon his colleagues for assistance and this cry for help from

their fellow juror acts as a catalyst releasing the chorus'

latent waspish temperament (403-7),

ninà FoL, ri pÉa.a.oilEu xruEîu Êxe iur¡u
rlu Xoh¡u,

fjunep, riuLx'ð.u rLs ñpôu ðpyio¡ rnu
/ÕqlK Lü.u;

Nûu ËxEîuo uûu ÉxEîuo
'roùEúeupou, û xoÀ.o' (ó-
pEoÊü., xÉu'rpou Èu'is,'cÉ' ðeú.
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Wherefore slumbers, wherefore slumbers,
that resentment in

Such as when a rash assailant

dares provoke our
Now protruding, now protruding,
Comes the fierce and dreadful sting,
Which we wield for punishing.

This aspect of

Bdelycleon earlier

1 See p. 83ff.

their character

at 223-7,1 but

our breast,

hornets-nest?

had been

there has

intimated by

not been any



reason for its revelation until now. The epithet ô f ú O u pt o u

'quick to anger', 'quick-tempered', in describing the stinger,

plays on the figurative as well as the literal meaning as is

made more than obvious by the further description

åutErû.r' ðEú.t To prove that their words are not just

hollow vaunting, they strip off their cloaks (408ff.),

revealing the stingers affixed to their rumps and so the

metaphor is made concrete.2 Their frenzied commands to

their sons as well as their unfounded accusations of treason

show just how greatly they have been angered by the

impudence of Bdelycleon who, having had no intention of

goading them into this frenzy, tries reasoning with them but

his words just add fuel to their fire (415-6),3

EA. âQyaÊot, tb npâyl.r' å.xoúoG.r'" ä¡.xà Fù
KEKpáye 're .

Xo. Nù AL', Eiç 'còu oùpauóu y'.
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BD.

CH.

Listen, worthy sirs, to reason :

goodness ! don't keep screaming

Scream ! we'll scream as hieh as heaven.

The chorus, in their excited

Bdelycleon's plea for reasonableness

I cf.455, tto5.
2 See above, p. 85, n. 3.
3 Compare the usage here

Dicaeopolis' similar entreaty

state, refuse to listen

and, just as though

of xpó, gru with
to the chorus of

so.

its usage at 226,
Acharnians at

to

in

AS

A
well as
294ff.



court, they convict him of tyrannical and conspiratorial

leanings even before hearing his side of the case.l

Bdelycleon's topical allusion to the conviction by the

jurors of a certain Philip, son of Gorgias, incites them even

further (422-5),

\ / , t ^ )- - Â - | * * \ ^Ks.L oE Y'û.UTOLç EËO.¡tOUpEU" û,ÀÀû. fiG.S

ETi LOTpE(PE
J-ra\õeupo KäEELpas rò xÉu'rpou Eit' Én' aú'cou

(,'

LEOO,
t)¡)^\/

LuoTq.À.ELs, EUTû.KTOS, OpYqç Kû,1 pEUOUS

EFn ÀlFEuos
( r\ L-'^ujs s,u Eu ELÒlì

,bpV LoEu.

You we'll also slay directly !

Wheel about him, every one,

Draw your stings, and, all together,
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ln upon

Close your ranks, collect your forces,

brimming full of
He shall know the sort of wasps-nest

tò Lornòu o¡.rfiuos olou

The chorus' martial diction2 is only fitting for these

veteran Ì'lo.ps,ÊüJuópo'Xat3 and the additional threat of

I Cf. 448ff., where Bdelycleon at last has his say and by force of
logic (his complaint with them is summed up in the wonderfully
fulso.me compound, ó p e p o g o t r o o u K o ç s, v t o õ t K o r q, L q, t n ú p <o u
t p ó n ur u, "This up-early-false-informing-troublesome-litigious life"
(505)) reduces the chorus to silence - but not so his incorrigible
father. See also MacDowell's note ad 408-507.

2 Eg.,Euotq,LE ís, Eütq,xtoc
3 toztn.

the fellow run.

rage and hate,

he has dared to irritate.



violence (ópyrìs xa,ì prduous Épnr.ripeuos,/rris d.u .1t

e ioñ tò ho rnòu oprfruos olou t.ì!py LoEu.), white

reminiscent of their former youthful vigour, remains but a

threat unfulfilled by these elderly dicasts. Out of their

environment and without the backing of Paphlagon, they are

virtually powerless, and Bdelycleon knows it. But Xanthias,

having no doubt had more than ample experience with

threats actually carried out, fears the prospect of any

confrontation (426-7),

Tori'ro 1,rÉu'ror õEruòu íiol, un Al', Ei

FûXoú¡.re0a
ùs Ë"y*y' o''i'rôu ðprîu õÉõo rxCI. 'ràs

Êyxe u'rp i¡a,s.

Now with such as these to combat,

is, by Zeus,

Verily I quake and tremble,

but to look
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The chorus, perceiving this weak point in

Bdelycleon's defence, quickly pounce on it and address the

following remarks directly to Xanthias (427-8),

AÀh' å.ç Le r tòu ð,uõp' ' ri õÈ Fiì, qilr'
)\
EY(jJ

\-l^A
Tû.S XÊÀ(JUû,S pG'KüpLErU OE 'rOU

I

õEpl,rCI.ros.

a serious thing :

upon their sting.

Let him go ! Loose your hold !

If you don't I declare



You shall bless Tortoise-backs

For the shells Which they wear.

This proverbial phrasel proves to be prophetic when

later in the play, Xanthias rushes onto the stage repeating

almost verbatim the words of the chorus (1292ff.), only this

time the threat has indeed been carried out, not by the

chorus, but rather by the drunken Philocleon.

But let us return to the present passage. Philocleon,

who has been silent until now and kept under guard,

believes that his colleagues may yet prove to be his

salvation and accordingly urges them to attack (430-2),

Eîá uuu, ô EuuõLKG,orq.t, ogfixes ðEu¡ápõror,
o[ pèu E'rs tòu npu.rxtòu a.'i'rôu eionÉtEoo'

r.i,pV roprÉuo r,
oi õÈ 'currpÊah¡ru,r xúxhç xEu'ceî"re xa.'i 'coùs

õc,x"rú¡.ous.

On then, ofl, my fellow-dicasts,

brother wasps of heart severe,

Some fly in with angry buzzings,

and attack them in the rear.

Some surround them in a ring, and

both their eyes and fingers sting.

His reference to them as o'(pflxe s ðEuxápõLoL, is, as

we have seen,2 an appropriate enough epithet. But
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I So the schol. ad loc. and ad 1292.
z cr. ðEúeupoç 406,455.



ågunápõros is perhaps a somewhar more grandiose

adjective,l intended to recall their past heroic deeds and to

spur them on to similar efforts now. Philocleon's

exhortation to attack his guards echoes a passage in the

Clouds which it may be useful to examine here briefly.
'Wrong concedes pride of place in the agon to Right but

with an express purpose (941-6),

AA. Toútu.¡ õriorr,¡'
xâ'r' Ën toú'ruu ,îu å.u hÉEn
al !   ) \pnpû,.t1o ro Lu Kû, LUO LS S,UTOU

xq.ì õrq.uoio' rs Kû,rû,'roIeúocu.
Tò 'rEhEu'raîou õ', Tlu o.uq.ypúEn,\.'(/\
TO npoounou ü.Trû.u Kû. L T(rqËû.Àuu)
neu'roúpEuos,Íonrp'5n' äuÊpquû:u

únò 'rrìu yuu)Uôu àno}.Eîts.r.

W.L. If he wishes, he may : I kindly give way :

And out of his argument quickly will I
Draw facts and devices to fledge the reply
Wherewith I will shoot him and smite and refute

him.
And at last if a word from his mouth shall be

heard
My sayings like fierce savage hornets shall pierce
His forehead and eyes,

Till in fear and distracrion he yields and he- dies !
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As Wrong describes how he will refute Right's

arguments, the verbal assault is described in physical terms

I Cf. Aesch. Sept. 906.



through the use of the martial verb Kûrû,To6eúou. He

sustains this notion of a physical pummeling but shifts the

image to that of an attack by wasps. Whether Aristophanes

was consciously borrowing from this earlier Clouds or not,l

it is nevertheless worth noting how the image subtly differs.

The attack by the 'wasps' in the Clouds concentrates on

the face and eyes, appropriately enough considering it is a

metaphor for Wrong's verbal refutation of Right's position.

But in the W a s p s, the metaphor has passed beyond the

confines of the spoken word and is manifest in the character

of the chorus itself . Fittingly enough, their attack is

described in terms of 'flying' and is not confined solely to

the f.ace and eyes, but instead spares no part of the

anatomy. I say 'attack', but must qualify that with the

adjective 'imminent', as. they are not actually attacking (and

in fact never do), but are only being urged to do so by

Philocleon. But Bdelycleon, hedging his bets on the off-

chance that the chorus may actually carry out its threat,

calls in some reinforcements, threatening them with severe

punishment should they allow Philocleon to escape.

Bdelycleon's threat to his slaves differs from that of the

chorus in that he has the power, as their master, to carry it

out, whereas the chorus, for all their boasting of how their

enemies will rue the day they stirred up their wasps' nest,
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I There is a problem as to whether the debate between Right and
Wrong Logic formed part of the earlier version of the Clouds. See
Dover's discussion, p. lxxxiv; See also Whitman, p. l22ff. and p. 134ff.



lack any such power and authority, and never do çarry

through with the fight. That Bdelycleon is at last cerrain

they will not attack is confirmed by his statement, 'Q s É Vr,j,

nolhôu å,xoúoû,s oloc, êpirr.ru -ròu Vóçov.(436),
"There's a sound of many fig-leaves/(well I know it) buzzed

about." Bdelycleon's wo¡ds come from a proverb that

equated the sound of burning and crackling fig-leaves with

empty blustering.l But the chorus ignores Bdelycleon and

addresses their words (432) to the slaves, still in hopes of

scaring them off without having to raise a stinger.

Philocleon cries out once more, only this time in an

indignant prayer to the mythical founde¡ of Athens,

cecrops.2 He realizes now that for all the chorus' threats of

impending violence, they have not the strength to back up

their words and the chorus themselves, catching the note of

outraged dignity in Philocleon's voice, proceed with a lament

of their own on the evils of old age, and the lack of respect

shown the elder generation. while speaking on philocleon's

behalf, one can not help but feel their words apply equally,

if not more so, to their own situation.

Philocleon reiterates their lament, but does so in a

typically characteristic fashion: when he once caught one of

his slaves stealing grapes, he whipped him in punishment,

as was only right, but instead of being thankful for the

flogging, the wretched slave was ungrateful. This mention of
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r Schol. ad loc.
2 On his autochthonous origin, see below, p. 108, n. 4.



punishment dealt out by their dear comrade seems to be the

final goad which will prompt them to action (453-5),

'rq.¡,1à toútuu ï.rÈu
õ [x¡u,
)t.)t

oUKET' E LS pqKPGU,
à.uõpûu'rpónos

ðEueúp(rru xcr'ì õrxq,iuu xo'ì pa.enóu"ruu
xdp 5a.prc..

But a famous retribution
ye for this shall undergo,

One that will not lag nor linger;
so that ye betimes shall know,

Know the mood of angry-tempered,

righteous, mustard-glancing men.

táX' tilrî, õóoetou no'?.r¡u

iv' eiofre' oÎós Êo'r'

Once more they mention their waspish temperament,

but in terms that would seem to indicate that they have at

last achieved a synthesis of the two aspects of their

character. But it is at this very moment when they are on

the verge of attacking that Bdelycleon reappears,

anticipating their attack with one of his own. As there aÍe

no stage directions accompanying the manuscripts,l it is

virtually impossible to know what kind of physical action

accompanied the dialogue. I suggest that here, as the chorus

has been stalling, hoping to succeed by words rather than by

deeds, and as Bdelycleon saw through their ruse (cf. 436),
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I Or at least none to speak of. See Dover,
10ff .

Aristoohanic Comedv. p.



they do not attack at all. Their much-vaunted, self-

proclaimed waspish ire has at last been challenged by

Bdelycleon who decides that if he can not reason with them

as men (cf. 412), he will deal with them as wasps (456-9),

EA. llc,ìE rro.î', ,î Ec'uo io', toùs oq'fixas a.nò
tfls oinío's.

EA. 'Ah¡"à. õpô toût'.
EA. 'AÀ¡,à, xa'ì oì.¡ tûrpe

nohLtî'rtir xs.nutî.¡.
EA. Oùyì oor3o0'; oùx Ês xópaxas; OÛx

cx'n ttr;
EA. ilo'tE "rQ guÀQ.

Ka'ì où npÕoorìs A'royíur¡u íx'ruçe 'rbu
EEhLap'r iou.

BD. Beat them, Xanthias, from the door-way;
beat the wasps away again.

XA. That I will, sir.

BD. Fume them, Sosias,

drive the smoke in dense and thick.

Shoo there, shoo ! be off, confound you.

At them, Xanthias, with the stick !

Smoke them, Sosias, smoke, infusing
Aeschines. Selartius' son.
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By means of sticks and smoke, Bdelycleon and his

slaves easily rout thei¡ feeble attackers, and their words

recall those of Dicaeopolis in the Acharnians, when, in

attempting to disperse the crowd of Boeotian pipers

swarming around his doors, says, no,û' Ès xópû.Ks,ç. oi.



oqfiKEs, o'ix c.nò tôu eupôu; (A 864.), "Hang you !

shut up ! Off from my doors,/you wasps !"

In the flush of success, Xanthias' courage quickly

returns, but that it just might well have not reappeared had

the fight been tougher, is shown by Bdelycleon's words

(460-2),

XA. uAp' ËprÉa'loprdu fioo' ùprô.s ånoooprioeru
.rri'Xpóuç.

EA. 'Ahhû. pq, A i' où þgo ltr.rs o'5"r$s äu
a'itoùç õ rÉçuyEs,
einep ÈtuXou 'rôu prehôu 'tôu
ÕrÀoxì"Éous PePPuxótEs.

XA.

BD.
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So then we at last were going,

as it seems, to make you run.

But you never would have managed

thus to beat them off with ease,

Had it chanced that they had eaten

of the sonss of Philocles.

The words of the slave serve the dual pupose of

characterizing him as well as providing the set-up for a

sarcastic shot at a public figure,l that being Philocles, a

tragedian, who was often ridiculed by the comic poets as b

¡t l pr t ô u o s because of his bitter and harsh style.2

I See schol. ad loc. and
2 See Av 281 and schol.

note ad loc.

MacDowell's note aA 462.

ad loc.; T 168 and schol. ad loc.; MacDowell's



The chorus, having been decisively defeated in this

aborted battle, return once again to their buzzing about

treason and conspiracy (463-70), and Bdelycleon, seeing

that their waspish ire has been somewhat quelled, tries once

again to reason with them as men (471-2),

"EoÊ' ônus åuEu FáXns xc.i tfls Kû,'toEEic,s

Fof,s
e is ?*.óyous ë¡.eoLFEu

õ rq,hha.yas;

Can't we now, without this outcry,
and this fierce denunciation,

Come to peaceful terms together,

terms of reconciliation ?

but not without an oblique reference in Kû.roEEio,s Fofis,
to their barely concealed alter ego. Yet this plea for rational

discussion only provokes them to further gratuitous

accusations of Spartan leanings. This futile bit of bickering

continues until Bdelycleon is at last given the opportunity to

show how void of any rational basis aÍe their accusations of

'Tyranny' and 'conspirator', classical precursors to the much-

abused 'communist' and 'subversive' of the McCarthy eta in

the United States.

Once Bdelycleon has had his say, the chorus is at last

silenced, but the cause is soon taken up by Philocleon who is

not so easily vanquished. From this point onwards, the

chorus' role is not as predominant since the focus of the

) - * l- \q,ÀÀnÀoLoL KG.L

t04



action shifts to the debate between father and son. At

725ff., following Bdelycleon's refutation of the glorified

status of a juror, the chorus is wholly won over to his side,

renouncing fo¡ever their hard-hearted ways, and they bid

their comrade to do so as well. Yet despite this overt

renunciation, we aÍe treated in the first parabasis (1071ff.)

to a discussion by the chorus of Wasps of its character q u a

wasps.

Following the trial of the dog Labes, in which

Philocleon is duped into acquitting the defendant, comes the

first parabasis wherein the chorus divests itself of its

dramatic character and addresses the audience in the

p-ersoJyl of the poet himself (1009-59). In the second half of

the parabasis (1060-Il2l), the chorus resumes its identity

as wasps and proceed to explain their raison d'être to the

audience.l This duality of character is nicely balanced in

that the strophe and antistrophe focus on their role as men

while the epirrhema and antepirrhema on their role as

wasps. This is not to suggest however that these two
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'Wasps- 1st Parabasis

1 See MacDowell's note ad 1060-1121.



aspects are mutually exclusive but rather, as we shall see,

the waspish element is at times subordinated to the human

and vice versa.

In the strophe (1060-70), the chorus recalls its one-

time youthful vigour, both in dance and in battle.l The

description of their former prowess has been borrowed from

a proverb that also appears in V/ealth (1002), describing

men past their prime.2 The repetition of the adjective

d¡.xlpol culminates in its reiteration as a superlative, xq.ï
Kû,r' q.,itò toûto, préuou o,uõpes å.lx rprrítü.rÕ L

(1062).3 MacDowell's interpretation of Ka'r' o,ü'tò 'roûto
'as far as this is concerned',4 as a reference to the phallos

each member of the chorus wore would seem appropriate

enough given the several oblique references to this

appendage throughout Aristophanes' plays.5 One other

possible interpretation, given their guise as wasps, would

be a reference to the K E u'r p o u,6 which, as will be shown

later, is a symbol of their former potency.T The chorus'
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1 Ct.A 665-718, esp.the chorus'description of themselves as
,p É,¡.,4 A. o t. Cf. also Y 227 .

2 See schol. ad 1060 and schol. ad Pl 1002.
3 Departing here from Coulon who reads c,uõprxótq,tor. RVf all

have llg1tptutq,tot which does not scan. Bentley suggested both
àlx r¡.rd.rtq,ro r. and å,uõp txóra,to r.

4 MacDowell gjl 1062.
5 gg. V 1342; N 538-9, and Dover's nore ad loc.
6 Perhaps a slang term for the phallos, see Henderson, p. 122.
7 M"..), notes a possible visual pun, "If we adopt d.uoptxótq"rou,

it will be an oxymoron; the Chorus with their pinched waist and long
stings still claiming to be men, every inch of them." (p. 74-5). This
ambivalence may have been even more explicit if some members of
the chorus pointed to the gáhÀos, while others to the xÉutpoy.



regret at their diminished powers (1063-5) is assuaged

somewhat by their cynical attitude towards the

contemporary decadent youth with whom, even in their old

lga, they compare more than favorably (1066-70).

The chorus then proceeds in the epirrhema (1071-90)

to directly address the audience in explaining the reason for

their wasp-like appearance (I071-4),

n)t ( 
^, 

ì | \ ) \ ),^

EL TLs uFUJu, ú Oec.ta.r, Tnu EFnu Lõ(Ju çuoru
Er"ra' Êa.upráge r 1,r' épôu ¡rÉoou

õ reoçrlKu.lÌ.rEuou,
\¡ ( ^ ) i /
ïT Lç nF(xU EüT LU lfi LUO Lû.
(l

þaõ rurs EyilJ õ rõá5tu, xa.u

Do you wonder, O spectators,

thus to see me spliced and braced,
Like a wasp in form and figure,

tapering inwards at the waist ?

Why I am So, what's the meaning

of this sharp and pointed sting,
Easily I now will teach you,

though you "knew not anything."

r07

^-)lTns EYKEUTp LõOs,
)l 1 \ |
û.FOUO'OS n To ',rÏp rU.

They describe themselves as F ia o v
õtEognx(JFÉvov,1 rhe perfect parriciple being a hapax

coined by Aristophanes to suit their appearance.2 Although

we already knew that the Wasps possessed stingers,3 we did

1 See Taillardat, p.129, n. 2.
2 See Van Leeuwen, 9¡| 1072; Also Pl

her disciples as og¡xdrõers (coupled
below, p. 251-2.

3 225,405-8, and.420.

561-2, where Poverty describes
with toXuo [,'lean'), discussed



not know up until this line that they also resembled wasps

in having slender waists, which leaves open the possibility

that their costumes resembled wasps in other aspects that

Aristophanes did not bother mentioning as they were quite

obvious to the spectators, such âs, for example, wings.l

The mention of the ÉYHEurpísz affixed to their rumps, had

already been noted by Bdelycleon (perhaps not as

accurately by the phrase, Êx tfis ðoqúos) at 225.

In explaining the purpose of the sting and the whole

wasp outfit, the chorus proceed to relate their role in the

Persian wars.3 They regard themselves as indigenous to

Attica, and because of their aboriginal status, are fiercely

protective of their homeland against any foreign invader'a

The ensuing battle narrative owes something in its

phraseology, as most commentators have noted,5 to

Herodotus' History, which had just recently been published.

But what Aristophanes borrows form Herodotus remains

subordinate to his own imagery.

The çhotus' reference to themselves as

åuOprx,irs,rou yÉuoç (1017; cf. 1061), oncemoreplays

on the ambiguity of their character as wasps and men. The
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I See above, p.76, n.3.
2 A synonym for xÉutpov. See MacDowell wL427.
3 On Aristophanes' licence with the age of his jurors, see

MacDowell, p. 10.
a Ct. Philocleon's prayer to Cecrops, the legendary indigenous

founder of Athens, and his request that Cecrops save him from this
barbarian attack. The word Pqppapos is a reference to the foreign
origin of the slaves.

5 Eg., MacDowell ad loc.



Persian invasion is appropriately enough described in terms

that suit their character both as wasps and as defenders of

Athens, since smoke was an effective means of dispersing a

swarm of wasps,l and since the Persians had, in 480 burned

Athens.2 That Aristophanes describes Athens (i\ g ¡ u a r )

here, as a wasps'nest (tåugpúuLq,),3 whereas elsewhere,4

he uses the term o'ç n x r ó, u to describe a wasps' nest, may

be due in part to his understandable indifference to

entomolo gical accuracy,5 or, as seems more likely, given

Aristophanes' fondness for puns, "The accidental similarity

of sound makes å.uepr{uro' a very happy substitute for

A8rluo,s."6

In attacking the invader, the chorus describe

themselves as eutrròu ðgIu¡u rIErIu.,xótEs (1082),

'having imbibed a spirit of bitter wrath' (Merry, p.7 6.),

eupròu ðEíuqu coming unexpectedly for oluor, ðgí.u T\v,7

but being, of course, a further reference to their infamous

ôEuÊutrtos temperament. There is also a pun on the

homonyms Oupds,'spirited wrath', and Oúpos, 'thyme',

natural fodder for wasps.s The narrative continues with

the chorus remarking upon their good fortune (an owl, a
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t ct. qsl.
2 Herodotus 8.50.1.
3 See schol. ad i080; Beavis, p. 188.
a ct. zz+,229,4M.
5 See for example, MacDowell ad 1080
6 Rogers, p. 167. Cf. Starkie , p.324.
7 schol: ou¡ròu ogiu¡u: Aut\ toû

Taillardat, pp. 196-7, on ó E u s.
8 MacDowell ad 878.

and 1107.

õpr¡reiau ðpV.tr. See also



symbol of Athena, flew near them before battle), and

spurred on by this good omen, they gave chase to the enemy

(1087-8),

ultcx õ' Einó¡rroÊa Êuuud,(outes
Ê uÀ. á, x ous

oi õ' Ëgeuyou tàs yuáeous xo'i
xeutoúpEuo L'

Stung in jaw, and cheek, and eyebrow,

fearfully they took to flight,
We behind them, we harpooning

at their slops with all our might :

In 1087 however, the participle Ouu vo-eoures,
'harpooning', t ir more appropriate to a sea-battle,2 but as

the scholiast quite rightly notes, "Êuvvo,(ourEs:
KEu'roûu"cEs (d;s 'roùs eúvuous tois 'rpróõouor,

UEra'çoprxôs).1 Of course we have seen elsewhere in this

play that Aristophanes does not confine himself strictly to

imagery appropriate to wasps alone, but uses any image

that conveys the ideas of a sharp sting.a He now however

returns in 1088 to imagery that once more suits the chorus'

character as wasps.

)ì
E LS TOUS

\)-trG,s oqpus
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I
a

3

4

Literally,'spearing tuna'.
Cf. Aesch. Per. 424-6

Schol. ad 1087.

See Taillardat, p. 196ff.



Throughout this epirrhema, Aristophanes has played

on the double identity of the chorus as wasps and men and

this ambivlaence finds its climax in these lines (1089-90),

(a \ A ^ ^/ ^ \
r¡otE nû.pG. ToLs p(}'ppû'poLoL fiû.urCI,Hou Kü.1

u'iu Ët r

¡rqõÈu'Atttxoû xa.heîooa't o,p11xòs

å.uõp txú,rtepou.

So that in barbarian countries,
even now the people call

Attic wasps the best, and bravest,

yea, the manliest tribe of all !

That 'there is nothing more manly than an Attic

wasp' successfully synthesizes this duality of character in a

neat oxymoron.l

This whole battle narrative should be read in the

context of the earlier battle scene2 wherein the chorus

attempted to re-enact their glorious victory over the foreign

invader.3 That they could not succeed was due in part to

their feebleness as old men and in part to their misguided

(in Aristophanes' eyes) sense of purpose. Yet although their

mission to rescue Philocleon failed, they nevertheless hang

on with the tenacity worthy of an Attic wasp until they aÍe
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1 "Aristophanes is fond of applying this epithet
to objects other than 6.v6 pes. (It is used of a

Lysistrata in Lys. 1108; of the women generally
on.).", (Rogers ad 1090).

2 qozn.
3 +zg.

lc,uõprxd,tepoul
cock in Birds 1349; of
in Thesm. 656 and so



at last shown the error of their judgement. Aristophanes'

mocking tone seems to have been somewhat tempered by a

sincere affection for these stubborn and misguided old men.

In the antistrophe (1091-1101), the chorus once again

become men and again the contrast focusses on themselves

as young men and on dissolute youth of today. Their

complaint encapsulates the whole of the debate between

Right and Wrong in the Clouds (889-1104). The youth of

today have been trained in what they regard as essentially

useless, impractical skills (e.g. rhetoric), while neglecting the

far more worthwhile and tangible accomplishments of

becoming, for example, oarsmen. This dichotomy is

elaborated in the metaphor of the worker v s. the drone in

the antepirrhema.l It should be noted that the chorus'

complaint essentially reiterates the argument of Bdelycleon

(682ff) that ultimately won them over and came near to

convincing Philocleon, especially at 711-2, where he

mentions the glory of the old men's victory on the plains of

Marathon only to oppose it to their present servile existence.

But in the antepirrhema (1102-21), the chorus, despite

the fact that they have already been brought over to

Bdelycleon's side, can still regard themselves as wasps. Here

however, they explain how the symbol of the wasp is still as

appropriate to their habits and lifestyle as old men as it

was when they were younger (1102-5),

t12

I Discussed below, pp. 116-7.



Ilohh+.1oû sxonoîturcs ñpot ELs clncruÊ'
al

EUprìoETE
toùs tpónous xc*'ì 'rùu õís,tto.u oçr¡6ìu

tr
€uçEpEoTs,rous.

Ilpû'ra trÈu yàp o'ioÈu iirô, (Qou

ipE0 toprduou
prô.LLou ðgúeu1.róu dotru oúoÈ õuoxoht-:tepou'

You will find us very wasPlike,

if you scan us through and through,

In our general mode of living,
and in all our habits too.

First, if any rash assailant dare provoke us, can there be

Any creature more vindictive,
more irascible than we ?

As they have shown, once provoked, they prove to be

formidable opponents.l But in other respects too they afe

similar to wasps ( I 106- 1 1),

rìro "rä.Àh' ðpro ra no'u'rs. oçqEì plHc(uúpE8cr.
EuLheydu'res Vàp Ko'p' Éoproús ,bonep E'rs

'iåuÊp¡u ro,

o[ pàu É¡p,ôu olt.p d,pxt.tu, o'r õ; na'pà tous
luõExo',

oi. õ' Êu d,oe iç orxd(ouo'' oI õÈ npbs toîs
te ty lo ts
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I Their description of themselves as (Qou tipte ro¡rÉuou recalls a

similar description of the chorus of old charcoal burners in the
Acharnians (666) as like a'spark'(gÉçaxos Êpe0t(olrÉuos oripIq,
þ r n t O t ¡, 'roused by a fair wind from the fan.'(Sommerstein,p.gg),
and anticipates the description of Lysistrata's army of women that
likens them to a wasps' nest, (L 475),



lltr\^
fluppepuopEuoL fiuxuou, ucuourcs ELs rïu yTìu,

uoÀLs
(i ( /_ ,   /

üJOTrËp OL OKüJÀqKEç EV TOLS KUTTq,pOLS
t

K LUOUUEUO L.

Then we manage all our busin

in a waspish sort of way,

Swarming in the Courts of Justice,

gathering in from day to day,

Many where the Eleven invite uS,

many where the Archon calls,

Many to the great Odeum, many to the city walls.
There we lay our heads together,

densely packed, and stooping low,
Like the grubs within their cells, with

movement tremulous and slow.

The description, KG.e' Éopoús,'by the swarm', is

natural enough considering their role as wasps and is given

further specification in the image, ó;onEp 'tà.ugpúuro..l

This image is yet further extended by the reference to the

four different courts the jurors could attend.2 The citing of

these four courts particularizes the general idea that

Aristophanes proceeds to develop: that Athens was rife with

courts and jurors.3

This elaborate metaphor recalls the description in the

Knights of the denizens of Attica, being compelled by the

1,1,4

I On the frequency of the image of a 'swarm', see Taillardat, pp.
378-9, n. 4.

2 See MacDowell, pp. 273-5, on the various courts in the city.
3 See schol. ad 1108 and 1109.



Spartan invasion to cram themselves into every nook and

cranny they could find in Athens and its environs, where

Cleon could then 'rifle the hive' as it suited him.l There the

metaphor was contained solely in the verb p¡-ítteLu. Here

however, as befits the dominant image of the play,

Aristophanes works it out in detail. They are

EuppepuoprÉuo L rIUKuóu, 'huddled close together' (Merry,

p.78.), so closely in fact that they aÍe vErloutcs Ett tìu

V û u , 'bending to the ground'(1110, MacDowell).2 The

description of the jurors ,Íonep o'r oxúhrlxts È.v tois
K u rt á p o r s is simply an adaptation of the central

metaphor of wasps to suit the particular context.3 The

chorus then go on to say (1112-3),

)/ \ )t - -t | )
E rs rE T¡u ahÀqu õ to. t'ro'u EoFEU

);
EUTTOpUJTG.'tO L'
/\^rt)1nq,uts. yo'p xsu'cou1.ttu auõpo. Kû.KnÕp t (opeu

p rou.
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And for ways and means in general

we're superlatively good,

Stinging every man about uS,

culling thence a livelihood.

1 Discussed above, p. 41ff.
2 However MacDowell's note on this phrase, "It is unclear why the

jurors were'bending to the ground"', shows an uncharacteristic lack
of imagination. Aristophanes is not envisioning them so much as
jurors in the courts (as MacDowell seems to think), but as larvae in
their cells, which are stacked one on top of the other.

3 See Taillardat, p. 211, n. 4, and pp. 378-9. On the identification of
o x ó ¡, n E, see Beavis, p. 192



Despite the fact that jurors did not have to condemn

to earn their pay, this notion is fundamental to

Aristophanes' conception of the role of the jurors.l From

this description of their waspish temperament when jurors,

they retutn yet again to the point that rankles them the

most. It has been mentioned in the strophe and antistrophe

and is now reiterated but in terms befitting the waspish

metaphor (1114-6),

,\\^,Aì,À.a' yüp KnpluEç lP Lu
,)ilL\oul EHoU"tEs KEurpou, ot
qopou
\/t

TOU TIÖUOU KS.TEOOLOUOtU

rû,ì.G. Lfi(Jpoúpe uo t.

Yet we've stingless drones amongst us,

idle knaves who sit them still,

Shrink from work, and toil, and labour,

stoP at home, and eat their fill,
Eat the golden tribute-honey 

.
our industrious care has wrought.
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)>^l
ELOLU EYKü.HrìFEUOL

l(^ 

FEUOUTES lpoJU TOU

,
OU

K n V fi u e s aÍe the drones of the hive,2 the wasps that

do not work, but derive all the benefits. There has been

some debate as to whom Aristophanes exactly intends by

the term'drones'. The scholiast says,'coùs Ënì ToÛ
tlCI

Fnptû.ros hÉyer pn.opo.s.3 However, the context of this

I See 106-8,
2 Beavis, p.
3 schol. ad

would seem

as well as

1 88.

1114. The
to support

the whole of the mock trial of Labes, 760ff.

image of Cleon 'rifling the hive' in Eq 792-6

this interpretation.



passage suggests rather that Aristophanes is attacking not

only the politicians but anyone who dodged military service,

be they young or old, but especially the decadent youth

who, trained in the unmanly yet lucrative art of forensic

oratory, 'pockets his drachma, Counsel's fee'(691), while the

old juror, 'must be thankful for [his] obols three,/those obols

which ye yourselves have won/In the battle's roar, by sea

and shore/'mid sieges and miseries many a one.' (684-5).i

All these complaints aÍe here expressed metaphorically.

The tribute paid by the allied cities which the drones devour

(ixpórper) is here called tòu yóuou, literally, 'the

produce', which in this context may be translated as

'honey'.2 Switching abruptly from this vespic imagery, the

chorus restates its complaint in the following terms (1117-

e),

Tori'ro õ' È'or' ålVLorou fluîr, í!u rts
å,o'rpárEuros üiu

dxpoçñ 'ròu l,rrooòu iltr*u, tfroõe "iîs yu.rpo's
tine p

pútE xd,nr¡u pú'rE a,óyynu pi're qa.úxrû. LuG.u

ho'príu.

This is what extremely grieves üs,

that a man who never fought

tl7

1 See MacDowell ad 1114.
2 See schol. 31| 1116 and MacDowell, p. 276, "Actually honey is not

produced by wasps. Here and in Lys. 475 Ãr. seems to confuse wasps
with bees. This does not necessarily mean that he really thought
them identical, but only that he was more interested in composing a

striking metaphor than in observing entomological precision."



Should contrive our fees to pilfer,
one who for his native land

Never to this day had oar, or

lance. or blister in his hand.

The martial image suits the human aspect of their

character and, just as the insect imagery has been worked

out in great detail, so too has this martial image with its

mention of oars, lances and blisters.l The chorus sums up

its thoughts on the whole matter with an image that once

again unites the disparate elements of its character (ll2O-

1),

'Ahh' Èpror õoxEi
Ë¡rppa.yu

Cl)\.öo'rrs cnu pl 'Xrl
tp rrípoÀou.
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Therefore let us for the future
pass a little short decree,

Whoso wears no sting shall neyer carry off the obols

three.

\!^^To ho tnou rüJu noh r"ruu

TO

From this point onwards, the chorus ceases to be

wasps, since the focus of the play shifts away from the

lawcourts to the education of Philocleon with all its

attendant buffoonerv.

/\l

KEurpou, Fq çEpEru

I For a blister as a

the whole notion of
Dover's Clouds, p. lii.

symbol of an honest day's work, cf. R 236. On
what constituted 'real' work vs. 'sham' work, see



Following the second parabasis (1265-91), the slave

Xanthias I comes running on stage (l292ff) fleeing the

drunken Philocleon who has just been pummeling him. He

proceeds to describe the antics of Philocleon at the party

which, in his thoroughly inebriated state, he succeeded in

breaking up. Xanthias describes the fiasco in minute detail,

giving a list of those who attended (1301-2), as well as

quoting some of the quips Philocleon exchanged with the

guests. It was an accepted practice at parties that those

present, so as to provide some entertainment, would take

turns, in a kind of witty one-up-manship, comparing one

another to something comical.2 One of the guests at the

party happened to be a certain Lysistratos, who, seeing

Philocleon and noting his over-exuberant mood, makes just

such a joke at the old man's expense (1308-10),

Wasps (1311-3)

1r9

Eît' o'útòu ós eîõ', rinc,oEu Auoio.cpotot'
"ho rxas, fu npe optrto,, uaofihÕú.ç Õpuyi

1 1 again follow MacDowell in assuming that this slave is the same
Xanthias of earlier in the play.

2 See MacDowell, p. 304.



^Í))\)lxÀ¡tr¡p r r' Eis û,XupFou s,noõEõpG.Kor L."

So then Lysistratus compared him thus :

Old man, says he, you're like new wine fermenting,
Or like a sompnour, scempering to its bran.

In his first comparison he likens Philocleon to new

wine, a metaphorical reference to his bibulously induced

rejuvenation. In the second, he likens him to a K h q t I p,

'donkey', that has escaped and found its way to the bran

heap. Philocleon had been compared earlier in the play to a

donkeyl and Xanthias' description of Philocleon's conduct at

the party figuratively resembles that of Lysistratos'(1304-

7),2

púeus yàpt.ir duÉnl¡'ro noÀ¡.íuu xåyaetîu,
å,ur¡hhe t', Ëox ip"ra, 'nenópõe t, Kû,reyÉLo.
Ll t > t )

tuofiEp Kq,Xpuu;u outõtou EuoJXnFEuou
xð,'rufir€u Èp! uEü.uixû.rs' "rlû.i fio'î" xaÀiiu.
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Soon as he'd gorged his fill of the good

He skipped, he leapt, and laughed, and

whinnied,
Just like a donkey on a feed of corn :

And slapped me youthfully, calling Boy

I t89. on xì.ntlp, a

witness', see Whitman, pp.
2 Wrong's advice to the

terms, N 1078.

cheer,

frisked, and

pun meaning both
162-3.

youth Pheidippides

!Boy!

'donkey' and 'summons-

is made in very similar



Both men could not help but notice Philocleon's new-

found youthful friskiness and Lysistratos' witticism was

made in good-natured fun and was not slanderously

intended. 1 But Philocleon's outrageous response to the

challenge goes beyond the bounds of convivial decorum.

However, before looking at his rebuttal, it is worth

reviewing the scene from the comic poet's viewpoint.

Xanthias' role in this scene is primarily to prepare the

way for the riotous entrance of Philocleon, but Aristophanes

also takes the opportunity to mention the guests, a group

selected specifically as the butt of his satire.2 Of this

group he singles out Lysistratos and Theophrastus as victims

of the intoxicated Philocleon's hybristic invective. In

response to Lysistratos' joking comparison, Xanthias

describes Philocleon's reaction as follows (131 1-3),

'o õ' åuo.Kpüyùu d u"rr{xo.o' o.ütòu nápuon r

'rà opia' tou tpípu.ruos o'nopepìtr¡xótr,
EÊEudì.u rE tà oKEUáp ra õ rq,r.Exapi.rdug.
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But he shrieked back, And you, you're like a locust
That has just shed the lappets of its cloak,

Or Sthenelus, shorn of his goods and chattels.

The usage of this

recalls its usage earlier

I See MacDowell ad 1308-13.
2 See MacDowell a d 1302 on why Aristophanes chose these

particular guests.

compound form

on in the play

of

to

I
the verb xpa(ct
describe the noise



made by the chours of Wasps3 brought to a state of

irrepressible fury. Its usage here is appropriate to the

rechannelled spite of Philocleon. Yet despite the fact that

the intent of Philocleon's rebuttal has been understood by

the majority of commentators, the specific image

Aristophanes intended to convey in l31l-2 has engendered

varying interpretations, of which I believe MacDowell's best

explains the image,

Philocleon's two comparisons of Lysistratos, to a

locust without its wings and to Sthenelos without
his equipment, clearly mean that he looked in some

way naked or lacking in some essential. In Akh.
857 he is said to be always cold, and so probably

the point is that he was in the habit of going about

inadequately dressed. Perhaps he wore, even in
winter, only a tunic and no cloak; if so, that is the

reason for calling the locust's wings its 'rpipuu in
13l2.r

122

The only point on which I disagree with him is the

interpretation of the metaphorical usage of 'tà Êpia to

mean the 'wings' of the locust.2 I suggest rather that t à

tpîa be understood not simply as the 'wings' of the locust,

but as the exuviae of the insect following moulting.

5 226,415.
t MacDowell, pp. 304-5.
2 However he does say

are presumably its wings
although there is no parallel

in his note on 1312, "A locust's 'fig-leaves'
(which do look rather like leaves),

for this use." (p. 304).



As the science of zoology and the concomitant

technical vocabulary is post-Aristophanic, having its

inception in the writings of Aristotle, there could not, a'

fortiori, have been a technical term to describe the exuviae

of the locust. So it is just possible that Aristophanes saw a

similarity between these exuviae and fig-leaves and so

described it by an image that he obviously felt most nearly

conveyed its impression upon him. In fact, Aristophanes

also uses the word 'ra tpra elsewhere metaphorically. In

the Frogs (134), he plays on the resemblance of an. ancient

Greek delicacy that came wrapped in a fig-leaf to the brain.l

'What is more, the perfect participle ånoFEFÀ¡xó'cr also

suits the notion of moulting.2 Finally, had Aristophanes

wanted to say 'wings' he could have easily done so, but as

even the most casual natural observer could hardly help but

notice that locusts do not shed just their wings but rather

their entire outer shell, its mention here would not have

been appropriate.

t23

Returning home

Philocleon has managed

I See schol. ad loc.,
schol. ad loc.

2 cr. v 22, 27; Av

Wasps (1341-2)

from his night of debauchery

to seize the flute-girl, Dardanis, and

also A i101-2 and

290; Arist. HA 500a10

schol. ad_|re-.,

and 604a5.

Eq 954 and



to strike some fellow citizens who are now angrily

summoning him to court (1332-4). A one-time staunch

upholder of the court system and one who also denounced

the evil effects of alcohol,l Philocleon has now become the

antithesis of his former self. He scoffs at his accuser's

summonses and chases them all away (1335-40). The man

who had formerly been enamoured solely of the law-

courts2 has now found another love-interest (1341-2),

euáparur õeûpo, Xpuoopr¡ÀohóuOrou,
'rfl Xerpi'rouõì. lapol.rÉu¡'roú oXoruiou.

"Eyou" quháttou õ', ris oanpòu 'rò o1oruiou
ópru,s yE prÉutor rprpóprruou oúx d,XÊe.rar.

My little golden chafer, come up here,

Hold by this rope, a rotten one perchance,

But strong enough for you. Mount up, my dear.

t24

Philocleon calls her ypusoFnLoì.óue Lou,'my little
golden cockchafer'.3 While this term of endearment is

unparalleled, Aristophanes does use the adjective HpúoLou
as such on

Dardanis as

affectionate

its own.4 However his specific designation

X.puoopnho¡.cíuOrou is more rhan just

mode of address as I intend to show.

1

2

J

4

1253-5.

cf. 99.
MacDowell's translation, p. 308.
Cf. A 1200; L 930; Davies, pp. 90-1.

of

an



on Clouds 763.s

The scholiast's gloss on l34l essentially reiterates that

creature that young children would play with by affixing a

thread to one of its legs and then letting it fly about still

tethered to this leash.l But what the scholiast and later

commentators fail to notice is that Philocleon regards

himself as a child and Dardanis as his very own plaything.

That he is able to do so is due to his feeling of rejuvenation

which has been triggered by his bout of drinking, since, in

his intoxicated state, he now considers himself to be young

again and his son a curmudgeonly old man (1355-7).2 The

'new' Philocleon, in his second childhood, has the flute-girl

as his toy, his 'golden cockchafer'. This image is wonderfully

worked out by Aristophanes in that the thread a boy would

tie to the cockchafer's leg is here replaced on the verbal
\l

level by To oX.oLurÕu, Philocleon's 'rope', and on the

physical level by the leather phallos.3 Philocleon is even

Both describe the insect as a beetle-like

125

able to joke about the amended 'rules

4).

This image of Philocleon as a

new-found toy introduces the notion

: With the flpuooF¡ì.oÀou0roy appropriately distinguished from
the p¡Ào}.óu€r¡ as being Eáu0ou, 'yellow'.

I Discussed above, p. 69ff. See also Davies, p. 90 and Beavis, pp. 167-
8.

2 For a discussion of this motif of rejuvenation, see Whitman, p.
157, "It is only of minor consequence that Philocleon is not really
rejuvenated, but only drunk: he feels young, and the imagery is
there. "

3 For tò olor. víov as slang for the penis, see schol. ad loc.;
MacDowell, p. 308; Henderson, p. 130.

of the game', (1343-

boy delighting in his

of rejuvenation that



becomes more and more explicit until

dominates the imagery of this final scene.4

Following the scene with the flute-girl, an

å p ", o n,i L L s, a breadseller, by name of Myrtia,l enters

summoning Philocleon to court for damaging her goods

(Bho.pr¡s 1388-91). Philocleon, unperturbed by this threat

of court action, proceeds to implement his son's advice on

how to deal with such situations. As Whitman notes, "The

essence of such scenes is to let the proponent express

something of pretentious elegance or intellect, which the

buffoon then reduces to his own limited scale with

calculated bathos."2 In the earlier scene, Philocleon had

been worried about the consequences that would entail after

a night of drinking which, from his experience at any Íate,

Wasps (1446-9)

ir ultimately

126

4 "It is hard ro see
understand why any editor
from the point of view
inversion of roles between
play."(Whitman, p.159).

| ß96.
2 whitman, p. 156.

anything inorganic about this scene, or
should wish to omit it, if one considers it
of the imagery of rejuventation, and the
father and son, which is so basic to the



consisted of vandalism,

But Bdelycleon disagrees

oüx, È\u [uufiç y' å,uopáot xCI,Àoîs îE
xåV c,0oîs.

uH vàp no,p¡trioc.uro tòu nEnouÊó'rc,,

n ì.óyou ËlEEc.s c.ùtòs åo"tEiou rLus.,
Aioronrxòu yÉhorou ñ Eupaprrtxóu,
ôu Ëpro,Êes È.v tq.r ou1:nooitr.,' x$.'t' els yÉltuu
tò npâVU' ð'rpe{.ras, tÍot' açe[s o' ånoí1etçar.

assaults, a hangover and lawsuits.

(rzs6-61),

Not if you drink with gentlemen, you know.

They'll go to the injured man, and beg you off,
Or you yourself will tell some merry tale,

A jest from Sybaris, or one of Aesop's,

Learned at the feast. And so the matter turns

Into a joke, and off he goes contented.

Bdelycleon does not

in proper conduct will

although he might have

from his father's sudden

t27

/ ,t ) , r - \

I'lG'or¡'reou rû'p' Eorr noÀÀouç
Jr t / -tt 

>t

ELnEp û,fiOTELOUJ FnÒEU, nU TL

realize at this point that his lesson

come back later to haunt him,

detected that something was amiss

change of heart (1262-4),

O I'11 learn plenty of those tales, if so

I can get off, whatever wrong I do.

Bdelycleon is

father's reschooling

'róu Àóyuu,
õpô xs,xóu.

under the false impression that his

has been an unqualified success,



ignoring, to his later chargrin, his father's fundamental and

ineradicable nature. Philocleon's words here ominously echo

his earlier desire to go to court and 'there some mischief to

do'(Rogers) Kq,Kóu rL floLñoa'L (322;cf.340). Incourt,

he could fulfill his waspish whims by indicting some

defendant withouf fear of reprisal. Bdelycleon's threat of

removal from court would have certainly deprived him of

this outlet for his natural impulses.l Thus Philocleon takes

his son's advice on how to handle any misdemeanour as a

licence to do mischief, just as he did when in court. In the

end, his essential waspishness can not be suppressed. He

simply adapts to the new environment his son has created

for him in his same old way.

He handles the situation with the bread-seller in what

he considers a 'gentlemanly' wâ!, and proceeds to tell her a

'pleasant' tale about Aesop. This fabricated Aesopic fable

allows him full vent of his spleen.2 His next accuser

threatens him with a charge of üFprs,'assualt', a much more

serious charge than that of the bread-seller's, and while

Bdelycleon immediately tries to settle out of court, his father

prefers to handle the situation himself. He begins by

adopting Bdelycleon's second suggestion of a Sybaritic tale to

appease his complainant, but relates it in his own inimitable

style which further piques his adversary with its pointed
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t It must be remembered that for
condemn. Cf. the mock trial, esp. 1002,

tr^,
KOU TOUFOU TpOTIOU.

2 See MacDowell ad 1401.

,Philocleon, to ju$Se meant to
G,K(l)U Yq,p û,UT EÒpc.Oû,



moral (1427 -34). Philocleon, quite enjoying himself,

continues with another tale (1435-41) until at last

Bdelycleon, seeing that things are going from bad to worse,

takes matters into his own hands and physically hauls him

off. Although Philocleon is not strong enough to resist his

son, he is still his ever-irascible self and despite losing the

battle, does not submit without a fight, even if it has to be of

the verbal variety.
'Whereas in the previous encounters, Philocleon had

perverted his son's lessons to suit his own nature, he once

again tells an Aesopic fable, only this time a genuine and

very apt one at that (1446-9),

Õt.
BA.
Ol.

EA.

tl ( t
Arou.rrTou or Ae hgoL TIor'

'oÀiyou poL prÉntr.
,pr-áa.r¡u Én¡tû,:u'ro xa.Éqai toû oEoû'

)t^ - 
) ,\ ( ( / ! 

- -o õ' EhELEU O,UTOLS, üJS O Kû,UHû,pOS TiO't€

oil"r' ,r.,s ano¡.ô o' aù'toîoi 'roîot
Kû.UUû,pO LS.
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PH.

BD.
PH.

BD.

The Delphians once charged Aesop -

With having filched a vessel of their

But Aesop up and told them that a

Zounds ! but I'll finish you, beetles

Despite his son's interruption,

out enough of the tale so that the

I don't care.

God.

beetle -

and all.

Philocleon is able

audience could be

to

in

get

no



doubt as to his intention in mentioning it here.l The legend

concerning Aesop and the Delphians is explained fully in the

scholion on this line.2 In brief, Aesop had been falsely

accused by the Delphians of stealing a sacred vessel and had

consequently been sentenced to death. On the way to his

execution he related the tale of the eagle and the dungbeetle

to his executioners which goes as follows: the eagle was in

the habit of seizing the eggs of the beetle and in retaliation,

the beetle took to rolling the eagle's eggs out of its nest, thus

breaking them. At last the eagle turned to Zeus who granted

the eagle permission to nest on his lap. But this did not

deter the beetle who flew up to Olympus and began buzzing

about the head of Zeus. Forgetting about the eagle's eBgS,

Zeus got up to shoo the beetle away and consequently broke

the eggs.l The moral of the fable is that there is no refuge

for the wicked from retribution, even in the lap of Zeus.

This fable can be categorized under the heading 'the

triumph of the small over the gÍeat',2 which theme underlies

a number of the insect images in Aristophanes' plays.

Philocleon's allusion to this fable is especially appropriate to

his situation as he is now a 'youth' at the mercy of his
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i See MacDowell aÃ 1446-9.
2 schol. aÈ 1446.
I This version of the fable is

Mention is also made of this fable at
2 See the introduction, pp. 4-5.

glven ln
L 695.

the scholion on P 130.



'crusty old' son.3 Although Philocleon does not get the

chance to tell the whole fable, being interrupted by his son

who, despite his small victory here, is beginning to show

signs of the exasperation he had felt in dealing with the

chorus of Wasps earlier in the play,l its moral, the triumph

of the seemingly weak and defenceless,2 is not lost on the

audience.

The insect imagery for the majority of the Wasps is

sufficiently explained through the title of the play itself and

has been thoroughly discussed in the preceding pages so

that a reiteration of its significance and function here would

be rather redundant. However, following the second

13l

Wasps - Conclusion

3 ct. ßsq-l,N!, o' gù x.po,tûr ¡o.r tôr¡ Ê¡rautoO {flrruátcuu'
veos yò,p eî¡rr. Ko,ì 9u?,.útto¡rar ogóõpq"
tò yù,p '5iotou tr¡peî pe xq'ott õúoxo\ou
xä¡'¡.óç xutrr tuonþ rotoxo'põa¡royLú9ou.

I'm not yet master of my own affairs.
I am so young, and kept so very strict.

My son's my guardian, such a cross-grained man,

A cummin-splitting, mustard-scraping fellow.
| 477_9; 494_5.
2 "lt lthe fable] was especially valuble to the weak as a weapon

against the powerful;" M.L. West, "The Ascription of Fables to Aesop

in Archaic and Classical Greece" in, La Fable: Entretiens sur
I'Antiquité Classique (Fondations d'Hardt, Geneva, 7984), tome xxx, p.

108.



parabasis (1292ff.), the role of the chorus of Wasps becomes

subordinate to the antics of the newly 'converted' Philocleon,

whose use of insect imagery here recalls that of Dicaeopolis'

in the Acharnians who manipulated insect imagery to suit

the world as he saw and subsequently recreated it.

. Philocleon's drunken likening of Lysistratos to a locust

shed of its exuviae recalls Dicaeopolis' reinterpretation of

Theorus' message from the Thracian King in that both the

protagonists either hear or see one thing but interpret what

they perceive to suit their understanding of the way things

are. Indeed, Philocleon's appellation of the flute-girl

Dardanis as 'my little golden cockchafer' shows just how far

Aristophanes' comic hero can go in transforming one

understanding of reality into an entirely different one. The

last insect image of the W a s p s , that of Philocleon's

interrupted telling of the Aesopic fable of the eagle and the

dung-beetle, is an allusion to the theme of the triumph of

the small over the gÍeat, which, as I contend in this paper,

has been asbso¡bed and adapted by Aristophanes so as to

form part of the essence of his comic hero. Although the

appropriation of this Aesopic theme is one of the dominant

uses of insect imagery in Aristophanes' plays, nowhere is it

stated any more explicitly than in this passage.
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Aristophanes' choice of a dung-beetle as Trygaeus'

trusty steed was conditioned by several factors, and, aS the

opening of the prologue amply demonstrates, he did not

miss the opportunity for exploiting the scatological humour

inherent in any reference to this cleatule. But besides the

automatic laugh raised by any mention of excremen.t,

Aristophanes has managed to incorporate this lower form of

humour into one of the central images of this play.l

The play may be divided structurally into two parts,

the dividing line being the first parabasis (729-817). The

first half of the play (L-728) concerns Trygaeus' quest for

Peace; the second (818-1366), the benefits of his successful

quest. This dichotomy of stlucture is reflected in the

imagery as well. Central to the first half of the play is the

dung-beetle, an image of the natural order of things gone

awry and, simultaneously, the means whereby the right

order may be re-established.

'War is abhorrent. It is nature subverted wherein

death and destruction are glorified instead of life and

procreation. In this topsy-turvy world where war is

CHAPTER V

Peace - Prologue

r33

1 On the thematic
play, see Henderson,

significance of the scatological humour in this
pp. 62-6 and 187-203.



exalted, so too, Aristophanes observes, must the dung-

beetle, and in typically Aristophanic fashion, he takes this

absurd notion to its absurdly comical, yet comically logical

conclusion, and by going to this unnatural extreme, comes

full circle and brings about a return to the natural order of

things.1,

The play opens with two slaves hard at some as yet

unknown task, but their very first exchange reveals that

they aÍe engaged in no ordinary work (1-5)'

OIKETHE A'
11a(/Atp' û,'LpE Fû,ga'u u;s rs,Hos

OIKETHE E'
'lõoú. Aòs c,'j'tçi, rúJ xaxto'c'

cx.noÀou1.rÉuqu'
I , > ^ A 4 ( 

-tKq. L Flnor' û.urls pü (q'u lò L(l) qû'Yo L.

- - \ 
^. - 

( t t- ) !-OI. A' Aos ilû.(û.u ETEpû,u, Eg ouLÒuJu

nEnì.û.oFÉulu.
ol. B' 'iõou FáÀ.' a3grs.
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FIRST SLAVE: Give, give me a cake for the beetle, as fast

as You can !

SECONID SLAVE lhandíng

first slave tqkes ít insidel Give

and may it be the tastiest cake

FIRST SLAVE [returning]:
moulded from ass-dung.

TUJ
i

Kû,uÊG'piú.

I For this comic reductio ad absurdum, see the Kniehts where the

Sausage-Seller triumphs over Paphlagon only by outdoing him in all
foulness and roguery and thereby restoring Demus to his old self.

hím one)

it him,
he ever

Give me

: Here you are. lAs the

the blasted creature,

eats !

another cake.



SECOND SLAVE: Here you are again.l

The mention of l,r á ( q, a cake made from milk and

flour, takes on an entirely new connotation with the

realization that this no ordinary cake, if being prepared for a

x á u O <r, p o s, and thus the unnaturalness of the world is

established at once. Eating and excreting have exchanged

places and the moulding of dung-balls by the slaves places

the dung-beetle in the vicarious role of their master. But as

typical slaves of old comedy, they can still gripe about their

predicament and laugh at their 'master's' expense. Coarse,

lowly jokes were, if we take Aristophanes at his word,

expected of slaves2 and had become somewhat stagnant.

But the novelty of the slaves' situation in the Peace affords

Aristophanes some fresh perspectives on these otherwise

trite clichés, e.g. (13-li),

ol. E' 'Euòs i.ríu, riuõpe s, cr'noÀEhúoos, r Fo L

õoxô'
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oúoEìç vàp
Èoe iE ru.

ol. A' .+ipoi

1 Alan H. Sommerstein, The Comedies of Aristophanes: peace
(warminster, 1985), vol.5. All the translations of the peace come
from Sommerstein's edition, since Rogers' has a victorian tendencyto treat Aristophanes' explicit language in as euphemistic terms as
po ss ibl e.

2 cr. R 14.

t\/.ü.u çû' Ln pE Fû.TTOUT'



SECOND SLAVE: There's one charge, gentlemen, that I
think I'm proved not guilty of: nobody can say I eat the

stuff while kneading it!

Slaves were often accused of eating what they should

have been preparingl and were therefore outfitted with

wide neck collars to prevent their hands from reaching their

mouths.2 The second slave's joke concerning this practice

receives a deserved groan tqîpo r) from his companion who

nevertheless bids him keep the cakes coming.3 However,

despite their banter, the audience is still in the dark as to

what sort of beetle it could possibly be that requires two

slaves working non-stop to supply its needs. Although the

scholiast's gloss describes the beetle as a type of insect

((Qou¡ similar to a cockroach 1oíLçn)4 in size, its sheer

voracity intimates a beetle of extraordinary proportions.

This is confirmed just prior to its and Trygaeus' appearance

above the stage floor where the slave describes the creature

as Aitua.îou UÉVLorou náuÊo'pou, "a huge Aetnean

dung-beetle" (Rogers, 73).

Its description as 'Aetnean' has been a subject of some

debate that has centred upon three possible explanations as

136

1 cf. Av 169r.
2 So the scholiast ad loc.
3 ¡ take the interjection in this sense rather

of disgust at their filthy task since it has been
has been cracking jokes all the while (cf. 3;
has been far too devoted to the work at hand,
may be possible.

4 But see the schol. ad 743 as well as A 920-5
also Beavis, p. 80ff.

than as an expression
the second slave who

9-10) his fellow slave
although both senses

and schol. ad loc. See



given by the scholiast.l

a reference to the mountain itself, 'as big as Aetna' and has

rightly been rejected by most commentators.2 The second

suggests that it was a. comic convention to describe the

beetles from the aÍea as extraordinarily large, and cites

evidence from both comic and tragic poets.3 The third

alludes to the fact that horses bred in Aetna were famous

throughout the ancient world.

The first suggests that it is simply

would seem to best suit the description of the beetle here as

'Etnean'. Aristophanes appears to have taken a standard

comic convention and incorporated it into his novel parody

of the Bellerophon myth wherein the noble steed Pegasus

has been replaced by the lowly dungbeetle.a

Yet even before this reference to its Aetnean origins,

the sheer bulk of the creature has been alluded to in the

slave's description of its voracious eating habits (5-8),

t37

The last two explanations

ol. E"lõoù Ffih' c,îers.
'çEpES;

oú xs.tÉqû.ycu

I For an analysis of the evidence and some worthwhile
conclusions, see Platnauer, pp. 73-4; Davies, pp. 86-8; Beavis, p. 160.

2 But see Blaydes ad loc.
3 Davies, summing up Eduard Fraenkel's discussion of this

controversy remarks, " IFraenkel] reaches the unavoidable
conclusion that whatever the real size of the beetles that scrambled
about the crags of Mt. Etna, mainland Greeks, from the first third of
the fifth century onwards, could refer to the vast size and
dimensions of these insects as an established and familiar idea." (pp.

8 6-7. )
4 Van Leeuwen has suggested that Aristopha¡es, in a paronomastic

instance of napà npooõoxiGu, says xáuÊapos in place of
another beast of burden, xa,u0qhtou. 'the pack-ass'.

rtoû yàp fiu uuuõr¡



)t
EEû'prIü,oG.s
ólr¡u duÉxar¡r neprxuÀíoCI.s 'roîu

noõ oîv.
'AhÀ' ú,¡s ráX LorG, 'rpîpe nohhàs xo,ì
n uxuq's.

SECOIID SLAVE: Here you are again. Why, where's the

one you just took him? He can't have eaten it!
- FIRST SLAVE: Eaten it? Why, he seized it from me, and

rolled it into place with his feet, and guzzled the whole
thing. Anyway, knead them up as fast as possible, lots and

lots.

OI. A' l"tà tòu A i', a¡.¡.'

(33-7),
1,(t)¡OI. B' OLou õE xurfas o Kû.Tû.pû.'ios eoÐre r,

,fione p naÀa ro'r{s, no'papaÀùu 'roùs
I

YOF(p rOUS,
ì^\ +f\KG.L TS.UTG. TIU KEçû.ÀlU TE Kû,l 'iüJ

a/

xE LpE fiüJS
r \ | (l < \ ,

rì.¡õ r rrEp LG,yu?, uonEp o L 'rû. olto Lu Lü.
\/t)i

Tq. rrs.XEû, ou¡lpahhoy"rEs ELs rû.s
o ÀKû.Òû.s
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SECOND SLAVE: The way the damned creature eats! -
head down, like a wrestler, moving his jaws sideways, and

that while he's circling round with his head and arms

something like this lhe tries to imítate the beetle's actionsf,
like the men who twist together thick ropes for cargo ships.

The mention of the 'two feet' and the 'two hands' has

caused some problems since beetles, being insects, actually

have six limbs. But if one recalls Clouds (150) where the



flea is described as having two feet,l it may be supposed

that Aristophanes ingores the zoological facts in favour of a

description of the beetle's exertions from the human

perspective. This is even

description where the beetle's

those of both a wrestler (tü o n r P
e(\maker (uorIEp oL Tq.

ou¡rpahhoures).2

However both of these descriptions of the beetle's

eating habits have yet another factual objection: beetles only

consume dung underground. What Aristophanes describes

as voracious consumption on the part of the beetle would

actually seem to be the movements performed by the beetle

in first creating its dung-ball, a two-fold process, described

as follows.

more evident in the second

movements are compared to
_/na.ho'Lorns) and a rope-

/¡l

oT.o ru rs./'iq. TIû,HEû.

r39

In the first (that of cutting) 'the beetle places itself
on top of the dung, bends the fore body down so

that head and fore tibiae cut into the mass, and

then proceeds to execute three simultaneous

movements: a bending and unbending of the fore

body in relation to the hind body, a back-and-forth

movement of the fore tibiae toward and away from

the head, and a rotation of the whole body about

the vertical axis. In this way the beetle pivots

about in a circle and rapidly builds up a mass of

t See above, p. 63ff.
2 Maurice Platnauer.

Platnauer's argument for
pp. 69-70.

Aristophanes: Peace (Oxford, 1964). See

taking the second similie as a rope-maker,



dung beneath itself.' In the second phase (that of
shaping) 'the crude ball is converted to a more or
less perfect sphere by repeated patting of its
surface with the fore tibiae and by trimming with
the head and tibiae'. Either of these phases could
be mistaken for the process of eating, and the
former in particular seems quite close to what
Aristophanes describes at 11. 34ff.r

It would appeat then that Aristophanes was not so

much concerned with zoological accuracy as he was with

establishing a view of the world turned upside-down as

symbolized by the consumption of ordure.

To emphasize the beetle's recent elevation in the

scheme of things, Aristophanes makes him somewhat

finicky in matters of taste (ll-12),

OI. A' 'Etdpau å'rdpau õós, na rõòs
ti.o rp¡xó'ros
rErpr¡rtrrÉu¡s yo'p (ploLu enreupreîu.
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FIRST SLAVE lcomíng out again l: Another, give us

another, from a boy prostitute. He says he wants one that's
well pounded.

Here Aristophanes

reference in that only the

please the dung-beetle

somewhat more oblique,

1 Davies, p. 89.

takes advantage of a homosexual

excrement of sodomized boys will
's palate. Another reference,

to the beetle's predilection in



matters of taste, comes later when Trygaeus, having learned

that his beetle has been appropriated by Zeus for his chariot,

sollicitously exclaims (123-4),r

TP. noeEu oúu ò ttr"¡ptrru
EP. rùu toû l-cruui,rr¡õous

o rtrioErff. L.

TRYGAEUS: Then where's the poor creature going to get

food from, up here?

HERMES: It will be fed on Ganvmede's ambrosia.

But it is the second slave's lament at being forced to

do the work of the dung-beetle that clearly shows to what

extent the normal order of things has been perverted (22-

8)2

) t (/ i
EuÊG,õ'efet oLTLû,;
)^û'uljpoo LG.u

t4l

) r \ )/ 3 ,i > (

OI. E' Ouõeu yo'p Epyou rlu û.p' a.8h LturEpou
)\ - | t

n xo'u0a.pç Uû.rrourc, fiû.pEHE Lu

Èo0 i.E ru.
\ \ (i )i ¡ )\-Ys FEU YcP, (TJOTIEp G.U HEoll rls, n

xúu u
,>

ça'Uhu.rs EpELõEL TouÊ'
IqpounFû,ros

/ | \ ^ ) )- ^ppe uÊueto,t r€ KG.L (pû.YELu oux ü,ELoL,
)\ ¡ | ( , <tt

nu pl napo,Oru 'rp rrlas õ L' ïpEpüs oì.r¡s
(/ \ | I

ujonEp Yuuc, LK L YoYyuÀ¡u pEFüYFEurìu.

1 See 742 and the pun on zEùs Kata tpá.qt,
of sandhi, 'Zeus who descends in the thunderbolt'
delights in shit', and so becomes a further
pederastic tendencies.

2 See Davies, p. 88, who quotes Halfter's discussion on the plasticity
of human excrement.

ó õ' ùnò

where, in an instance
becomes 'Zeus who
reference to his



SECOND SLAVE: Because I've found there's no more

wretched job than to knead and serve food to a beetle. A
pig or a dog stuffs it all down any old how, just as it's been

shat. But this creature is so conceited, it acts haughty and

refuses to eat unless I work the stuff over all day long and

serve it up kneaded into a ball, as if to a lady.

The ascendency of the dung-beetle, first intimated

here, ultimately resulis in its apotheosis.l Yet before this

process can begin, its loathsome origins must be firmly

established, and true to form, Aristophanes associates the

beetle with another filthy creature, Cleon (47 -8¡,2

--'l , ) .) \OI.A' Kút'G.uruJ y'o'ulp
'lruu rxos 'r i.s çlo L no.pG.Kû,Êr1i,re uos'

"AoxÉu.r Ï,rÉu, ds KhÉu.¡ua' toti't'
)l

ü. LU LOOETû. L,
(^)t\/

uJs KELUOS s.Uü.lõE(l)S TqU OTrû.'rrh¡U
åoe í-E r."
)r r r ) I ^ ' r

,{}.h, ELoLUJU r0J Kq,uÊo'pp õtuour
4

fi LE LU.

t42

FIRST SLAVE: Yes, and then an Ionian fellow sitting

beside him says to him: "My opinion is he's using it to
allude to Cleon - saying that he's eating muck in Hades."

But I'm going to go inside and give the beetle drink. lHe goes

into the house .l

I See below, p. 168.
2 On taking x eî u o s to refer to Cleon. see Platnauer ad 46-8.



As Henderson notes, ". . Like the dung-beetle, Cleon

has become powerful by eating excrement" (p.63), but

unlike the dung-beetle who ends up in Olympus, feeding on

'the ambrosia of Ganymede', Cleon must remain forever in

Hades eating ordure.

Aristophanes' parody of the Bellerophon myth has

been foreshadowed from the very beginning of the play

where, as mentioned already, the gluttony of the creature

hinted at no ordinary-sized beetle. Also, the second slave's

words upon his departure from the stage, à¡.1' rioruu tQ
-liKü,u8o.pqu õtuotu n tE iu (49), "But I will in, and give the

beetle drink" (Rogers), are appropriate to those of a groom.l

These allusions at last become explicit when the first slave

relates Trygaeus' scheme for reaching Olympus (72-7),

'EyÊÈs õà ¡re'rà 'cq.ût' dxtpeapeìs oùx o1õ' önor
eior¡yay' Aituaîou prÉyrotou xáuÊapou,
xä.nErrq, to'itou InnoKopEîu F' i¡uáyxaçEv,
xa'útòs xo'tagôu o,ù'ròu ,Íot.p nu.rÀiou'

Peace (82-149)

r43

I See schol. ad loc. and H. Sharpley,
(London, 1905), ad loc.; There may also
urination: See Van Leeuwen ad loc. and

The Peace of Aristophanes
be a humourous reference to
Henderson, p. 35 and 194ff.



ltt"l) IIe yaoeL0u," gTloL,

ónus fiErrìoaL p' Eúeù

After that, yesterday, he went out, blast him, I don't

know where, and brought home an enormous Etna beetle;

and then he compelled me to be its groom, and he himself

strokes it like a young colt and says: "My little Pegasus, my

thoroughbred flier, you must take me and fly straight to
Zevs."

"yeuuaîou n.epót ,

toû a ròç À.apuru."

As the scholiast notes,l Aristophanes parodies a line

from the Bellerophon of Euripides that ,un, åy' t,i çíhou,
i/

Uot [lYáoou ntepóu, "Lead ot, beloved wing of

Pegasus". The first slave, having related his master's fond

wish, now proceeds to check up on his activities (78-81),

h¡.¡.' I rL ïotsi -¡or orai<úq.,o,s cí,¡o1,rar.

oïprot táì.o's" 'itE õeripo õeÛp', ô yeitoues'
ò õEonó"r¡s yüp Fou pretÉCIpos aiprtat
inn¡oòu Els tòu oÉp'Êni toû xo.uoápou.

I'm gong to peep through here and see what he's doing

lHe peeps through the door for a moment, then starts back

in horrífied amazement. ] Help, help! Come here, come hete,

neighbors! My master is rising aloft into the air, mounted

on the beetle as if on a horse!
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As the slave speaks,

hidden from the audience,

horseman'. and åni toû

1 See schol. ad 76.

Trygaeus and his mount are still

but the words ttt nõòu, 'like a

I

Ko.utspou, 'upon (sc. the back



of) the beetle',l leave no room for doubt as to the image

Aristophanes intends. The description of his master,

pre 'cÉüJpos q.ipt=û,1,'lifted aloft', is effected on stage, as

noted by the scholiast,z by means of the Fn1üui, the

'crane', which hoisted the actor and his prop above the

stage.3 Further mention is made of this piece of machinery

later when, in a delightful tearing of the dramatic fabric, the

actor playing Trygaeus speaks to the propsman qua actor

(17 3 -6),4

>t(,)i/l
OrÌ,i' ùs õEõoLKc', KoùKETL oKüJTITUJU heyu.

nQ plXfiuönoL¿, npóoÊHE 'ròu uoriu, ó= drrÈ
)t-l^\\)

iõn orpEgEL rL fiuEUFG. nEpL rou opçahou,
)r-t/r/xEi Un çuLo'Ie ts, Xoprü.ou rou xa,uOcx.pou.

Help! I'm terrified! And I'm not joking now! Mr. Crane

Operator, pay attention! There's already a sort of wind

that's doubling me up round about the navel, and if you

don't take care, I'11 be giving the beetle a meal!
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The reference to 'feeding his dungbeetle' hovers

between continuing the tear and effecting its repair, but also

serves to underscore the mocking tone of the paratragic.5

I See schol ad 81.
2 schol. ad loc.
3 See Platnauer, pp. xiii-xiv, and Kenneth Macleish,

Aristophanes (New York, 1980), pp. 48 and 85-6.
4 "A similar appeal to the stage mechanic occurred

Daedalus (fr. 188)." (Platnauer, p.82). Cf. 729-33.
5 See Henderson, p. 191, on line 175, the 'wind of the

The Theatre of

in Arisophanes'

bowel'.



But to return to their first appearance, the ludicrous

image presented by Trygaeus saddled upon the beetle is

enhanced by Trygaeus' address to his mount (82-6),

"Houxos fiouyos, tìpdlro, náu8q.ru'
Fú poL oopapòs X,rrpet hÍ.<r.u

Eúeùs d,n' åpX.t*, Þ*rrn n úouuos,
npìu <r,u i.oí.ns xq.i õrcl?túots
ä.peprr.ru iuc,s ntepúyuu þúrrn.

Softly, softly; gently little moke;

do not go too violently, please,

right from the start, trusting in your strength,

until you have got up a sweat and loosened up

the sinews of your limbs with the impetus of your

wings.

He addresses the beetle as to á u Ê t¡ u, literally, 'pack-

ass', playing on its similarity of sound to xáuÊapos.1
Trygaeus' words here are appropriate to those of a rider

calming his steed and have a tragic quality to them2 which

is purposefully undercut by his further admonition (87 -9¡,2
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I See schol. ad loc.; Van Leeuwen, ad loç.; Davies, p. 84, where the

ancient etymology of xq,uOapoç from xó,uOcr:u is supported by the
ancient belief that beetles were produced from asses. Cf. ÉE óuiõ(r)u
nenì.d¡reunu (4).

2 n't o u u o ç , "An Epic and lonic (hence tragic) word, appropriate
here." (Sharpley, p.66.).

3 w. w. Merry, Aristophanes: Peace (Oxford, 1900), p. 10, ". there
is also a reference to the habit of certain beetles (such as 'the
bombardier', inf. 1.1078) of emitting a stinking fluid as a means of
defence. "

\\^f)^

Ks.r Fq fiuEL Fot Ko'Kou, û.urLFoÀüJ o¡ '



And don't breathe foul breath at me, I beg you:

if you're going to do that, you can stay

right here in our house.

This alternation between the bathetic and the sublime

is the cornerstone of paratragedy and is handled quite

deftly in the ensuing exchange between master and slave.

The slave's talk of madness (ós rla'pano'ie rs, (90)), and
/ ¿ t < ¡ ._

sickness (tt l.lû.rlu ou1 uyLq,tuELs;(95)) do not at aIl

deter Trygaeus but rather strengthen his resolve to carry

out his mission (92-4),

ol. B' IIoi õi'r' ð.¡.¡.tus pErEu,rpoKoneîs;
TP.'YnÈp'EÀ.Àr¡uuu nauruJu nÉto¡ro,r

tóa.prlpü vEov no.ho'pnodpcuos.

) \ | ¡ tl
EL õE TIoLloELs rouro, Kû.T' oLKouç

)¡^i<lû.uTou FELUOU TOUç nFETËpOUS.

t47

SECOND SLAVE:

Then why are you senselessly beating the air?

TRYGAEUS: I am making a flight on behalf of all the

Greeks;
I have planned a venture without precedent.

Trygaeus' actions seem to the slave to be insanely

inspired but such a madcap plan is necessary in such a

madcap world. This heroic resolve is underscored in his



command for words of good omen, only to be immediately

undercut by his further demand (98-101),1

toîs t'åuepurfio ro L çpcíoou o ryâu,
toús rE Korrpôua's xaì 'ràs Àaúpas
xa. ruaîs nÀ íuto ro ru åno rxoõoprei.u

xc,ì toùs npux'roùs ÈnrxÀEIEru.

and bid all men keep silence,
and shut off with new brickwork
the privies and the alleys,
and close up their arses.

At his slave's insistence, Trygaeus at last reveals the

purpose of his flight to Zeus, and when the slave reasonably

enough remarks, 'And if he won't inform you?' (Rogers,

107), Trygaeus responds with a typically absurd solution

(107-8),
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OI. E' 'EG.u

TP.
I'lqõo ro Lu

SECOND SLAVE: And if he doesn't tell you?

TRYGAEUS: I'11 indict him for betraying Greece to the

Medes!

õe Fn oo L Kû.rû.yopEUn;
rpár1,,oFq. L

a,ü'còu npoõ rõóuo, r tr¡u 'Ehho,õs,.

His response shows no respect

men, only the comic hero's concern

I See Henderson, p. I92

for the king of gods and

for achieving his goal on



his terms alone. Even the pleading of his children can not

bend his will and his one child's questioning affords yet

more comic play on his means of transportation (124-6),

nA. rcrì 
= 
i* nópos oo L tfrs óooû ye ur{oe rû. L;

-'- a \ \ ) )t- / \ftG.us UËu yû'p ouK a(er oE Tc.urrìu rrìu
óodu.

TP. tl'rr¡uòs nopeúoer nô¡.os. ou
uo,uot?q.rr.loopra r.

DAUGHTER: And what means will you have of making
the journey? For a ship will not take you on this voyage.

TRYGAEUS: A winged colt will convey me; I shall not go
bv sea.

Trygaeus' response (II'r¡uos nopEuoEr nôÀos) to

his daughter's first question is, as the scholiast notes,

borrowed form Euripides.l Her second question provides

Aristophanes with the opportunity to relate in brief the

Aesopic fable of Zeus, the eagle, and the dung-beetle which

was a determining factor in his choice of a dung-beetle as

Trygaeus' mode of flight (I27 -34),

nA. r is õ' ¡n iuo ra ooùo-r ì.u ,io-rE xáuÐapou
geúgo,u'r' Ê¡.aúuEru E'rs oe oús, ô no,nnia;

TP. 'Eu toîoru Aiod:nou ì.óyors ÉqnupÉeq
1.róuos netr¡uôu Eis ÊEoùs åqr.yuÉuos.

nA. 'AnLorou elnc,s pûÊou, ô ná-rep natep,
ðnus xáxoo¡rou (ûou fra.e.r, e iq oeoús.

TP. uHÀeEu Kû,r' Ëyepa,u o,iE-coû ná¡.o.r no.rÉ,

149

I See Platnauer ad 124-6.



DAUGHTER: But what idea have you, daddy, that has

made you harness a beetle and ride up to the gods?

TRYGAEUS: In the fables of Aesop ir was rhe only
winged creature that I found had reached the gods' realm.

DAUGHTER: O father, father, it is an incredible tale you
tell, how an evil-smelling animal could come among the
gods.

TRYGAEUS: It went once, long ago, because it was at
feud with an eagle, on whom it was taking revenge by
rolling eggs out of its nests.

>, ) I > /
!u' EKKUh ruõüJu KG,ur LT rpupoupcuos.(

The fable is related in full by the scholion on this

passage which I have summarized in the discussion on the

Wasps (1446ff.).i Trygaeus' insisrence that the dung-beetle

is the only winged creature to have reached the gods

deliberately omits the fact, as pedantically pointed our by

some commentators2 that the eagle had to have arrived

there first. This omission is of course necessary in order to

sustain the comic rationale behind Aristophanes' selection of

the dung-beetle, as Trygaeus further explains to his

persistent daughter (135-9),

nA. Ouxou.u ÈXpnu oE nr¡ycioou grCrgo'r

nTEpou,
únus dça iuou to ts oeoìs rpüy rxóte pos.

TP. 'A¡.h', ô pÉh', &u pol orti,r.ru õrnhCru ËõEr"
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I
2

See above, p. 128ff.
E.g. Merry, p. 14.



uüu õ' å.tt' d,u o,ittòs
o rt i<r',

'roútoror tois o,ù.roîor

DAUGHTER: Should you nor rhen
wings of Pegasus, so as to appear more
the eyes of the gods?

TRYGAEUS: But, my dear girl, I'd
rations. As it is, whatever food I eat I
this creature.

Her question, 'Why not Pegasus?' as he is 'more like a

hero of tragedy'1 is the foil for Trygaeus' scatological

response.2 She then asks (140-1),

I'xatarpáyu tà
I

TOUTOU XOpTû.O(IJ.

have harnessed the

like a tragic hero in

have needed double

can use again to feed

nA. T í õ', Ì1u És ,iypòu nóu-r rou nÉon páeos;
nôs È[o¡.roeEiu n'r¡uòs ôu ouurioe rû,1;

DAUGHTER: What if ir falls into rhe warery depths of the
sea? How will it be able to escape, winged as it is?
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The scholiast suggests that the daughter's question

here is a reference to either the tale of Icarus or. as is more

likely, that of Bellerophon.

It seems appropriate to digress here and note that in
the tale of Bellerophon, the hero's attempt to ascend

Olympus was prevented by Zeus who sent an o1 o r p o s, a

'gadfly', which bit Pegasus, caused him to ÍeaÍ and sent

I Platnauer's translation, ad 135-6.
2 Cf. the similar joke to the propsman at 176.



Bellerophon hurtling into the sea. It is fittingly ironic then

that Aristophanes should choose another insect, a dung-

beetle, as the means of the comic hero's successful ascent

while in the Euripidean version it was a gadfly that was

instrumental in causing the tragic hero's downfall.

As for Trygaeus' response, if the scholiast's note is
adopted, ('rò c.'rOoiou OE íxuuÕ r fia r Crîu), it is a

¡eference to the phallus worn by comic actors,l and the

mention here of xáuÊapos plays on its various meanings

of 'beetle', 'cup', and 'boat'.2 (l4Z-3),

TP. 'En itr¡ões .îyou n¡oáÀ rou, ô yp¡oo¡ra r.
ro õÈ nhoîou Ëota.r No'Iroupy¡s

xáuÊa pos.

TRYGAEUS: I brought for rhar very pu{pose an oar
líndicating his phalløsl, which I wilr use; and my vessel will
be a beetle-boat, made in Naxos.

r52

No doubt all three meanings are intended by

Aristophanes, with special emphasis on its meaning of
'boat',3 as sommerstein's translation makes clear. His

daughter's final question is posed so that Aristophanes may

indulge in his passion for puns (144-5),

i See Platnauer, p. 79.
2 cr. Ls¡ s.v.
3, "such boats [from Naxos] may have had three oars on either side

and so resembled the six-legged beetle."(platnauer, p.7g). on its
possible meaning of 'cup', see platnauer, p. 79. cf. also A 920-6.



\\tl/nA. r{tptr¡u õe rLs oE õefletaL (popouFEuou;
TP. 'Eu llerpareî õr¡nou 'o'ri KauÊúpou hr¡rriu.

DAUGHTER: And as voi¡ drift. what harbour will receive
you?

TRYGAEUS: There's a Beetle Harbour at Peiraeus. isn't
there ?

As the scholiast notes, the Piraeus had three bays,

one of which was called Cantharus after a native hero.

When at last his daughter realizes that she can not

dissuade Trygaeus, she leaves him with this warning (146-

8),

nA. 'ExEîuo tr¡per, Fn oçûÀEìs Kû,ro'ppufrs
Ëu're ûeeu, eî'ro' XtuÀos cöu'Euprniõn

/\1,À.oyou fiG.pû.oXns Kû. r "rpo'yuõ ra. yEull.

DAUGHTER: Watch out for one thing, that you don't slip
off and drop from up there, and then be lamed and provide
Euripides with a plot and get turned into a tragedy.

153

It is a parting jibe at the source of Aristophanes'

parody, Euripides, who, in the B ellerophon, made his

protagonist lame. In fact, Aristophanes considered this

device all too distinctly Euripidean and made it the butt of

his satire in several of his other plays.l

1 cr. A 411ff. and R 946.



Following his daughter's parting admonition, Trygaeus

bids her farewell, and, as he continues his ascent, addresses

the audience in a manner befitting his situation (150-1),

Peace (150-72)

'Y¡.reîs õÉ y', únÈp ôu
pn põEîtE FqõÈ XÉgee'

TRYGAEUS: And you, on whose behalf I am performing

these labours, pray do not fart or crap for three days;

This comic invocation recalls Trygaeus' earlier

demand from his slave for words of good omen (96-8)

immediately followed by his request 'to be sure with bricks

to secure/All places receptive of dung and manure.' (Rogers,

99-101). The direct references to 'breaking wind' (põEiu),

and 'easing oneself fXÉ gE tu),1 despite their usually limited

comic potential,2 are here able to be raised somewhat above

the 'low-brow' level of humour because of the integral part

the processes of defecation and its concomitant, crepitation,

play in the Peace.3 Not content to merely issue an edict,

Trygaeus earnestly explains his reasons (152-3),

t54

\/r\^
TOUS TIOUOUS EYtu fiOU0J,

(^A

lFEpuu rp Lu)U'

1 See Henderson, pp. 187-203.
2 Henderson, p. 181.
'2. --r Henderson, pp. 62-6.



ci/îr\)i
uJs EL UE.tE(rJpOS OUTOS (JU óOçpnOETû,1,, ,/Kû.r(rJK<r,pû. Þ tsos FE pouxoÀr¡oe ta r.

for if this creature smells it while in the air, he'll throw
me off, head first, and go off to graze.

The scholiast's note to this line, "what sort of nostrils

have beetles that they can smell with?"I reveals the typical

anthropocentric perspective and understandable lack of
zoological knowledge which, until relatively recent times,

proved to be an obstacle to impartial observation. The

physiology of the dung-beerle is now quite well
documented,

. for these insects [dung-beetles] 'olefaction is the
dominant sense' with the visual and auditory
stimuli very little, if at all, developed (Halfter and
Matthews, p. 87) and 'food search behaviour...is
carried out on the wing, as a rule' (p.88; cf.p.91)
with antennae the principal organs of
chemoreception over long distances.2
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Trygaeus' fears then, given the fantastic absurdity of
his predicament, are very real, and the description of the

dung-beetle hurtling him earthv/ards so that he might graze,

r William G. Rutherford, Scholia Aristophanica
II p. 49.

2 Davies, p. 88.

(London, i896), vol.



(pouKohEtoeo't)t aptly suits the comic notion

as Trygaeus' surrogate Pegasus.

This tragic parody is further elaborated

following anapests (154-6),

A¡.?.' åyt, IIr¡ya'oe, yupe t ya.íp,r,tu,

HpuooyáÀruou nátayou ga'lítuu
õ ra'x rurioo,s qa' rõpoîs dro Lu.

Come now, Pegasus, get going, and good luck to you,

with bright ears pricked, setting in motion
the rattle of cavesson and golden bit.

As noted by the scholiast, these lines aÍe a parody of

a line from the Bellerophon of Euripides that ran, 'i g r

HpuooXáhru', +'ipt':u nrcpúyo.s. However, the precise

meaning of ç q. t õ p oî s d¡ o iu has caused some difficulties,

not the least of which has been the scholiast's gloss,
/ 1 ì;

Trpcx'EoL, Ltn ópÊoLç, 'with ears relaxed, not pricked up'.

Several commentators2 have been persuaded by the

scholiast's suggestion, failing to appreciate the context.

When Trygaeus was just beginning his flight (82ff.), a

gradual ascent upon a docile beast was what he desired.

Now however, eager to reach the abode of the gods after the

untimely interruption by his slave and daughters, he

exhorts his steed to speed off with 'ears erect'. Once again,

of the beetle

upon in the

156

I On the tragic connotation of
usage of Xoprq,(Etv, (136,176),,)-

" E.g. Rogers and Sharpley.

this word v s. the more colloquial
see Sharpley ad loc.



the humour lies in the incongruity of describing the beetle

in terms better befitting Pegasus.l

Immediately following this tragic imitation, we once

again descend into bathos. Trygaeus who has just finished

exhorting the beetle to unparalleled heights, must now deal

with the more mundane realities (157-8),

Ã1 4 | 4 ¡ II L fioÊLs, TL TIoELS; fioL fiG,pû.KhLuELs
\^tTous Ï.ruKTnpfis rTpos rû,s Àaupa,si

What are you doing, what are you doing? Why are you
bending your nostrils towards the alleyways?

Yet despite this momentary lapse into the realm of

the excremental, Trygaeus valiantly attempts to regain the

sense of tragic grandeur (159-63),
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"lEL oau'rbu Bappôu o.nò yîs,
1tl\

KG.TG. òpOpü, Lq.u TrTEpuy', EKTE LU(l)U

opeos yd.rpe r Aròs Els c.ùLás,
) \ \ / r (.¡ )û.fio l.lEu Kû,KKIç ïrlu pLu' û,nËxuJu
)r(tt/

G.Tro e' ¡peprtuu oLTqJu rICI.ur(l;u.

I ". . . if Xenophon can use garopós of eager and well-conditioned
hounds (cyn. 4.2), Aristophanes (especially where writing
parodically) can surely use it^ of rrygaeus' beetle-steed's ears. tr.L.
Agar (cQ. 1918, p. 196) takes ri;ta as = rhe projecting shards of wing-
cases 

_(E ),' u r p q) of the beetle. It is perhaps worth noting that thexó,uÊq,poç Attuq,ios mentioned in s. Ichn. 300 (p) is called
KEpû.o'Tns ('horned').1" (Plarnauer ad 156, p.S0.)

Let yourself confidently go, away from earth,
and then stretch out your racing wings
and make straight for the halls of Zeus,



The expression õpopaiau n'rÉpuy' is borrowed

by Aristophanes from the tragedians I and Trygaeus'

reproach to his beetle is also phrased in euphemistic and

periphrastic terms as befits tragedy.2 However this tragic

sublimity is only the foil for the following joke (164-9),

'AuOpüJrrE, ti õpd,s, oûtos é Xr(u,ru
Èu |Ierparri napa .raiç nopuû.Ls;
Aroì.E'is F', anohEîs. où Kû.ropúlErs
xånLçoprto€Ls É'pnuÀhou d,uu
xc. ì. prúpou Én rxrîs;

keeping your nose far from shit
and from all mortal foods.

You, man, what are you doing, you that's shitting
in Peiraeus, in the whore's quarter?
You'll kill me, you'll kill me! Will you please

bury the stuff
and heap lots of earth on top
and plant thyme over it
and pour on perfume?
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Once again Trygaeus is forced to contend with the

forces of nature, and he responds naturally enough with

straightforward language. His pleading for the man to bury

the ordure under a pile of earth and then mask the stench

1 Ct Soptr. Tr. õpo¡rolo pc-(a; Eur. Alc. ZM: Het.1319; Iph.T. 1407;
?nd is later,parodied by the comic poet in R 478 õ p o¡r c, í o u
opprìoq) noõa,

2 e.g. x á x x ¡ , 'human ordure' (LSJ), but not even mentioned in
Henderson. See Platnauer ad 159-60.



with fragrance of thyme and myrrh, is certainly a normal

enough request, but may have to do with the ancient belief

that "dung beetles hate or are harmed by sweet

smells, and will reject honey, even if it is poured before

them. " I

What is more, the olfactory imagery contained in this

passage encapsulates the dichotomous structure of the play,

One of the most basic image clusters is, not
surprisingly, that of smell. The first part of the
play fairly reeks. Offal and excrement are the
smells of war, but with the return of Peace the
world begins to smell sweeter....The stenches of war
must be buried under the earth and divine Peace
hauled up out of it.z

Burying excrement underground is a task that, in the

everyday world is performed by the dung-beetle. Hauling

Peace from the bowels of the earth is, in the comic world of

Aristophanes, a task performed by the comic hero Trygaeus

along with the help of the chorus of Attic farme¡s. That

Peace personified is buried deep in the earth and must be

retrieved to restore her to the world is a typical

Aristophanic device of concretizing the metaphor.3

Once Trygaeus reaches Olympus he meets with Hermes

who, as messenger of the gods, explains to him where the
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r Davies, p. 85.
2 Whitman, p. 109
¡ er"ii". l..-pr" i. the o¡ou¿q,l in the Acharnians.



gods have gone and why they have left 'War in their stead.

Trygaeus can not but agree with Hermes who makes a

mockery of the Athenians' and Spartans' reasons for

continuing the war, yet he still wants to know where Peace

is (221-6),

EP. tQu oriuEx' oúx oîõ' EI no"r' uipriur¡u ätr
'rò ì.o rnòu dr¡reo0'.

TP. 'A¡.hà noî Vàp oi'Xe'ra,r;
EP. 'o nóle¡ios o''3'rr¡u dulpal' Eis û,urpou

patu.
TP. ¡ is noÎou;
EP.

(4
opFs

{/ )r ) t .a /ooous a'uu.¡tEu ËnEqopnoE ToJu À.rOrr.ru,
(/ \ - I 

^ ' ) ,/

r.uû. Fn hapr¡'rr prlõenot' û.urlu.

I{ERMES: And therefore I don't know whether in the
future you'll ever see Peace again.

TRYGAEUS: Why, where has she gone?

FIERMES: War has cast her into a deep cavern.

TRYGAEUS: What cavern?

HERMES ltaking Trygaeus to the central portal of the

stage-house, and pointing into ít at a downward anglel: That
one down there. And then do you see how many stones he's

heaped on top, so that you'll never be able to get her?
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Eiç rourì. 'rò xá"c$. Kd,nE rÊ'

Hermes' words at 225 recall those of Trygaeus at 167,

establishing a link between the burial of dung and the burial

of Peace, between what is natural and what is unnatural.

But the verb used most often to describe the process of

extracting Peace from the ground is í ¡r. x ,¡ and its various



compounds.l Trygaeus, in his invocation to the chorus, calls

them out for a very specific reason (292-300),

n)(^^./\
Nuu EorLu ïFLu, ríruõpes'EÀhr¡ues, xq,hòu)-*^/\^
û.rrû. À Àq,yE Lo L npü.yFo,ÎüJu rE KG, L I,lü.H(rJU
È6et xúoa r tnu nâ,o ru u ipr¡ur¡u ç í}'r¡u,

tU4tnpiu È'repou G,ù õoúõuxq, xu;Àûoc:'l tuus,.

Now, men of Greece, now's a fine chance for us to be rid
of broils and battles and to haul out Peace, so dear to us all,
before some other pestle ean interfere!

Before they are ground down by another pestle of
'War, they must extract dearly beloved Peace so that they

may at last be free from troubles and wars. All those

whom Trygaeus summons were citizens whom the

continuing war had inconvenienced to a great extent.Z He

asks them to come swiftly bringing along spades, crowbars

and ropes to aid in their task3 and the chorus fervently

respond to his plea in quite similar language (305-8),
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flpòs 'ráõ' i]rîu, dí. rr Xpù õpâu, Vpá(E
)tKüpx LTEKToUE L'

ou Yû'p Eou' Õnus G.TIE rfiE Lu q.u

rnFEPou,
\-^\ fip Lu FoH Ào Ls Ks, L Frnxü,uû. Lo Lu

)-l
û.UE À-KUOû. L

I cf. 307, 315,367,417,427,
2 On the chorus being

farmers, see Platnauer, p. xiv
3 See schol. ad, 299.

464, 469, 470, 475, 479, 491,504, 506.
composed solely of twenty-four Attic

and his note ad 296, p. 95.

õoxû FoL

)r4
ELS TO çüJS



i^.^/\
Tqu Êeoiu fiG,oüJu FEyLorlu Kû,1

ç L¡"û.FnE¡.uJTq.Tnu.

lTo Trygaeusl So you tell us whatever has to be done,

and be our director; there's no way I can see myself getting
tired today, until with levers and every kind of contrivance
we have hauled up to the light the greatest and most vine-
loving of all goddesses.

They bring some farm implements but also some for

which, as farmers, they do not have much use.l

When at last Trygaeus, by means of sheer roguery,

with just a touch of bribery, has succeeded in winning over

the god of rogues himself (425-7), he and the chorus, with

Hermes now as their accomplice, begin the task of hauling

Peace from out of her deep pit. As noted above, the verb

H¡.xEiu dominates the action of this scene, culminating in

the following line (511),

TP. oi roL yEorpyoì "roripyou ËEdlxouoL,
xö.À¡.oç oùõE is.
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TRYGAEUS: You see, the peasants are pulling the thing
off, they and no one else.

The strenuous

representation of Peace,

farmers, outfitted as

1ct.551-3;
dexterity, turns

efforts in lifting out this concrete

on the part of the chorus of Attic

they are with spades, ropes and

Cf. also 1190 where Trygaeus, through his verbal
'swords into ploughshares'.



crowbars, almost like extra limbs, suggests the image of a

horde of beetles swarming about feverishly attempting to

get at their dearly beloved dung.l I do nor think rhis is too

fanciful an interpretation considering the dominance of the

dung-beetle in the first half of the play and Aristophanes'

previously mentioned inclination for going beyond the

natural so as to restore order to the world.

The apotheosis of the dung-beetle then, is nicely

balanced by this momentary debasement of Attic farmers.

However, what they recover is not vile, reeking excrement,

but rather sweet-smelling Peace and her attendants,

Harvesthome and Mavfair.
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Peace (179-80; 720-22)

Following the scene wherein Aristophanes has the

actor playing Trygaeus shatter the dramatic illusion by

addressing the propsman (173-4) only so as to furnish yet

another obscene reference to the embarassing effects of fear

I Cf. the fragment of Hipponax as quoted by Davies, p. 11.



on man and its convenient provision of fodder for the dung-

beetle, all the humour that Aristophanes could extract from

the flight of rrygaeus upon the back of a dung-beetle has

been exhausted, and, by a familiar device of 'telescoping'

time, Trygaeus at last reaches his destination.l Trygaeus'

words at l77ff. indicate that he has arrived and so rwe may

assume that he has therefore dismounted.2 unfortunately,

due to a lack of stage directions, wo can not be sure of what

happens to the beetle at this point. our only crue as to its
fate comes much later when Trygaeus, having rescued

Peace, is prepared to fly home (720-22),3

TP. te xáu0ap',
EP. Oün duÊaõ'
TP.
EP. 'Yç d.pprat'

TRYGAEUS lturning to where he had left his beetlel: O
beetle, homeward, let us fly! [But he fínds the beetre gone.f

HERMES: It's not here, my dear fellow.
TRYGAEUS: Why, where's it gone?

HERMES: "Yoked to the car of Zeus, it bears the
lightning."

t64

) 1, 
-, 

)
o LKG,õ' o rKû.õ' ûnonEtu.rpe Oc'.

)^t

, (u Tû.ur E'TL. 
¡ \ 1,ilo L YG'p o rltErc, r;

É¡.ed;u Z¡uòs ao.rpanqrpopeì.

r "Practical questions which would arise at once if the fantasy
were to be translated into real terms are admitted only to the 

"*t"rrtthat they can be exploited for humourous purposes; wtrictr is to say,
most of them are excluded altogether." (Dover, Aristophanic comedy
p.42).

2 1 follow the scenic arrangements as described by platnauer, pp.
xi-xv.

3 On how Trygaeus descends from Olympus, see plarnauoÍ, p. xv.



Obviously during this interval the dung-beetle has

been removed and it makes sense dramaturgically that once

the beetle has served its purpose, to remove it as quickly as

possible so as to avoid it distracting from the ensuing action.

I therefore agree with Platnauer who notes, "Probably at

this point the beetle is swung away and down out of sight."

(p.83). The beetle remains on stage during the first

exchange between Trygaeus and Hermes since it still plays

an important role in the imagery of the play.

Trygaeus, in yet another parody of a tragic line,l

knocks on Zeus' door (179-180),

TP. ris iv ¿iòs eúpo,LoLu; oúx d,uoiEEtE;
EP}'IHE
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nóeEu ppo'rori FE npoodpaÀ.';leucr'I
(rr r 

^tipû.K À-E Ls,

tou'ri 'r i do'c rrò xaxdu;
'lnnoxáuÊapos.

TRYGAEUS: Who is within Zeus's doors? Open up, will
you ?

HERMES lwithin, comíng to the door l: Whence came that
mortal voice that - [He opens the door and sees Trygaeus

and the beetle l: Lord Heracles! what is this awful thing?
TRYGAEIJS: It's a hippobeetle.

TP.

Hermes here begins to reply in an appropriately

tragic manner, but cuts himself short, dumbfounded by the

I Cf. Eur. Ph. 1067: tiç è.v núho,ror õtípro.turu.



apparition before him.1 Having sufficiently recovered from

his initial shock, Hermes drops all pretence of tragic

solemnity with his 'Lord Heracles',2 but Trygaeus, retaining

his sense of tragic grandeur, responds, " a hippocantharus'.

Although the scholiast remarks, "He puns on

hippocentauros",3 there appears to have been no instance of

this word in literature prior to Plato,4 and so perhaps

Aristophanes has coined this comic compound in parody of

the notorious Aeschylean i n n g. h E K T p u r¡ u,'cockhorse', a

creature upon which Aristophanes vents the full force of his

satire in the Frogs.5

Mention is also made in this play of the mythical

LTIfiû.À-EKTpuulu in the second parabasis where the chorus,

singing of the benefits that come with peace (lIZ7 -7l),

contrast these delights with the horrors and hardships of

War (1172-78),

FâÀhou iì eEoîoru ÈXepòu -ro'gio'pXou

npoopì,Énuu
'rpeîs }.óqous Ëyouta xa,L (poLurxio, ðgrîau
nåuu,

(\ | 4 / r , tlu EKE Luos (pno Lu E Luo, L pa'Fpü Eapõ Lû.u LKou.
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t The scholiast suggests that. the missing subject to this sentence is
either g{rJur"¡,'voice'or óoprj, 'odour'. both would seem appropriate,
but as it is apparent that Hermes never completes the seniencè, the
question is moot.

2 Heracles is here fittingly invoked
See Platnauer ad 180-1.

3" ifrfioKd,ueq'pos : "Enû,[(e
4 See Sharpley d 1S1.
5 p 932ff.,937; cf. Av g00.

\\(lflq,pq, ,r0 tTIIToKEUTû,UpOS. "

as the destroyer of Monsters.



)\ / . ; )/ \îu õE rrou õEn püXEoÊ' E1ourû. rlu
(po Lu rx rõc,,

tr¡u rxo.üt' q.ú'ros pÉpanta r pá1,r¡.ra'

Ku ( rx¡u rxóu'
xÇ,to, ,peúye r npôtos ,ionep Eou0òs

(*t
1fifiq, ÀEKTpUTUU

"roùs a.óçous oEiu.,u'ÈV* õ' ío'r¡xa
ìt ruont,r;¡reuos.

CHORUS-LEADER: Fatter than if I were staring at some

god-detested taxiarch wearing three. crests and a, very
bright scarlet cloak, which he says is Sardian colour; though
if by any chance he has to fight wearing that cloak, then he

himself gets dyed Cyzicene colour! And then he's the first to
run away, shaking his crests like a tawny horsecock, while I
stand there like a net-watcher.

This antepirrhema assaults the generals who parade

about in their resplendent uniforms, bragging about their

fine quality, but who, when it comes to fighting, are the first

to retreat. Of course the satire of this passage works

through the imagery of 'dyeing', i.e., 'befouling oneself. It

begins by mentioning the Sardinian tincture (1174) with

which the taxiarch's uniform has been dyed. Then the

taxiarch himself is mentioned as becoming the 'palest

r67

Cyzicene' (Rogers). Although the scholiast explains this as a

reference to the cowardice and effeminancy of Cyzicenes, it

is quite obviously a pun on XÉgELu, a refe¡ence to the

loosening effect of fear on the bowels.l This interpretation

I Cf. the personification of War, 239-41.



is supported by the following simile, 'running tike a tawny

cockhorse'(Rogers). The likening to u In¡a.ÀEKTputju,
that fantastic Aeschylean creation, first mentioned in his

M)¡rmidons, as a description of a naval ensign, suits the

martial context. But Aristophanes' addition of the adjective

E o u O o s, if its meaning of 'light-brown', 'tawny' is accepted,

is another reference to the taxiarch soiling himself.l The

elevated description of the dung-beetle as a
atLTITIoKû.uÊapos serves as a nice contrast to the degraded

image of the fleeing taxiarch as 'running like a tawny

I n n o ]. e x'c p u rl u '.

Endowed with the grandiose epithet
(t
t rI TI o K û. u o o. p o s, the lowly dung-beetle has now entered

the realm of mythic creatures such as Pegasus, but in an

appropriately comical and grotesque manner, and, as the

dung-beetle, so too Trygaeus. The comic hero, by virtue of

the comic genre itself, succeeds gloriously where the tragic

hero is doomed to fail. But the aggrandizement of the dung-

beetle does not stop with its metamorphosis into the

innonáuÊG,pos. Rather it achieves its ultimare aporheosis

by becoming thunderbearer to Zeus (724).2 This comic

deification results from Aristophanes' penchant for taking

an absurd idea and working it out to its even more

r68

I See Henderson,
usually involving the
clothing.

2 See Whitman, pp.
heroic divinization'.

pp. 189-90, on A's fondness for 'color jokes',
word fl u p p ó ç, referring to the color of soiled

106-8 for his admirable analysis of the 'morif of



preposterous conclusion. It is as if he had seen what was

happening with the war and had said, "Fine. If you want to

glorify war in all its disgusting filth,l then I'11 help you out

by glorifying something just as disgusting." However, it

must also be remembered that the dung-beetle is an insect

that provides quite a beneficial service to mankind and

Aristophanes seems to have seen in this insect who

performs a task repulsively abhorrent to us,2 a symbol of

his comic hero who must perform a task no doubt distasteful

to the warmongers, but to himself, one worthy of the pacific

benefits it would bring all Hellas.

order of things had been perverted by the war,

Aristophanes uses this perversion against itself in a comic

fantasy, thereby restoring nature to what it once was.

r69

The parabasis of the Peace performs its usual function

as found in the majority of the plays of Aristophanes, that is,

"The poet most commonly uses the anapests to praise his

own work and denigrate that of his rivals, in a vigorous but

essentially playful wâ), and in a style full of images and

Seeing that the natural

Peace (739-40)

I On the personification of
oxEì,oÎu ; "The reference,
viz. the effect of fear on the

2 cr. gg.

War, see 23g-4I, esp. ò xo,tà toîu
then, is to the stock joke of Aristophanes,
bowels."(Platnauer ad 240-l).



conceits. " I Following the poet's self-laudation (734-8),

comes an immediate attack on his rivals (739-40),

^\\\)//IÏptr.rtou pEu Yc,(p Tous û.uTLTrû,hous Fouos)^/¡q,uupunüJu Kq, TETIû,uo Eu
)\C'tt>\\^

ELS Tû. pû.KLû. OKüJfiTOUTG.S Cx.EL Kü.1 .tOLS
\^

(p8€ Lpo Lu TrohEFouurû,s'

First of all, he alone out of all men, stopped his rivals
always making fun of rags and waging war on lice;

While Aristophanes mentions no names in this

assault,2 the scholiast suggests that Aristophanes is referring

specifically to Eupolis,3 but as the fragments of Eupolis do

not offer any evidence to support the scholiast's claim,4 it

seems unlikely that Eupolis was his specific target.5

Nevertheless Aristophanes' general claim that the other

comic playwrights concerned themselves with trivial

subjects while he himself dealt with more substantial ones

is reitereated in this parabasis (751-3) and in those of other

play s.

However, the specific reference to poets who 'make

jokes on rags and wage war with lice', while certainly

r70

I Dover, Aristophanic Comedy, p. 50.
2 cf. Eq 52off.
3 schol. ad 740.
4 See Lilja, p. 6i. See also the reference

play entitled Yfiuee , "Gall-flies", by
Magnes.

5 See Rogers' note ad 739-40.

in the Knights (523) to the
Aristophanes' predecessor,



intended as a general attack upon his unworthy rivalsl is

perhaps due to Aristophanes' use of metaphor as noted by

Sharpley, "The metaphor from vermin is no doubt suggested

UV páK tû.." (p.125). Yet Aristophanes attacks his fellows

for sins he himself also commits. One need only recall the

abundance of vermin in the Clouds, or the extended parody

of the ragged Euripidean hero in the Acharnians as proof.

Perhaps an argument can be made for alleging that

Eupolis or any other comic poet, for that matter, actually

wrote a play centred exclusively upon vermin,2 but it is

more likely that the reference to lice in this passage is solely

metaphorical and that a reference to lice or any such other

insect in his rival's plays, were any such mention to be

found in the fragments, would be of the sort as in the

Wealth (537ff.).3

l7r

I The reference in this line is
hutì toû EùtE¡.El.s d uõoo,s
insignifi cant creatures " (Rutherford,

2 See Lilja, p. 62.
3 Discussed below, p. 250ff.

glossed by the scholiast as follows,
Kq.'t a,õoEous, "that is, vulgar and
p.774, vol. IL)



IE. "Er.,Js ti oqouoú4.r1 qeuyouoû, noùr¡pot<r'tou
A

pÒË L,

Hn xulõrr.¡u åxalc.uÐ ì.s Èt =lyoFEun 'ruga.à
T LK'[E L,

toutáx rs oünu xpûu rrtu e ipqur¡u
^nEfioloÐcr' r.

HIEROCLES:

Peace (1077 -9)

"So long as the root-beetle
foul and Acalanthis hurries

brings forth blind offspring,
so long it were not yet right
made. "

The oqouOú4.¡ in Hierocles' quasi-obscure oracular

pronouncement has been identified by one commentator,

following the scholiast who describes it as 'a certain type of

o i L,p r¡ [c ockroach ]' t as a "kind of 'bombardier beetle,

which has the offensive and defensive habit of discharging

an acrid fluid with explosive force from its abdomen. When

roughly handled the beetle makes more than a dozen

discharges in rapid succession."'2 This interpretation has

r72

in

on

fleeing emits a fart most

her birth-pangs and

for peace to have been

I schol. ad 1077.
2 Merry, p.70. Indeed, all other commentators

regard the ogouõúÀ¡ as this type of beetle, with
Sommerstein who, although he accepts Borthwick's
the second half of the line, ignores his interpretation of
on which see the rest of this section.

and translators
the exception of
emendation of
o(pou6úì.¡ ,



been challenged, and rightly so, by E.K. Borthwick in an

article entitled, "Beetle, Bell, Goldfinch, and Weasel in

Aristophanes' b.a-g€-",1 wherein he suggests2 that the

interpretation of oqouOúÀn should be 'weasel' and not, as

has always been assumed, 'stink beetle'. B orthwick's

argument is supported by his earlier discussion on

å,noha.u0ís,3 glossed in Hesychius as orïouõúA.r¡. i
yühû nc'p' hrrLxoîs,a as well as by two passages from

Aristophanes' plays wherein the crepitous habits of this

feline are mentioned,5 ". . . I can well believe that this word,

used of a noisome insect, might also have been applied in

colloquial Attic to that creature whose familiarity as a

household pet cannot have perfumed the atmosphere of

fifth-century houses."(p.138).

Despite the motif of the dung-beetle in the first half of

the play afforded a seemingly appropriate revival here, this

supposed revival can be naught but specious in the face of

Borthwick's cogent arguments.
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I cR NS 18 (1968) p. 134rr.
2 Borthwick, p. 138.
3 Borthwick, pp. 134-9.
4 He dismisses Sharpley's

meaning from this passage
5 ¿. 254-6: Pl 693.

argument that Hesychius inferred this
as 'ultra-sceptical'.



In the second parabasis of the peace (1127-90), rhe

benefits of peace, described in full glorious detail, are

juxtaposed to the hardships endured in war. Following

these joyous descriptions of all the material comforts of

food, drink, and companionship in the strophe and

epirrhema, the antistrophe reiterates these joys as

experienced at harvesr time (1159-j l),

'Hu ix' äu õ' ayd"ro.s

+on tbu noùu uóprou,
õ rq.oxonri.¡u rjoo¡-ra r

to,s AnUuia.ç aprneì.ous,
Ei rrEfiû,iuouoru ñ-

õr¡ tò Vàp çî'ru npù-
ou rpúoe r - "róu rE qn-
ÀnX' opû.ru o ioc.uour'
Eì0'ónórc.u fr nÉnu:u,

Èo0í.u: xd.ndyrr.r

xa'Ï,ro' çrlï.r" "hpor giÀa'r " xaì
toû 0úprou 'rplpu,ru xuxôunr.

ît\KO.rû. YrYuopû,r fiü.xus
rrìuLKa,ûta, toû eÉpous

Peace (1159-71)

174

CFIORUS: And at the time when the cicada
sounds his sweet tune.
it delights me to examine



my Lemnian vines
in case they are already
ripening - for nature makes that
an early variety - and to see

the wild fig swelling;
and then, when it's ripe,
I eat and keep on eating
and as I do so, say "Beloved Seasons"

and pound some thyme and mix a drink;
and then I get fat
at that time of the summer -

The idyllic quality of this anrisrrophe is esrablished at

the very beginning by Aristophanes' use of the Doric

a' y d"c a t used to describe rhe familiar and beloved -r I -c t r E

(cicada). ¿ X É r û. s is properly an adjectivel derived from

the verb Éf X É üJ , 'to sing'. It was first used as such by Hesiod

in his Works and Days, í1X É'r o. t É'r'r r [,2 and was larer used,

as here, as a synonym for the cicada.

The cicada is closely connected with the heat of

s u m m e r 3 and is reputed to sing only when the sun is

shining.a Popular belief held that the cicada did nor

contribute, like most other insects, to the destruction of a

farmer's crops, and indeed, its song was regarded by the

ancient Greeks as soothingly sweet.s Despite the fact that
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I cr. LSI s.u. fiydt¡s
2 Hes. Op.582; quoted by schol. ad loc.; See also Hes.

word was also used later by the tragedians: Aesch. prom.
151. Cf. E.K. Borthwick, CR 15 (1965) p. 256, n.3 on rhese

3 Davies, pp. 115-6; Beavis, p. 99.
4 Davies, p.116; Beavis, pp.99-102; Cf. Av 1095.
5 Davies, pp.116-9; Beavis, pp.101-2.

fu. 393. The
572; Eur. El.
words.



the cicada was regarded as the paradigm of laziness and

improvidence, supplying the contrast to the industrious ant

in the famous Aesopic fable,l it is this very same, reputedly

hedonistic, lifestyle that lends itself most admirably to the

pastoral quality Aristophanes is striving for in this ode. It is

also appropriate that the only other reference to the cicada
)t

as û. X E T û. s in the extant works of Aristophanes occurs in

the antistrophe to the second parabasis of the Birds where

the chorus is describing the idyllic joys of their life in the

woods.2

The prologues of the Peace and the Wasps are quite

similar in that both open with two slaves complaining about

the task they are engaged in at the moment with one of the

slaves later addressing the audience and explaining their

predicament. However, before any explanation is given, the

audience is presented with something of a mystery to pique

their interest. In the Wasps, the slaves have been given the

task of guarding a Kuu.,Aahou (4),'a beast' , and no more is

said about what kind of beast until sixtv-five lines later
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Peace - Conclusion

I Beavis, p. 99.
2 For further discussion of this passage of the B i rd s, see below, p.

1 86ff.



when it is at last revealed to be their master's father who

has contracted a strange disease. After allowing the

audience to guess at his affliction, they finally reveal it (88),

and proceed to describe its symptoms in bountiful detail. It
is not until line 143 that this protean beast makes his

appearance, describing himself wistfully as excaping smoke.

The audience's interest is sustained by this gradual

divulging of the beast's identity, seemingly anticlimactic at

first, but more than compensated for by the slapstick jack-

in-the-box action following his first appearance.

In the P e a c e however, there is no secret as to the

creature's identity, since the very first line gives it away

( 1),

.1 5 
^Alp' a.ipr prô,gau rris 'ráXos

r77

Bring, bring the beetle cake ; quick, quick there, quick !

But as in the Wasps, the creature is not revealed (as it
is hidden behind a doorway, cf. 30.) until much later (82).

What must surely have immediately intrigued the audience

was the sheer absurdity of the slave's task, its purpose, as

well as the implied dimensions of the concealed dung-beetle.

All these questions, while answered partially by the two

slaves' ensuing conversation, aÍe fully explained in the

climactic moment when the dung-beetle soars into view

above the stage with Trygaeus saddled on its back. This is

TU)
t

xa uÊúpr¡.



the moment the audience has been waiting for, the moment

when the ludicrously impossible becomes the ludicrously

possible.

Aristophanes chose a dung-beetle as the hero

Trygaeus' mode of transportation for some very specific

reasons, not the least of which was the sheer comic

incongruity of their pairing. But that is not all. As with so

many of Aristophanes' plays, parody of the tragedian

Euripides' themes, language and style figure prominently,

and this play is no exception. The myth of Bellerophon's

attempted flight to Olympus upon his steed Pegasus, treated

by Euripides in his largely lost Bellerophon, is here

borrowed by Aristophanes and, what could only be a

hybristic attempt doomed ro failure within the tragic

context, becomes, in the comic poet's hands, a resounding, if
somewhat perverted triumph.
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specifically a dung-beetle and not some orher equally

bizarre creature is answered by yet another traditional

myth, or rather, fable: that of Zeus, the eagle and the dung-

beetle, alluded to previously in the W a s p s and now

expanded upon in the Peace. Aristophanes has combined

elements of these two tales with his wonted comic licence to

create this inimitable quest for the retrieval of Peace

Yet despite the reasons adduced above, the¡e is, I

believe, a further and even more compelling one which

guided Aristophanes' hand in this choice. Old Comedy of

the second half of the fifth century, as we know it from the

The question why



works of Aristophanes, concerns the problem of the

individual in the face of a rapidly changing society and his

accomodation to this ever-evolving society.l Aristophanes'

plays revolve around this individual, the comic hero,2 in his

various guises, and how he transforms the world around

him to achieve an understanding of it solely on his own

terms. Yet before he does so, before he takes that leap into

the boundlessness of comic heroism, the comic hero seems to

be no more than just another average citizen of Athens

frustrated by his city's seeming lack of concern for its own

fate. Pitted against the overwhelming machinery of the

state, the insignificant individual would appear to have no

chance. But Aristophanes' protagonists are no ordinary

individuals. Rather than dealing with the city on its own

terms, they reject its m o r e s altogether in favour of their

own conception of how things should be. It is this

individuality, arising from such humble origins and

triumphing over seemingly insurmountable odds that is the

quintessence of the comic hero.

In the plays so far surveyed, insects have figured, if
not predominantly,3 at least consistently, in each play's

abundant wealth of imagery. Associated with both

antagonists (e.g. Paphlagon in the Knights, and Socrates in

the Clouds) and protagonists (e.g. Dicaeopolis in the
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1 The
may be

2 see
3 The

Ecclesiazusae and the Wealth, as nored by Whitman (p. vii)
omitted from this dictum.
Whitman, p. 21ff.
Wasps being the one exception.



Acharnians, and Philocleon in the wasps), Aristophanes'

purpose behind this association seems clear: to achieve the

belittlement of the former and the aggrandizement of the

latter. That he is able to disparage the antagonist by an

association with a creature at the bottom of the s c a I a

Naturae is obvious enough; that he can achieve the opposite

effect by a similar association with the protagonist is not.

Granting the concept of the comic hero as elucidated

by whitman, and noting Aristophanes' obvious familiarity
with the fables of Aesop,l I suggest that he has appropriated

(consciously or otherwise) the theme of the triumph of the

small over the great and selected from the innumerable

beasts therein, the smallest and most insignificant to most

effectively symbolize his comic hero. The dung-beetle of the

Peace then, as the means whereby Trygaeus successfully

ascends olympus, best represents Aristophanes' purpose

behind this usage of insect imagery.
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1 cr. v 1259, t4ot, t446;p 129; Av 4j1.657.



The quest of Euelpides and Pisthetairos in fleeing the

wear and tear of city living in order to discover the

untroubled haunts of the birds 1 is given an ironic twist

when Pisthetairos, realizing the potentials of a city of birds,

quickly abandons his original intentions and proceeds to

construct his magnificent Cloudcookooland.2 The paradoxical

nature of Peithetaerus's pursuit is nowhere more evident

than in the two parabases (737-800; 1058-lll7) of this

play.

The idyllic, utopian life of the birds, in their natural

habitat, evoked in the beautifully pastoral strophe and

antistrophe of both parabases is nicely juxtaposed to a

ridiculoùsly anthropocentric perspective on their habits in

both sets of epirrhema and antepirrhema. Indeed, the

whole edifice of Cloudcookooland is founded upon the

elaborate infrastructure of Peithetaerus's subtle word-play,3

and the interplay between the world of birds and that of

Birds (737-52; 1058-70; 1088-1100)

CHAPTER VI
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L Cf.44.
2 See the introduction to Arrowsmith's translation of the

(Ann Arbor, 1961), pp. 1-6 for a penetrating analysis
paradoxical Athenian characteristic.

3 See Whitman, pp. 172-8, esp. p. 774.

Birds
of this



men is appropriately exploited in the ambiguous word

nomos, "which with one accentuation, can mean either 'law'
./or 'song' [u o ].t o s ], and then with a different one, 'pasture'

.,
[u o 1"t o s J or the haunts of wild birds."l The strophe and

antistrophe of the first parabasis however, rather than being

confined for the most part to a description of birds in their

natural environment, as is the case in the second parabasis,

are an invocation, not to the birds qga birds, but to them in

their role as divine entities (737 -52),

Ì'torloo. hoXpra ia,
r Lor rcr Lor,ll 

fo.lY[:TToLKLÀî, FE8' ¡s EyoJ
uáno'rot <rE xar> xopuçaîe Èu dpriars,

( , T Lol rot ro.r ry[, 
,e(ope uos l.rrhras Eni çuÀ.ì,oxó1_rou,

T Lor ro'r ro'r ryf ,

õL' dUir yduuos IouÊfls ¡re].Étuu
tto.uì. uó¡rous iepoùs å.uo'ça iu,r.:

oepruá rE PI¡T pr Xopeúpat' ðprig,
,1 

lo 
- o rc ro ro.,".o,l o'r r y [,

EUOEU uorrEpEL pe hrrra
ÕpuurXos o'¡rppooí.u.ru preì.Étuu å,nE-

póoxeto xapnòu o'Eì,pÉ-
puru yÀuxEîo'u d.:õáu,

T Lor ro"r ro'r ry[.

O woodland Muse,

tío, tio, tío, tiotíra,
Of varied plume, with whose dear aid

On the mountain top, and the sylvan glade,

r82

I Whitman, p. 174.



tio, tio, tío, tíotira,
I, sitting up aloft on a leafy ash, full oft,

tio,tio, tio, tíotita,
Pour forth a warbling note from my little tawny throat,

Pour festive choral dances to the mountain mother's praise,

And to Pan the holy music of his own immortal lays;

t ot o t o t o t o tot ot ot ot inx,
Whence Phrynichus of old,

Sipping the fruit of our ambrosial luy,

Bore, like a bee, the honied store away,

His own sweet songs to mould.

tío, tio, tio, tio, tiotira.

The invocation to the 'woodland Muse' in this ode,

while unique in its maintenance of the dramatic theme of

the play,l also contains a veiled panegyric on the

playwright's own poetic gifts in terms familiar from the

earliest Greek lyricists onwards who have likened their

Sweet verses to the Sweetness of honey and, naturally

enough, have extended the metaphor to include the bee.2

The chorus celebrate their Muse-inspired song and compare

it not unfittingly to the songs of the early tragedian

Phrynicus whom they regard as being 'like a bee'.3 Behind

this thin disguise can be seen the poet's self-laudationa
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t See Whitman, p. 169.
2 See Taillardat, p. 431, n.9; Davies, p. 70-2.
3 See schol. ad loc.

4 On the possibility of the image being one of Phrynicus' own, see

Davies, p. 77 who cites Eduard Fraenkel's discussion of this image in
his Beobachtung zu Aristophanes, p.209. On other allusions in
Aristophanes' works to the 'sweetness' or wOrthiness of Phrynicus'
lyrics, see V 220,269; R 910, 1298-1300; T 164-6.



which, unlike the veiled reference in the Knights (403ff.) to
the bee of the Muses, is not a travesty but rather an allusion

befitting and ennobling both poers' lyrics.l

As mentioned earlier, the strophe and antistrophe of

the second parabasis are an invocation to the birds as

natural creatures

erstwhile, and now resurgent status as divine beings. The

strophe, as a kind of prelude to the pastoral quality elicited

in the antistrophe, addresses the birds as creatures

beneficient and well-disposed ro mankind (1058-70),

''Hõrl 'FlÕL 'rQ rc.u.rónta,
xo.i fiG ura'p1g Êur¡toi náu"rEs

eúoouo' Etixraúars eúXaîs.
Ilô.oau UÈu . Vàp yâu énte úu,

"q,ç* õ' Eúeo,¡,8îç xa,pnous
x'reluu,ru nfiFçú¡.r¡u yivvav

3r¡pôu, &, náu'r' åv yûig
Èx xátuKos o,úEo.uól.rEuou yÉuuo L rrG.Fqáyo Lç

- ! -- | ) ) |õEuõpEoL r' EçïpEuû. Kc'pfiou únopooKETû,1.
Hteí.uu õ' oi xrinous Eú,r,t¡Ers

çee ipouo Lu a.úpa rs ÉXe io-ra rs.
(l

Èpneto, rE xc,i õáxEta <nd,uo,> õoo,nep
Z__ ( , )   / ) ,^Éotru, ùr' Éi.ras n"cÉpuyos Ev rpouo''is ðÀÀutc,r.

Unto ffie, the All-controlling,
All-surveying,

Now will men, at every altar,

but also with a
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reference to their

r "And surely no nobler
great poet to another than
infuse into his melodies the
song." (Rogers ad 749).

panegyric was ever pronounced by one
the suggestion that he had contrived to

ineffable sweetness of the nightingale's



Slay the myriad-swarming insects

Who the tender buds devour
In the earth and on the branches with a never-satiate

malice,
Nipping off the blossom as it widens from the chalice.

And I slav the noisome creatures

úni.n consume

And pollute the garden's freshly scented bloom;
And every little biter, and every creeping thing
Perish in destruction at the onset of my wing.

Prayers be praying;
Me who watch the land, protecting

F¡uit and flower.

Recounting their obvious benefits to man, they speak

of their 'killing the race of beasts', a wonderful periphrasis

for the innumerable variety of insects. The word Ê ú p, u

'wild beast','beast of prey', normally associated with the

larger sorts of carnivores, used here to designate the

kingdom of insects, is a somewhat unusual but comical

extension of its usagel as is the description of these 'beasts'

185

as having 'all-devouring jaws' (y É u u o L

1065), absurdly conjoined to the 'feeding off'
(cinopóoxarq,L 1066)2 the 'tender bud' as it 'blossoms

from its cup'. This generic description of insects becomes

only somewhat more specific when they are described as

,,1 See schol. ad 1063, and also the humorous collocation of o é p ç o s
EuopXos discussed below, p. 193ff.

2 Ct. with its usage in the pastoral imagery associated with
Phrynicus discussed above, p. 183ff.

/nq.F(pû,YoLs



'creepers and biters'1 whom the birds vow to destroy 'in

bloodshed' falling upon them with their wings. It is the

juxtaposition of these two sides of nature, the one pastoral,

the other,'red in tooth and talon'that gives the Birds its wry

humour.

However, it is the pastoral ambience that

predominates in the antistrophe of the second parabasis

( 108 8- 1 100),

)l a
Euõo, Lpou rpuhou rrrnuüJu
oLtuuriu, oì. XErFriuoç lrÈu

Xhüí.ucr,s oúx opt LoXuoûutCI.r'
oúõ' o,ù eEppù nr1úyous ripô.s

åx'c i.s'rr¡À.auyis eá¡.rrE L'

å¡.¡.' du0¡pûru he rprriutr.ru
tpúa.a.u.ru (T') êv xó¡.TroLs ucri,r.l,

r¡urx'a.u é oEonÉoros éEu prÉa.os å.yÉtas
ÊG,ÀfiECrr FrEoll.lppruors filroprauns po?.

Xe r1.rá e t õ' du xo l¡.o rs d,utpo rs
uúFrçs.rs orjpelo, rs Iu¡rnaíguu .

)l

lp Luû. 're pooxoprOa' nüpÊEu rq.
Le uxótpoqa puprq. Xo'p í.'ruu rE x¡t e ,ipc,rc..

O the happy clan of birds
Clad in feather;

Needing not a woollen vest in
Wintry weather;

Heeding not the warm far-flashing
Summer Íay,

For within the leafy bosoms

186

t rhe scholiast suggests that the poet is here referring to the
scorpion (or some other venemous creatures), but no doubt insects of
all types are included under these broad designations.



Of the flowery meads I stay,

When the Chirruper in ecstasy

is shrilling forth his tune,

Maddened with the sunshine,

and the rapture of the noon.

And I winter in the caverns'

Hollow spaces,

With the happy Oreads playing; and in Spring
I crop the virgin flowers of the myrtles white and tender,
Dainties that are fashioned in the gardens of the Graces.

Whereas the birds seek the cool recess of the leafy

groves, the heliomanic, heavenly-inspired cicada sings his

piercing tune in the midday heat. As with the only other

Aristophanic mention of the cicada in the Doric dialect,l
)lü H E T û. s is used by Aristophanes to connote the idyllic

quality of this antode. Of the two adjectives ÐEonÉoros
(l

and r¡À. t o l.l ü u n s, the first is an allusion to the association of

the cicada with the Muses, a myth first given literary

expression in Plato's Phaedrus (259c).2 The second is, of

course, a reference to their unmistakeable, almost other-

worldly habit of producing their shrill song only during the

hottest part of the day, as if truly crazed by the summer

sun.3

As noted earlier, the song of the cicada was considered

by the ancient Greeks to be particularly pleasant to the ear4

r87

I P t159, discussed above, p. 174ff.
2 Discussed by Davies, pp.I22-4, and by
3 See schol. g¿ 1096; Davies, pp. 115-6;
4 P 1159; Davies, pp. 116-9; Beavis, pp.

Beavis, p. 103.

Beavis, p. 101.

r01-2.



and so the mention of its shrill song here beautifully

complements the birds' account of their material comforts in

the noonday heat just as they find companionship in their

playful romp with the nymphs of the caves and as they

rejoice in their springtime feeding in the gardens of the

Graces.

It is only natural that in Aristophanes' play the Birds,

insects should be mentioned fairly often as constituting part

of the birds' source of food. The ludicrous image of the

'sacrificial gnat' alluded to by Pisthetairos in his fanciful

reallocation of honours due to the bird-gods (568-70) has, of

course, its origin in the gnat being one of the staples of a

bird's diet. Euelpides, having at last found the home of the

hoopoe, demands that its servant, the T p o X íh o t, 'the

plover', call it out, but the servant is somewhat averse to

this suggestion (81-2),

EY. oioo' oúu é' opâoou, ô 'rpoï, i¡..; Tòu
õEond'rr¡u ñpîu xálcoou.

@E. 'Ah¡.' åpt lrrs uù tòu ¿ io,
(/\/\l

ruõr,, norû.(pû.y(rJu puprq. Kû,r oEpqous
't tuü,s.

Birds (588-91)
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EU.

P.-P.

Now harkye, Plover-page, run in and call
Your master out.

Great Zeus! he has just been eating



Despite the uncertainty as to exactly what kind of

insect is meant by çépvos,l it is most definitely a type of

insect and not, as the scholiast on Wasps (352) suggests, a

kind of fruit or seed.2

Another insect mentioned as a source of food for birds
)t

is the E p n t s, the 'gnat' or 'mosquito'.3 It is mentioned in the

hoopoe's summons to his fellow fowls (244-6),

oi t' É¡.Eios na'p' o,ú¡,,îua'r dcuotóprous
É1,rn ioo.s xantEo', éoa' r' rúopóoous vfrs

TOfiOUS
ÈXete a.e rprôuá r' dpoeu-ro' l,lqpo,eôuos,

Ye that snap up the gnats, shrilly voiced,
Mid the deep warer-glens of the fens,

Or on Marathon's expanse haunt the lea, fair to see,

Or career o'er the swamps, dewy-moist,

Myrtles and midges, and is gone to roost.
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The epithet ðCuotól,lous is explained by rhe

scholiast as a reference to the piercing noise of its buzz or

h u m ,4 but most editors take it as a reference to its sharp

bite, citing Aeschylus' Prometheus (673).s As Beavis notes,

"Gnats and mosquitoes were considered in antiquity as

1 On this problem of identificarion, see Beavis, pp. 251-2.
2 cf. Av 568.
3 As to the exacr signification of d¡.rn is, s"" Beavis, pp. 229-3L4 Schol. ú 244; See also N 156-68.
< )- | ^J oË.uoropq Uuttrrtr. Xpr.oÊEr.o, (of Io srung by the gadfly). Cf.

also, Aesch. Prom. 803.



among the worst of insect pests." (p. 233). And considering

their habitation in swampyl areas where the sheer number

of creatures would raise their collective noise to a

resounding cacaphony, one is hard pressed to choose one

annoyance over the other.

Another insect, described by Beavis as "the most

feared of all agricultural pests in antiquity"2 is the locust,3

and the same author also holds that "the most important

predators of locusts and grasshoppers were various species

of bird. " (p.72). Not surprisingly then, locusts make an

appearance in the Birds.

They are first mentioned by pisthetairos who, having

just hit upon his grand scheme of a city of birds in the sky

(162ff.), is attempring ro win over rhe hoopoe. Following his

quasi-scientific digression on the 'pole' of the heavens and

the potential n ó h r s of the birds, he concludes with this

specious analogy (185),
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"QÕrE d.pçe'r' åuopti.rnuu Uàu,Íonep nopudr,*u,

So ye'll be lords of men, as now of locusts.

Note that Pisthetairos does not

does not suit the image he wants

I Schol. ad 245. See also, L lO31-2.
cited as annoying, and Pl 535ff. where
because of its bite and hum.

2 Beavis, p. 73.
3 Cf. e 150, discussed above, p. 9ff.

mention eating, as this

to convey, but when

where both bite and hum are
x trt u rt tp is complained of



explaining to the chorus

honour the birds as gods,

r\\)^\)l

- llprr.rto, I,lEu q,úT(Ju rs,s oLuG.ues,s
oú xg.tÉõourq, L,

)\^¿1)\\û'hh(}. yhauxtlu ?'ì,oyos E[ç cx,urous KG, L

/- ) ¡.
KEpXUnò(JU Elr LTp LrlJE L.

EîÊ' ol xuînEs xo.ì {rfrues åEì tàs ouxá,s où
Kq..tEÒOUTû, L,

,^ -, 2 | / ^ 
) \

c.ÀÀ' auaÀ.ef e r rrü,urq,s xa.Oo'ptls û,urous
åydLa pr iq x rllriu.

of

he

Birds how mankind will trul¡r

is more explicit (588-91),

Why, enormous plagues of locusts will infest their vines:

a single regiment of our Owls will wipe the locusts out.

And the gallfly and the mite will no longer blight their
figs

since we'll send down troops of Thrushes to annihilate
the bugs.1

(
ot

Locusts are mentioned here specifically as a threat to

the vines of the farmer and as food for the owl and the

kestrel.

Two other insects, the xuînEs and the tf fru.s are said

to pose a threat to the fig crop. As for the x u î ç , Beavis

remarks in his work that the x uî ç has ". no determinate

meaning, no variety of small insect to which it particularly

applies." (p. 245). Aristophanes however, by describing it

and rþ fl u e s as deleterious to the fig, appears to err

entomologically on two counts. The n u î q., is named by

nG,puofiEs

t9r

r Arrowsmith's translation, p.44.



Theophrastus (HP 2.8.3) as being the enemy, not of the fi1,

but rather of the fig-wasp trl,l î u ). However, given rhe

unstable meaning of x uî t|,r, Aristophanes, being a poet, not a

natural philosopher, may be forgiven. Perhaps forgiveness

might not come so readily to Aristophanes on the second

count since the fig-wasp, despite its small size, was well-

known in antiquity as being an important part of the

cultivation of figs, although how it actually produced an

effect on the fig remained a mystery to the ancients.t That

Aristophanes could regard the fig-wasp as a threat to the fig

may be due to his regarding the penetrarion of the fig by

the fig-wasp as an invasion for the purpose of devouring its

innards, although this argument would seem difficult to

support in light of the overwhelming evidence as to the

beneficial effects of the fig-wasp upon its host. However, it

should be remembered that Aristophanes is more concerned

with the overall effect of the image than he is with the

particular details, and perhaps what is more to the point, the

majority of Peithetaerus's arguments border, if not enter,

upon the realm of the fantastic, yet by force of persuasion,

he achieves his goal without any of the birds quibbling and

protesting about the finer points of his grand plan.

r92

r On the process known as caprification see Beavis pp. 212-6.



Pisthetairos, in attempting to win the chorus of Birds

over to his side, reveals that the Birds and not the Gods,

were the original rule¡s of men (481). He supports this

claim by specious arguments based in part on some rather

tenuous associations between the birds and the gods (e.g.

514-6), but his powers of persuasion are enough to convince

the chorus and once won over, they submit themselves

entirely to his will in the hopes of regaining their 'former'

Empire (539-49). Given this carre blanche, pistherairos

immed iately begin s to f orm u I ate hi s pl an s for
cloudcookooland to the awe and admiration of his newly

converted disciples whom he reassures aÍe the true

sovereigns and are to be treated as such. If men at one time

sacrificed to the Gods, it is only fitting then that they should

now sacrifice to the Birds (563-4). The joking analogy is

carried out based on a similarity in either name or

characteristic between the particular god and bird. Having

named Aphrodite, Poseidon, Heracles and the appropriate

species of fowl by whom they are to be replaced,

Pisthetairos comes to Zeus, King of the Gods (56g-9),

nå.u ¿ri oú¡ paorì,Eî xprciu, Fqoiì.Eús Èot,
ðpxLt os ðpurs,

Birds (568-9)

r93



î.-^^-\)^¿
, , Q nporEp(rj 1.|. Tou alos G.urou oEp(pou
Euopxnu ogüY rc. (E ru.

Bring a ram for King Zeus! But ye first must produce
for our Kinglet, the gold-crested wren,

A masculine midge, full formed and entire,
to be sacrificed duly by men.

The choice of ó p X í¡. o s as the bird appropriare ro

zeus is suggested by the Aesopic fable of the eagle and the

golden-crested wren, which in itself is an aetiological myth

formulated to explain its Greek name F cn o í¡. ,. o x o s.r The

scholiast rather fancifully suggesrs that dpxi¡.os was

chosen for its play on ð'p x E L ç, 'testicles', an allusion to Zeus'

notorious reputation as an adulterer.2

The 'beast' to be sacrificed for this bird is,

appropriately enough, u o ép ç o s,3 but not just any o ípq o s.

Like the xprcíu duópxnu that is sacrificed to zeus,4 so roo

must this oÉpços be ivopxîu. The point of the joke lies in

the sheer comic incongruity of the verb ÕçGyrd(rru and
)/

the adjective €uopï.os used with such a tiny crearure. as

evidenced by Euelpides' remark (570¡,s

194

I Perhaps the 
_ 
coronal appearnace of the wren's golden crest

suggested to the Greeks an affiliation with royaltv.
,,2 some scholars have also seen in épxilros a reference to the verb
c' p x E r. u 'to rule', seeing therein an appropriate allusion to Zeus, butthis seems far-fetched.

3 Cf, Au 81-2, discussed above p. lggff.
a cr. lt. 23.147.
5 ct. Bentley's remark quoted by Blaydes ad 570, "proprerea jocosa

ei res videtur serphus immolandus quia verbum o'gqyráiEru
magnis victimis convenit, non autem bestiolae tam minutae" Biavdes
also notes a similar joke in plato com. ap. Athen. to.p.++t.



tlrr + | t .\' tsIoHnu oEpqq oqq'y Lq, (oF€u(+J. Epourû.rüJ uuu
(lo FEYq.s zav.

I am tickled and pleased with the sacrificed midge.
Now thunder away, great Zan !

Although I have adopted Rogers' translation of

o É p g o s as 'midge', the actual identification of this cteature

is uncertain. The problem has been discussed in full by

B e a v i s who remarks, "The ancient scholiasts and

lexicographers do indeed attempt to provide the word with

a firm definition, but in the process display wide

disagreement among themselves, suggesting that they are

seeking to define it with more presision than is warranted

by its actual üsage."1 Nevertheless, its essential attributes

remain unambiguous: it is part of the diet of birds (Av. 82,

568-9) and is quite small in size (V 3521.2

195

In the prologue to the Birds, Euelpides explains to the

audience why he and Pisthetairos have decided to quit

Athens and 'go to the birds' (30-8),

nLq,xoriutq, Ëuópyr¡u npoeúeru. On the expression íognu, cf.
880; N 174; P 1066. And, as Merry notes, "'I'm amused.' Idiomatic use
of aorist, commenting on words just uttered." (p. 33)

1 And as Beavis also notes (p. 252), even rhe etymology of the word
is still uncertain.

2 See above, p. 90ff.

Birds (39-4r)



(-- ^ \ a
HLrErs yGp, druõpe s of napóutes èv lóy,,u,

t \)tluooou uooouilEu rlu Euüur tû,u EG,Kû..
('\)\)ao FEU yüp üJu oux s,oros eropra'(e-rar,
( 

^ _\ - 4 \ / ¿

nFELS ÒE qUÀn KG.L YEUEr TTF(I)EUOL,
¿ 

-- 
I . ) t 

) - .^ ) - \ü,oro L FET' û.oruJu, ou oopouutos ouõEuos
) ; ) a t- , ^q.uETrToliEg' EK Trls nû.TpLõos +,1.rçoiu ToLu
noõoîu,

)\\)t/\ü.urrlu LrÈu oú prooüut' dxelur¡u rrlu nóhru
tò Fn où FEyühnu Eluc, r rpúoe r xEùõc' i¡louG.
Kû.'L nô.o L Ko ru¡u duano.rEìoa r Hpnl.lû.rû..

For we are sick, spectators, with a sickness
Just the reverse of that which Sacas has.

He, no true townsman, would perforce press in;
Whilst we, with rights of tribe and rac,e unchallenged,
Townsmen mid townsmen, no man scaring us,

Spreading both our - feet, and flew away from home.
Not that we hate our city, as not being
A prosperous mighty city, free for all
To spend their wealth in, paying fines and fees.

r96

The irony of this explanation reveals the ambivalent

sentiments provoked in them by their native city. His

words at 36-8 are a wry echo of the laudatory 'humbug' (so

understood by cynical observers) propounded by politicians

such as Periclesl and given an edge by this allusion to the

all-too-notorious litigiousness of the Athenians. This critique

is expanded upon in the unique image that follows (39-41),

I See for example, the
as recorded by Thucydides,

famous 'Funeral Oration' speech of Pericles
2.39
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OI UEU ya'p oúu rcrr LyEs Euq, Ulu'
)r

ETr r TüJU Kpq'õrUU û'õOUO', AOlUs. LO L

Ën rcôu õ rxôu ä,õouo r náu'ro, tòu

Aye, the cicalas chirp upon the boughs

One month, or two; but our Athenians chirp
Over their lawsuits all their whole life long.

The choice of this image is especially apt since the

cicada was popularly believed to be spontaneously

generated from the earth and, as the Athenians considered

themselves to be indigenous to Attic soil, the cicada came to

symbolize their autochthonous origins.l

Yet as it is in the nature of every symbol to evoke a

certain response, that response depends, to a great extent,

upon the pre-existent attitudes of the person for whom the

symbol is intended, or equally upon the actual intent of the

person manipulating the symbol. So it is in this passage

where the usual note of pride that accompanies this

reference is undercut by the ironical intention of the

speaker. Although the song of the cicada was considered

pleasant to the ancient Greeks,2 the fact that this creature

could keep up its sound production for rather extended

periods, gave rise to its becoming a virtual synonym of

q õuo
õ' g,Eì

prov.
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I Discussed by Davies, pp.
discussions on Eq 1331 and N

2 Davies, pp. 116-9; Beavis,

725-7 and by Beavis, p. 97. See also the
984, p. 7lff.
pp. 101-2.



loquacious.l So Aristophanes takes the emblematic cicada

and adapts it to his own comic purposes.2

The joke plays upon the extended use of dni tôu
õrxûu ð,õouot paralleling that of the regular Ënì "rtîu

Kpa'õôu +Souo'. Aristophanes creates a similar pun on

this characteristic Athenian trait later in the play, only there

with birds instead of cicadas (Cf. Eq a03). Aristophanes has

here focussed on the negative aspect of this traditional

symbol and in so doing has disparaged the Athenians

themselves.

Insect imagery in the Birds tends to be of two kinds:

Insects are mentioned primarily, and naturally enough,

because they comprise part of the diet of birds (81-2: 244-6;

588-91; 1058-70), and secondarily, in the pastoral lyrics

that romanticize (with the occasional and expected comic

intrusion) the role and status of the birds both as natural

and, through Pisthetairos' machinations, supernatural

creatures. It is interesting to note that the two insects
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Birds - Conclusion

1 Davies, p. 119; Beavis, p. 102.
2 A parallel to such usage is the remark of Antisthenes (fr. 129) "to

the effect that the Athenians' boast of autochthony did not make
them any higher born than creatures such as locusts. " (Davies, p.
97).



alluded to in the idyllic passages aÍe the two insects

accorded by the ancient Greeks near divine status: the bee

and the cicada. The only anomalous instance is that where

the cicada is referred to, not by its Doric name å X r r c' s,

which would immediately create a pastoral ambience, but

by its common name of tittrg. In this passage (3g-4L),

Aristophanes plays upon the ambiguous nature of the

t¡aditional symbolism of this creature, just as he had done

with that of the bee in the Knights (402-4).

The only insect image which does not fit into this

formula is that of the 'masculine midge, full formed and

entire' (569), the humour of which lies in its incongruous

pairing with an adjective better suited to larger creatures

such as the ram or the ox. A similar absurd pairing can be

f ound in the Acharnians (g2O-5) where the 'r i q n is

preposterously alleged by Nicharchus as the instrument of

the Athenian fleets' possible downfall.
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Unless indeed some rogue should strive
to rifle and despoil my hive.

CHAPTER VII

Lysistrata - Wasp Imagery

on this line, "Cette image ne se rattache a rien dans le

passage: ni les propos de Lysistrata, ni ceux de son

adversaire ne I'ont préparée: la situation scénique ne

I'amène même pas. Elle se suffit a elle-même et s'impose

toute faite, comme un diction proverbial".l While I do not

dispute that the temper of wasps was, for the Greeks,

proverbial,2 I must however take exception to his comments

regarding this image's apparent lack of connection to

anything that has preceded it. I conrend rhar this image,

rather than being an inorganic intrusion into the play,

J. Taillardat. in his
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1 Taillardat,, p. 210. His footnote to this passage reads, "La Souda(s.v.og¡xra) donne formellement ce vers comme proverbial, sans
d'ailleurs I'atrribuer ä Aristophane: Kqi napotpía" [iuit Lys 4751,,.

2 See Davies, pp. 75-6: Beavis, p. i93; Taillardat, p. 210, n.3.

remarks



culminates an metaphorical theme that Aristophanes had

already employed in his play the 'Wasps,l and has subtly

introduced into the parodos (254-386) and first episode

(387-475) of this play, but with a quite different emphasis

as befits the feminine perspective of the Lysistrata.

The semichorus of old men make their appearance at

254ff. They have come not fully knowing why the women

have seized the Acropolis, but are nonetheless bound and

determined to expel them by means of smoke and fire (265-

70). These old men, their progress hindered considerably by

the equipment they carry and the steep incline they must

surmount (286-95), recall the dicasts of the V/asps who too

are quite old and for whom even walking is a hardship (V

230-2: 246-8). And like rhose same waspish jurors rhey roo

recollect their glory days during the Persian invasion (zB5;

cf. V 1075ff.).2 Now, however, the threat no longer comes

form without, but rather the 'war' is an internecine one,

Athens against Sparta, with all the Greeks being losers. No

longer are these old men staunchly defending the citadel as

they had once so proudly done. Formerly defenders, they

have now become the invaders, using the same methods

that the Persians had tried to use against the indomitable

Attic wasp. And just as the Mede had failed then to smoke

them out, so too do they fail in smoking the women out, as is

foreshadowed in the near-backfiring of rheir plan (294-305;

20r

I See above, p. 80ff.
2 See schol. ad 285.



310-Z¡.t Having regained control of their fire-pots, the old

men ironically call upon Athene Nike for aid (317 -8),2 not

realizing that she will secure them victory, but of a kind

quite unexpected and far more all-encompassing than they

could possibly conceive.

And so Aristophanes has transformed these one-time

defenders of Athens into its aggressor while the women,

who traditionally have had no business in the affairs of the

state, now become, in their scheme to save Athens from

destruction, the fierce Attic wasps that these old men had

formerly been. The role reversal is thus complete3 with

some minor and understandable modifications.

Enter then this new breed of Attic Wasp (319ff), as

keen to fight as any wasp when provoked, but in a manner

more befitting its feminine nature. It has been well noted

by several scholars4 that a domestic theme, while not as

explicit as the sexual, nevertheless runs throughout the

fabric of this play as a foil to the martial one. The women,

regarding the war simply as a feud between two neighbors,S

proceed to treat it as such by using all the domestic skills
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I The image of smoke stinging the eyes also appears in the Wasps
(143ff.) where Philocleon, the Wasp pa¡-¡_sgllgnçg, in one of his
many protean disguises, pretends to be smoke, as suits his sharp
temp er.

2 Ct. the women's prayer to the same goddess at 340ff.
3 Cf. 538, nóÀe¡.ros õà yuua rtì ¡rehrioEr.. "WAR IS THE CARE AND

BUSINESS OF WOMEN.''
4 See Whitman, pp. 205-9; J.J. Henderson, Aristophanes: Lysistrata,

(Oxford, 1987), p. xxxiiff.
5 +tt. 697-702.



they have at hand to bring it to a peacable conclusion, and

nowhere is this domestic theme better demonstrated than in

the elaborate simile expounded by Lysistrata wherein she

treats the city's problems as she would any ball of tangled

wool (565-86).

But returning to the passage at hand, the chorus of

women resolve the threat posed by the w¡athful chorus of

men not by fighting fire with fire, but more peacably (and

sensibly) with water, and that fetched from the over-

crowded well which they were accustomed to frequent

every day (327-34). They have simply adjusted their daily

domestic routine to respond to the situation and indeed

regard the flaming logs brought by the men as "Fit for a

bath-room furnace" (337 Rogers). The domestic theme is

given wider scope when, calling upon Athena for aid, they

give their reasons for seizing the Acropolis: to save the

Athenians as well as all Hellas from the war-mania that

grips them. Yet given this pan-hellenic perspective, the

women still maintain that Hellas is just a neighborhood and

it is only proper to treat your neighbors with kindness and

respect.l When at last the two semi-chorus' come face to

face (350ff.), the old women's words are a sharp reproach to

the old men who have lost their sense of what is right and

what is wrong (350-1),
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ori yàp rror' c.u xp¡o-ro i y, Ë'opu.,u oúõ'
eúoepeis -ró.õ' d.uõpes.

Stop ! easy all ! what have we here?
(To the men) You vile, abandoned crew,

No good and virtuous men, I'm sure,
would act in the way you do.

But just as Bdelycleon in the Wasps could not make

the wrathful jurors listen to reasonl so here the chorus of

women can not reason with these obstinate dotards.

The first wo¡ds that issue from the lips of the male

chorus reveal their indignation at the sheer audacity of

these over-bold women (352-3),

X.rE. Tou"r'r tb npâyl.r'nirîu ioEiu
àrpooõóxr¡.rou fixe r.

åopròs yuuq. rxôu où"rooì Êúpo'o ru o'û porltei.

M. CH. Hey, here's an unexpected sight !

hey, here's a demonstration !

A swarm of women issuing out
with warlike preparation !
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That the men describe them as a 'swarm of women'2

continues the image of the women as the true successors to

the prestigious title of 'Attic 'wasp', and it seems fittingly

1 y 4t5fr: 47tff.
2 Cf. V 1107, discussed above, p. 113ff.; See Taillardat, pp.37g-9 who

regards this as another 'image banale', citing N 297 in sùppon of his
contention. See also Henderson, Lysistrata,pp. IIZ-3.



ironic that the acknowledgement of this fact should come

unwittingly from these former title holders. Even the

women's response carries on the metaphor (354-5),

x.rY. ri poú¡.ÀE0' f'pâs;
õoxo'3preu Eìuc. r;

Ko.ì pùu prÉpos y'
pup roo'róu.

w. CH. Hallo,

You

The expression 'the myriadth part' fits in well with

the notion of a swarming mass of wasps ready to attack.

This threat however does not diminish the old men's ire but

rather piques them even more by its affront to their

masculinity and they in turn threaten violence. What

follows is a stichomythic exhange of insults and threars in

which the women, instead of being insulted, take up the

image of the bitch implied in rhe men's words (360-1) and

use it against them (362ff.). This shifting from image ro

image is nothing new in Aristophanes and indeed is one of

the delights of his style.l It is also typical of Aristophanes'

dramatic technique to use an opponent's tactics against him

^)i / \Ou rL Trou noLhar

<'^C^,1
npuu opü,T'ouTr(rJ To

you seem a little moved !

does this one troop affright you ?

see not yet the myriadth part

of those prepared to fight you.
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1 See for example, the
Paphlagon, conveniently

Knights, EsS_Ln for
gathered by Taillardat,

the
p.

various images of
401ff.



by outdoing him at his own game.t This contest of abuse

culminates in a brief but comical battle wherein the women

douse both the men and their

Another battle scene

Proboulos attempts to storm

every turn by Lysistrata's troops3 whom she summons with

two sesquipedalian vocatives that wonderfully express their

dual role as women-warriors (456-62). The Proboulos

declares his surprise at his archers' defeat to which

Lysistrata immediately retorts, indignant at his disdain for

their powers (463-5),

flames (381-6).2

occurs (449ff .) where the

the Acropolis but is routed at

ttt¡.¡.c.

rixe ru

XoÀr¡u

rL Yüp Pou;
) t )\
EuoF LoC)(.S, rl

)\
€uE tucx. L;
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What did the fool expect

V/ith SLAVES you came

No thirst for glory ?

Aristophanes uses the word H o

'courage', âS more than just fodder for

IIote pou
-ìYUuq. LE, Lu

r Again see the Wasps where the Sausage-Seller out-cleons Cleon
and the P e a c e where the dung-beetle is the means for restoring
Peace to the Hellenic world.

2 h is worthwhile noting here that the brief battle scene in the
Wasps beiween Bdelycleon and the chorus ended with the Wasps
being shooed away and smoked out (V 456-62). Indeed, those old
waspish jurors, despite their continual threats of violence, never do
actually attack, whereas these Attic Wasps do so and with resounding
succ es s.

3 qsz-+.

)\/\
ETrL õOUhCX.S TLUû.S', )ì
OUK OLEL

Was it to
Think you

fight
we Women feel

h¡ , 'wrath' or

a contemptuous



response from the Proboulos aimed at the notorious

bibulousness of women: for the possession of X o h r{ is also a

characteristic inherent in the waspish juror.l The

connection between H o h t{ and the wasp metaphor is much

closer in the Wasps, whereas in the L]¡sistrata, despite their

being separated by eleven lines, the connection is still there,

and indeed is maintained during this eleven line interval by

the male chorus' description of the women as 'brutes'

(eúpLoLs 46A¡.2

The women however, take exception to the men's

complaint about their shoddy treatment and proceed to

explain the reasons for their actions (471-5),

AhÀ', il FÉÀ', où X.pq npooçÉpe ru 'roîs
nhr¡o io ro ru e lx¡

tùu X.Eip'' Êàu õà 'roÛto opÊs, xuhorõrà.u
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)tû.u0.Y Krl.
'EnEì.'0ÉÀu'yd.r

^^Kû.HlOUC( L,

hunoÛoo, pr¡õÉu' duOo.¡ i, K Luoûoo, pnõE
Kq'psos,

)\ / ,l ' ^^ |qu pl rLs ujonEp oçnKLü.u fJÀ-Lrrn FE
ll

KüpEt r (n.

For 'tis not right, nor yet polite,

t(ouçpouüJs üJorIEp Koprl

1 cr. v 4034.
2 ct. xg.where the chorus had earlier remarked, oüoèu Vàp ô0r.

gpÉUÌ.r' &,uc,roÉs Èotru ùs yuuc,îKEs, "For women ARE a
shameless set, the vilest creatures going.", And as Henderson,
Lysistrata, p. 774, acutely notes, "G,uG,tõEç: 'shameless' but also
'stubborn, relentless, unreasonable"', a description that also suits the
indomitable Attic Waso.



to strike a harmless neighbor,
And if you do, 'tis needful too

that she your eyes belabour.
Full fain would I, a maiden shy,

in maiden peace be resting,
Not making here the slightest stir,

nor any soul molesting,
Unless indeed some rogue should strive

to rifle and despoil my hive.

The women aÍe not the aggressors, they are only

reacting to the men's assault. They are by habit shy and

retiring, and only attack if provoked. This last simile then is

the first overt reference to the women as waspsl and recalls

the words of Bdelycleon to his slaves2 warning them not to

rashly provoke the old men which would be tantamount to

disturbing a wasp's nest.

Despite the fact that this phrase may be proverbial,

the image works organically with the play's several

metaphorical themes, and while the gradual build-up of the

\pasp imagery culminates at 4J 5, even thereafter, it returns

intermittently throughout the play.3
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I See schol. ú 475.
2 y 223-4.
3 Ct. 476 where the old men, shocked at such sentiments coming

from the 'god-detested race', cry out, ti ZEÛ, tí, fiorE Xp¡oó¡reeãtoîoõE tolç xur¡õd,?rorsl "O how shall we treat, Lörd 2eus, such
creatures as these?" The only other usage of the noun K u ri O a, h o u
comes at v 4 where the slaves so describe the wasp Philocleon. See
548-50 with which cf. V 884.



The parabasis of the Lysistrata is somewhat unusual in

that, due to the divided chorus, there is no address by the

coryphaeus to the audience as might be expected. Instead

there is a double parabatic debate between the two half-

choruses, in the first half of which each chorus expresses its

position on the matter at hand, with neither side giving in,

leading the way to the second half wherein, the argument

unresolved, each chorus expresses its anget and threatens to

attack. It is in the female chorus' response in the second

half of the parabasis that the next insect image appears.

The chorus of women here respond with the fierceness

witnessed earlier in the parodos and first episode where I

have argued that Aristophanes used the metaphor of the

wasp to designate the staunch defence of the Acropolis by

the women of Athens. With the men still obstinately

refusing to listen to reason and having stripped in

preparation for battle (658-81), the women have no other

choice but to face the men head on. Their mounting wrath is

described as is usual with Aristophanes by a variety of

Lysistrata (690-4)
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images, the most common however being that of animals,

and the present instance is no exception.l

The following description however is somewhat more

elaborate (689-95),

Nûu

YN
'Qq El

û, TETOU

\ )¿ - , q 1 rfipos EU' LT(IJ TLs, iuq, pïTTorE (pG.-
/ F 

-\ 
I /

oxopoõ<r., FnõE Kus,Uous prhû'ucrs.
xoì 1,róuou xaxûtç dpeis, únepyot ô

\
YGP'

t ix'rourû. xáueapós oE 1,ro, re úooUü. r.

The women describe themselves as t5 n e p H o À (i ,

'excessively wroth', which compound verb recalls their

earlier expression, iì yuuc.rEiu oúx oiEr/Xoì.r¡u
ËuEîua.t;,2 and, as I have previously contended, is a

reference to their waspish temperament, only now the

image has undergone yet another metamorphosis. The

chorus is here of course alluding to the Aesopic fable of the

eagle and the dung-beetle, an allusion that seems

particularly appropriate3 to the circumstances. The fable

tells of the lowly dungbeetle who, in reply to the eagle

Nay, if one sour word ye say,

I'll be like the midwife beetle,

Following till the eagle lay.
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1 On the 0 s, 'wild boar' as a

and on q, u r o õ ú E, 'even to the
2 See above, p.206 and V 403.
3 See schol. ad loc.; V 1448;

above, pp. 125ff. and 149ff.

symbol of anger, see Taillardat, p. 208,
point of biting', Taillardat, pp. 218-9.

P l29ff. Both passages are discussed



snatching up its brood, flies all the way up to Olympus and

the lap of Zeus where the noble eagle has been allowed to

nest and who succeeds in shattering the eagle's eggs by

dropping a dung-ball on Zeus causing him to leap up and

brush the dung away. The moral of the fable is that even

the most insignificant of creatures can take vengeance on

the mighty with right on their side. The application of this

moral is especially appropriate to the plot of the play since

the women, traditionally regarded as the weaker sex

triumph in the end over their 'stronger' adversaries.i

Following the successful seizure of the Acropolis by

the women, Aristophanes now reverts to the earlier theme

of the sex-strike, and once again the women, who had been

averse to the idea from the start and only assented after

much persuasion, are showing their lack of resolve and once

more Lysistrata succeeds in bending their will to hers. The

abrupt transition from the theme of civil disobedience to

one of conjugal disobedience is facilitated by the farcical

humour inherent in the women's succumbing to their

passions, and is exploited to the full by Aristophanes.

2t1

L)¡sistrata (728-34)

I A's use of the verb ¡r c, r e ú o O o. [, 'to act as midwife', is a fittingly
comical reference to the appearance, just like a midwife, of the
dungbeetle as the eagle lays her eggs and seems to be yet another
allusion to the domestic theme that runs throughout the play. See
Henderson, Lysi strata, ad 694-5 on the possible allusion and
consequent threat to the men's testicles.



The passage begins appropriately enough with a

paratragic imitation of the Telephus of Euripides (706ff.),1

the stichomythic exchange between Lysistrata and the

coryphaeus (706-17) parodying this usual tragic device

which signals a 'crisis in the palacç'.Z The descent from the

pseudo-sublime to the bathetic comes at 7 75 when

Lysistrata at last reveals the cause of her grief: the women

need sex. The humour is sustained throughout as Lysistrata

describes the various ways and means some of the women

have devised in making their escape. Their comical methods

recall those of Philocleon who, locked up in his own house

by his own son, also tries a similar variety of escape routes

to satisfy his natural inclinations.3 Although some of the

women do manage to sneak off, Lysistrata does catch five

women in the a.ct and by force of will, succeeds in

persuading them to subdue their sexual appetites and

remain faithful to her scheme. Both the women of the

Lysistrata and Philocleon of the Wasps are prompted by a

seemingly irresistible drive to fulfill their natural urges.

However unlike the natural compulsion of Philocleon to
'draw the long condemning-line', an urge that Bdelycleon

tries in vain to suppress as something unhealthy, the

women's 'illness'4 is only an illness because of the war-

2t2

I See schol. ú 706.
2 Henderson, Lysistrata, ad 706-27.
3 v ng-zz9; 318-402.
4 Henderson, Lysistrata p. 164, "Etu¡trôp€u: A

playing on the vogue for verbs in (r)au designating
comic formation
maladies."



mania gripping all the male population of Hellas. What

would normally be considered an expression of healthy and

natural desires is here transmuted by the scheme of

Lysistrata into a malady that must be suppressed before it
can do any further harm. As noted earlier, it is a favorite

dramatic technique of Aristophanes to seize upon the

inherent absurdities of a situation, develop them, by means

of a rationale consistent only within the framework of

comical logicality, into an even more ludicrously absurd

situation and to thereby restore the natural order of the

cosmos. So it is in the Lysistrata. All the women, naturally

enough, desire to see their husbands and enjoy healthy

sexual relations. However, the unnatural situation of war-

time makes this nearly impossible, and truly so once

Lysistrata implements her scheme. But human nature being

what it is, the women renege on their oath in favour of

gratifying their sexual drive. Of course they can not very

well come right out and tell Lysistrata directly why it is that

they aÍe urgently needed at home, but devise various

excuses, all of which, it is worthwhile noting, aÍe expressed

in the form of domestic commitments or other traditionally

feminine prerogatives, while also having a sexual

undercurrent running throu ghout them. However,

Lysistrata's ban, although not overtly expressed, has

implicitly subsumed all domestic duties as well, and thus the

women aÍe thwarted in their domestically disguised

machinations.
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Lysistrata, spying the first woman as she attempts to

escape, calls out asking her where she is going (728-34),

(t IAY. Autrl ou, Tro L Oe rs;

'- 
YNH A' 

oïxo'õ' ËleEîu pouhop* L.

oixor yáp do'rru åprá por Ì"lrì.r{or<x'
únò'r,iu oíwv KG.rû.Kon'ióprruo,.

ÄY. II o iru u çéwv;
oúx eî ná¡. ru;

rY.A' 'AhL' nf * 'caXÉ,r-,s uù 'r,.*.r geù
óoou õ rCI.netáoo'o' Ênì tûs xL iur¡s
próuou.

AY. l'l¡ õrs.ne'ráuuu, Fqõ' åndLer¡s FrtõüFfr.
rY.A' h¡.¡.' Ëú) 'noì.loÊa r täp r';
i\Y. "Hu 'roútou õÉn.

LY. Hi there. Hi !

Where are you off to ?

FIRST WOMAN (hurríedly) I must just run home.

I left some fine Milesian wools about,

I'm sure the moths are at them.

LY. Moths indeed !

Get back.

F.W. But really I'11 return directly,
I only want to spread them on the couch.

LY. No spreadings out, no running home to-day.

F.W. What ! leave my wools to perish ?

LY. If need be.
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Milesian wools were luxuriously expensivei and,

because of recent events in the wat,Z reasonably rare items,

so it is plausible enough that she would want to save them

from dest¡uction by moths.3 Lysistrata's contemptuous

response (730-1) indicates the small faith she has in this

woman whose further protestation (73L-2), with its sexual

double entendre4 gives Lysistrata sufficient reason to forbid

her departure. Her wools must be sacrificed for a higher

purpose, just as must her desire for sexual gratification. The

moth is here a symbol of domesticity that has to yield for

the moment so as to achieve peace and only then can it take

its proper place in the domestic concerns of the women.S

At 1014ff., the two choruses of men and women at last

reach a truce. Their reconciliation and unification had been

foreshadowed by the preceding scene (980-1013) wherein
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Lysistrata (103I-2)

1 So the scholiast ad 729. See also R 542 and schol. ad loc.
2 tos-q; Thuc. 8.17.
3 On the identification of oris as 'moth', see Beavis, pp. 136-7.
4 See Henderson, L)rsistrata, p. 732-3, "The woman's omission of a

direct object produces the double meaning." See also Henderson's
Maculate Muse, p.175, $326 and n. 102.

5 Note that in the Acharnians, where Dicaeopolis has achieved his
separate peace early on in the play, the rp r)tóppu:tes that eat the
feathers on Lamachus' crest (A 1 11 1) represent the triumph of peace
and domesticity over \¡/ar and belligerence. At this point in the
Lysistrata, since peace has no yet been obtained, the or¡s can not be
so represented.



the Spartan herald and Cinesias,l both suffering the effects

of the women's conjugal strike, capitulate to their demands

and initiate proposals for peace ( 1 007 - I 3 ).

The dialogue between the two choruses begins with

the men, who came out on the losing side in their last

skirmish (614ff.), still nursing rheir wounds (1014-5),

oùoÉu Éotr er¡piou
oùoÈ .ûp, oùõ' 6õ'

nópõa,L rs.

There is nothing so resistless

as a woman in her ire.
She is wilder than a leopard,

she is fiercer than a fire.

Once again they refer to woman as a 'beast'.2 A

leopard (nópõs.h rs) symbolized ferocity and fire (ri û p )

both audacity and irresistible force to the Greeks.3 But

perhaps its mention here is also meant to recall the stinging

smoke that accompanied the flame that stung the old men's

eyes and which, as I have already argued,4 symbolizes their

defeat at the hands of the female breed of Attic Wasp.

.\Jl

YUUq. LKOS üF(}'H(rJ'rEpOU,
) _\ ) _ tq,uû, LÒns ouÒEF Lû,
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I I follow Henderson, Ly s i st rat a, p.
Bentley, argues that Cinesias is the most
Spartan herald.

2 Ct. qSï and 476. Both passages discussed
3 See Henderson, Lysistrata, ad 1014-5.
4 See above, p. 207-2, n. L

185, who, agreeing with
likely interlocutor of the

above, p. 207ff.



But now, the chorus of women, wishing to resolve the

dispute, offer their friendship to the men who still

obstinately refuse it. Seeing. that the men are too stubborn,

the women take the initiative by helping the men back on

with their cloaks which they had thrown off in anger (1023;

cf. 662). The men, touched by this kind gesture, show for

the first time some softening in their hard-hearted resolve

to remain at odds with the women who, now sensing

imminent success. continue in their sollicitous assistance

(r024-6),

 \/,)/1,)ilpurs, uEu çû, LUE r Y' sulp, E LT' ou
t- I

KG..tcx'yehû,OTOs Ei.
KEi pE pl }.úners, ÉV,, oou xâ,u 'róoE 'rb

^tHrìp Lou)' ) ^ ^ 'Èrgr¡.ouä,u.EvûuTOUTiL TüJ9Uû'Àpqj Àq'IJOUO
)t
EU L.

There, now you look a man :

and none will joke and jeer you :

And if you weren't so spiteful
that no one can come near you,

I'd have pulled out the insect

that is sticking in your eye.

2t7

The designation of the insect in the old man's eye as

'tò Onpíou,l literally, 'wild animal', is apparently a comic

I See schol. ad loc.: tì1u ipnioa. Cf. to31-2.



exaggerartion of the creature's size or voracity,l a joke

which is continued when the woman, extracting the gnatz

from the old man's eye, exclaims (1031-2),

îH FEy', ô zeis, )tpfrl,r'
oo t.

oùx ópÈ*; oùx e pn ís

O Zeus ! here's a monster

I am pulling forth to view.
Just look ! don't you think

'tis a Tricorysian gnat?

The noun X p I p ü is sometimes used to denote

something unusual or extraordinary,3 and the gnat's further

identification as 'Tricorysian', that is, from Tricorythos, a

wooded and marshy region where the insects may have

been quite large in size or number or both,4 recalls the

identification of the dungbeetle in the Peac.e as'Aetnean,5

due to its hyperbolic dimensions.

While the humour of this exaggeration is readily

apparent, the symbolism of the gnat itself may not be so. As

one scholar remarks.

ioEîu tñs iprnîoos ÈuÊorL

Êo'rru rior Tprxopuoía;
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I "Perhaps a comic exaggeration, but used of a bee at Theokr. 19. 5,
of a worm at Ael. NA 9. 33. The bug in the eye symbolizes anger"
(Henderson, Lysistrata ad 1024-6).

2 On the identification of this insect, cf. above p. 189, n.3.
3 Cf. LSJ, s.v. IL3. E.g. in N 2; Av 826; V 933; L 1085.
4 So the scholiasi.
5 P 73, discussed above, p. 136ff.



Somehow, the biting gnat completes the imagery of
the fire and smoke of the parodos, for, say the men,
'the smoke bites like a mad dog'...To be 'bitten in
the eye' is to be enraged, and when the women
have removed the gnat, there is no further conflict
between the choruses.l

That 'somehow' I contend, finds its 'wherefore' in the

subtle but pervasive image of the chorus of women as a

swarm of wasps. 'We have seen throughout the play how

the men regard woman as a 'beast',z be it a leopard (1015)

or a bitch (363). But the crearure rhey most closely

resemble is the Attic Wasp. However, now that Lysistrata's

plan is near completion, there is nothing provoking them

into a fighting Ía1e, and so they proceed to patch thing up

by removing that ferocious beast, if not the stinging wasp as

might be expected (although we have seen how

Aristophanes delights in variegated imagery), the equally

persistent biting gnat. It seems only fitting that the women

who had gotten under the men's skin as might any pesty

insect, and who are now no longer being provoked, remove

the irritation, that is, themselves, as here symbolized by the

gnat, thus bringing about a resolution to their conflict,

something to which the men are now quite willing to accede

(1027 -9),
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I Whitman, p. 213.
2 e n p io u, (468, 1014); xutr.¡õq,hou , (476)



^ 1¡ '1 rToùt' ap' riu FE 'roùnrrpipou. Aq,xrúhros
{l

ouToo L'

Êxoxá¡.Euoou a''3tó, xåto, oEigou åçeì.orioq.
FO L'

(r-)^,1 \\tùs rou óçoaÀ1.róu yE pou un tòu Aia, ná¡.a'r
õáxuE r.

Ay, that is what's consuming ffie,

Yes, scoop it out

The plaguy little
he's

Their remark that the pest has been biting them for

a long while can thus be interpreted on a secondary level as

a reference to the women who had first outraged them by

their shameless audacity in seizing the Acropolis and

refusing them sexual relations.

The women's response to the men's request is also

quite revealing (1030),

hhhà õpáotu to.û'rq.' xcr,l'ior õúoxohoç È,pus

ù'ut1p.

I'll do it sir, I'll do it :

but you're a cross one, you.

that little biter-flv.
and show me,

when you've got him safe away :

brute,

been biting me all day.
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The women have ceased hostilities and so their

waspish character recedes, but the men, probably putting up

some sort of comical fuss, are described by the women as



õúonohos,'bad-tempered', the quintessental characteristic

of the Attic Wasp.t With the proper order being restored to

the world,2 the roles of the two choruses revert to what is

natural. Yet the men's emotional thank-you, where they

pretend that their watery eyes were due to the gnat's sting,

and to which the women respond with a wipe and a kiss,

demonstrate that it is a new and gentler state of affairs that

now exists.

As I have hoped to show in thii chapter on the

Lysistrata, Aristophanes uses a feminine analogue to the

wasp imagery of the W a s p s as the underlying insect

imagery of this play which, although not as conspicuous as

that of the W a s p s , nevertheless makes its presence felt

through the introduction of subtle allusions that succeed by

their cumulative effect. Perhaps the most telling usage

comes at lines 689-95 where the chorus of women, in

response to the men's obstinate refusal to compromise,

allude to the fable of the eagle and the dung-beetle, just as

had Philocleon in the W a s p s (1446-9). But whereas

Philocleon is being hauled off by his son as he relates the

Lysistrata - Conclusion
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I Cf. V 106,942,1105, 1356.
2 As evinced by 1033-6.



fable, the chorus of women in the Lysistrata, rather than

being at the mercy of the male chorus, are themselves on

the offensive with the prospect of retribution implied in

their telling of the fable being much nearer to actual

realization than it is in Philocleon's case. Aristophanes

seems to have taken special delight in this play in inverting

the traditional roles of men and women to bring about the

restoration of peace to the world, in similar fashion to his

utilization of the normally lowly dung-beetle in the Peace to

restore Peace herself to the Greek world.

The only insect image of the Lysistrata not to function

as part of the wasp imagery is that of the moths that

threaten to eat up some fine Milesian woolens (728-34).

Here the moths symbolize the part of the domestic problems

that the women normally have to face on a daily basis but

which, because of Lysistrata's scheme, must yield to a far

more important'domestic' problem.
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In the prologue to the Thesmophoriazusae, the tragic

poet Agathon is wheeled out on the ekkyklema (96) and

proceeds to sing a dialogue he has been fashioning with

Muses' aid.t Aristophanes' choice of Agathon as Euripides'

surrogate at the Thesmophoria is obviously conditioned by

the tragic poet's effeminate manners which Aristophanes

here derides as symptomatic of the dissolute style of the

tragic art as practised by some of his contempories.

Although Euripides' art, the main target of his satire in this

plaÍ and the F r o g s , may not have been considered as

effeminate as that of Agathon's, nonetheless Aristophanes

satirizes his work as representing the decline of tragedy.

This decline in the art of tragedy however, is only an

offshoot of the general waning of traditional morals and

values, a topic that Aristophanes had perhaps expressed

most eloquently in the famous debate between Right and

'Wrong Logic in the revised version of the Clouds. There, the

traditional education came head to head with the new

sophistic learning, whereas in the Thesmophoriazusae, there

Thesmophoriazusae (99-100; 1175-80)

CHAPTER VIII
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I See 39ff., esp. 52ff., 66ff.



is no contest between old tragedy and the new, only parody

for parody's sake, without either side claiming victory. That

was to come later in the Frogs. Yet despite there being no

overt contest, it is more than obvious to which side

Aristophanes himself inclines. Just as he regards traditional

morals as being threatened and subverted by the

introduction of the new learning which, by its specious yet

persuasive arguments, corrupts the youth and reduces them

to effeminate triflers, so too he saw the best of tragedy, as

practised by Aeschylus or Sophocles, being corrupted and

emasculated by external influences, some of these being the

fresh and innovative musical styles that were just now

coming into vogue, being newly imported from the East.l

The motif of the new, emasculated tragedy is

epitomized in the effeminate Agathon who is comically

mistaken by Euripides' kinsman as Cyrene, elsewhere

referred to by Aristophanes2 as a notorious prostitute. Of

course Aristophanes does not rely exclusively upon the

humour inherent in the picture of Agathon decked out in

women's clothing, but complements it with a parody of the

tragic poet's effeminate style, as is intimated in the

following exchange (99-100),

EY. Eíyo.' pchquõEîu Vàp rlü.po.oxeuáge'ra'r.
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I
2

See Taillardat, p. 456ff.
R 1328.



KH. múpprrlxos å'tpanoús,
õ rapr Luup i (Eta r;

EU. Do, pray, be silent ; he's just going to sing.

MN. Is it "the Pathwav of the Ants." or what ?

The description of Agathon' music as 'ant-tracks' is an

unusual bit of imagery that seems to fuse visual and aural

perceptions into one,l yet it is not unique to Aristophanes.

In one of the extant fragments of the comic poet

Pherecrates, a contemporary of Aristophanes, Music

personified, in chastizing the lyric poet, Timotheus, describes
)t/

his songs as EKTpo'nEì-ous pupprlKLas,2 'monstrous

anthills'. That two contemporaneous comic poets should use

similar formic imagery in describing the innovative musical

style that was coming into vogue at this time, seems to be

more than just coincidence, and indeed this remarkable

similarity of imagery has been discussed thoroughly by one

scholar who remarks that it is, ". one of the most

interesting topical expressions to describe a feature of late

5th century musical innovation ."3

Borthwick, in support of his contention that the

expression is, in fact, current jargon for the new music,

adduces several cogent arguments to which I refer the

reader rather than reproducing them here. One of these

rl TL
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r See schol. ad 100.
1^,z Pherecrates, fr. 145.23.
3 f. f. Borthwick, Hermes, 96, (1968), p.69.



however, is of particular interest and deserves some

discussion here.

In a footnote to his contention that the nickname of

m ú p F n E for the dithyrambist Philoxenus was due ro rhe

"chromatic character of his rrusic",l Borthwick remarks. "It

seems to me that there is a similar allusion in the name

Teredon (lit. wood-worm) given ro the piper of Ar. Thesm.

1175, who plays'the Persian tune'to accompany the

gyrations of the dancing !irl."2 The passage is worth quoting

in its entirety (l 175-80),

EY. Eù, õ', ,Î, Trp¡õti-ru, Èno,uo'çúoa tlrpo rxóu.
To. Tt tò Eóppo toû'ro; xôpó rrs å.ueyeîpí

l.l o L;

EY. (tus ypaûs.)
'H nq,îs ëi,reÀÀr fipol.irÌ.etô,u, ô .coló-ca.

'op¡r1oopÉun Vàp ËpXee' rÍs åuõpa's
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T LUû,S.

TO. 'Opxflo r xc. r i,re Le "cflo r, où xoLùo'
'Qs É¡.o.npoÇ, ,iionep r¡úl"lo xa-rà

xuõ ro.

EU.

SC.

EU.

SC.

The Persian air, Teredon, if you please.

Vy, vat dis buzbuz ? revels come dis vay ?

She's going to practise, Scythian, that is all.
She's got to dance in public by-and-by.

Yesh, practish, yesh. Hoick ! how se bobs about
Now here, now dere : von vlea upon de planket.

1

7
Borthwick,
Borthwick,

p. 69.

p. 69,

)¡
EYüJ.

TO

n.5.



As Borthwick notes, the piper who plays the 'Persian

tune' is appropriately named Teredon (wood-worm),1 an

allusion perhaps to the vermicular impression the new

music leaves on the hearer. This allusion to the wriggly

quality of the music is sustained in the Scythian archer's

description of the dancing girl's appropriately erratic

saltations as like those of a flea on a blanket.2 The insect

imagery thus easily passes over from that of music (as at

99-100) to that of dancing.3

As noted by most editors, lines 295-530 are a parody

on the actual formal procedures that occurred at the

beginning of an Athenian È x x h r¡ o i a, wirh appropriate

deference paid to the exigencies of the comic rationale, i.e.

the assembly's convocation during the Thesmophoria and its

exclusively female membership. Following the invocations

and exhortations of the coryphaeus (295-3ll), the chorus

Thesmophori azu sae (322-4)
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I It is also worthwhile noting ,that the Scythian archer describes
the sound the piper makes as F ó IrP o, 'a buzzing', also used by
Aristophanes to describe the buzzing of insecrs (cf. Pl 538) and, in a
conflated image, the noise of the 'Chaeridian bumble-drones' (e
8 66).

2 cr. N A4ff.
3 For further discussion on this use of insect imagery to describe

the sound of music, see below, p. 239ff.



respond with an invocation of their own. However, rather

than calling upon the same deities as those invoked by the

coryphaeus, they call upon the Olympian deities who were

no doubt the actual gods invoked at the beginning of an

Athenian assembly.l They address the gods in formulaic

language, either directly naming them along with an

appropriate epithet, or else by some periphrastic vocative.

Their invocation to Poseidon falls under the first category

(322-4),

oú rE, nóu"rrE oepruÈ IIóosrõou
å4. r¡rÉõou,

npohrntuu pruXòu iXÊuóEuta
ð ro'rpoðóur¡tou,
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And the dread Poseidon ruling
Over Ocean's stormy water ;

come from the deep where fishes

Swarm, and the whirlwinds rave ;

Aristophanes, and indeed in all

However, despite its uniqueness, it

better-attested synonym, fl o u r o
Pindar and the tragic poets.3 The

The epithet å¡. rUÉõ u)u,'lord

1 See Rogers' notes to 295-530.
2 See LSJ s.v.
3 See Pindar, O . 6.103; Aesch. Th.

Aristophanes himself uses this word.
addresses Carcinus, joking on his name, as

of the sea' is a hapax in

of Greek literature.2

is but a variant on its

FÉõuu, that occurs in

description of the sea as

131; Eur. Hipp.743. Even
In the Wasps, the chorus

" 
+:

o nouro¡rÉ0u.ru (1532).



pruyòu iyeuóEutG,, 'the piscine recess', a collocation of

noun and adjective unique to Aristophanes, is a comic

conflation of tragic, lyric, and epic periphrases for the sea.l

However the additional adjective, o i o r p o õ ó u n r o u,

literally, 'driven round and round by the gadfly' comes

directly from Aeschylus' Suppliants.2 In that play,

Aeschylus relates the tale of Io who, having been changed

by her lover Zeus into a calf so as to avoid detection by Hera,

is then pursued around the world in this form by a

persistent gadfly (oîorpos) that was sent by the vengeful

goddess.3 From this literal use by Aeschylus, the adjective,

like the name of the insect itself,a could then be extended to

mean 'driven wild', 'raging'.5 Such is the meaning of the

adjective as used here,6 and as Van Leeuwen astutely notes,

"subest enim imago qua maris fluctus equis taurisve

furientibu s as simulantur. " T
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Cf. another paratragic Aristophanic hapax, tloutonóoErõuu, in the
Wealth (1050).

1 pi. p.6.t2; Aesch. Pr. 839; Hom. Od. 3.177.
2 Aesch. Supp. 573; cf. also, Supp. 17; Pr. 589.
3 See Davies, pp. 162-4; Beavis, pp. 225-9.
4 cr. Ls¡ s.v. II.i.
5 "The popularity of the literary comparison between a maddened

human being and an oiotponÀÍ¡t ox led to the developmenr of
various metaphorical usages divorced to a greater or lesser extent
from thought of the actual insect." (Beavis, p. 229).

6 See schol. zÃ 324.
7 Van Leeuwen ú 324. He also

the lyric poet Timotheus in his
na'heop tofi¡rc..

notes the description of the sea by
Persae as, otorpopáuEç



Continuing the parody of an Athenian assembly, a

woman comes forward (383ff.) following the traditional

heraldic formula of 'rit åyopEúoEru poúI'e tar; "'Who

will address the meeting?" (379). She sets out in a speech

worthy of the most able orator, the grievances her sex has

against Euripides. After enumerating the various pejorative

names Euripides has called woman; their little deceits and

intrigues, formerly unknown to their husbands but now

presented in public and on stage by Euripides; how they are

kept locked in their rooms under close scrutiny by

Molossian guard dogsl; the woman says that she can forgive

all that. What she can not forgive however, is that Euripides

has taught all their husbands to keep a more wary eye on

the household provisions thus preventing them from raiding

their stores as they pleased (418-20). The once simple locks

and their seals have now been replaced by new and

complicated ones (421-8),

oi vàp åuoprs ríon xhErõic,
aritoì çopoúor xpun'rá, xaxor¡ÊÉo'rata,

Thesmoohoriazusae (427)
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I Probably a reference to the Danae of Euripides.



AcrKquuLx' G.TTc., TpELç EXourû. YoPqLous.
ltpò 'roû Fàu oûu fru ù,hh' únoÎEar tr¡u eúpau
noïoapÉuo,tot õo,xtúÀrou tpru;póLou'
Nuu õ' oô"ros o,útoùs t.þnorpLr|,, rúprníons
Ê¡isc.EE eptnriõeo'r' Ëyeru oqpayiora'
Èça',¡o.prÉuous.

They've got such keys, our husbands have, such brutes,

Laconian-made, with triple rows of teeth.

Then in old times we only had to buY

Aristophanes farthing ring, and pantry-doors flew open.

But now this wretch Euripides has made them

Wear such worm-eaten perforated seals,

'Tis hopeless now to try it.

The 'worm-eaten seal' was literally just that.

"According to Theophrastus (HP V. 1.2.) and Hesychius (s.v'

Êprnoppútos), wood which had been marked by the

tunnelling of thripes beneath the bark of trees was used for

the making of seals." and "As Theophrastus' description

makes clear the reference here [i.e. Ar. Thesm. 726; Lucian,

Lex.13; Lycophron, Alex. 5081 is clearly to the labyrinthine

patterns formed by the tunnelling of Scolytidae, which

would have provided an infinite variety of distinctive

pâttern 5. " I

Thus what may have seemed to have been a

metaphorical usage, akin to that of prúpplKos o.pa.noús2

to denote the intricacies of the new music, is shown to be a
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I Beavis, p. 189.
2 See above, p.223ff.



literal description

phenomenon.

of a novel use bv man of a natural

Thesmophoriazusae

Although the scorpion is not mentioned overtly by

Aristophanes in any of his plays, it is alluded to twice, the

first time in reference to the potential maliciousness of an

orator, the second, to that of a sycophant. Just as the wasp

is a symbol of irascibility to the ancient Greeks,l and the

monkey a symbol of treachery,Z so too the scorpion is a

symbol of wickedness.3 Aristophanes takes advantage of

this symbolism when describing the latent malevolence of

an orator (529-30),

(529-30); Wealth (883-5)
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I Taillardat, p. 210
2 Taillardat, p. 228, n. 5.
3 "Le scorpion est le symbole de la méchanceté", (Taillardat, p. 424,

n. 2); ". the scorpion had an extremely sinister reputation among
the ancients, and was regarded as the most dangerous of aú
venomous animals with the exception of certain snakes which,
however, it was held to surpass in its ubiquity and cunning. They
were viewed in anthropomorphic terms, as in corrigibly evil. , ai
the type of creature to be killed on sight on account of its innate
malevolence. And accordingly they often appear as a point of
comparison with evil, cunning or dangerous human beings. . .',
(Beavis, pp. 27-8).

\/)s
Tnu rrüpoLiJLû,u õ' Enû.ruu)



And the wise old proverb showeth,
That perchance a poisonous sophist

lurketh under everv stone.

The word É i. uJ p, comes unexpectedly in place of the

proverbial oxopn los, as noted by the scholiast.l But as

Taillardat acutely observes, ". . ,. le sel de la plaisanterie, c'est
c - i^

que ò hi.Êos désigne souvent la tribune de la Pnyx."2

The other allusion to the scorpion comes in the play

the Wealth, where the Good Man, considering himself to be

safe from the harmful sting of the sycophant because of a

talisman he wears on his finger, is informed otherwise by

Carion (883-5),

AL oùoÈu npotrprû' Õou' çopù Vàp
np ráFEuos

tòu õCI,x'cúh rou 'rouõì rro'p' ¡ùoo,Fou
õpayprfls.

KA. hÀh' oùoÉu' Ëot L ouxorpáurou oúVpû,ros.

tùu nq,Àa,rd,u" únò lieu,¡ ya'p
/\fiû,ur t rrou Hpn

Fù õáx¡ óú',*p åepeiu.
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G.M. I fear you not. I wear an antidote,

A ring Eudemus sold me for a drachma.

CA. 'Tis not inscribed FOR AN INFORMER'S BITE.

I

2
Schol. ad loc.

Taillardat, p. 425 and n. 2.



It should perhaps be noted that the scholiast nowhere

mentions a scorpion as the creature alluded to, but rather

speaks of the bite of a snake (dÍone p Eis 'rà 'rôu dçl,lu
O ú y 1.r a t a. ). Yet despite the scholiast's statement, it is not

improbable that Aristophanes intends either creature or

both, the point of the joke being the harmful effect of a

sycophant on the ordinary Athenian.l

The insect imagery of the Thesmophoriazusae does not

function as a thematic device as it has in the other plays so

far surveyed, but rather is used only sporadically in
passages for the most part unrelated to any other, such as

the paratragic usage of oto'rpoõóurlrou (322-4), and in

the description of the seal as literally 'worm-eaten' (427).

However, the pejorative description of Agathon's

musical style as prúpFrìKos d.pa,noús, 'ant-tracks',

functions in a similar fashion to Aristophanes' use of insect

images to denigrate and belittle the antagonist of the comic

hero as in the clouds or the Knights. And the covert allusion

to the sheer malignancy of the scorpion in both the

Thesmophoriazusae (529ff.) and the Wealth (885) also serve

Thesmoohoriazusae - Conclusion
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I It should also
or 'sting'. (cf. LSJ

be noted that the noun õnypü can mean both 'bite'
s.v. õnVUc,).



a similar purpose, with the latter, in reference to a

sycophant, recalling a similar description in the Acharnians

of the info¡mer Nicarchus who was there described as "(Th.)

Awf ly teeny informer, what? I (Dic.) (concentrated): lOÙVo

Pure. Perverse Viciousness."
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The entrance of the mystic chorus in the Frogs (324ff.)

is a comic recreation of the annual procession from the

Cerameicus to Eleusis.l Following their invocation to the

trinity of Eleusinian deities, Persephone, Demeter, and

Iacchus (371-413), they recreate another aspect of the

processional march to Eleusis: the traditional jeering and

abusing of one another which, as it occurred on the bridge

over the river Cephissus, was known as y E q u p í C¿tv.z
Aristophanes does not miss the opportunity for

incorporating this tradition from the procession which has

much in common with certain aspects of the comic poet's

craft, and proceeds to satirize Archedemus, Cleisthenes and

Callias (416-30). Dionysus, who up until now has kept

himself and Xanthias hidden, now emerges to ask the chorus

where they might find the abode of Hades. They inform

him that he has reached Hades' very threshold and

thereupon Dionysus turns to Xanthias and says (437-9),

CHAPTER X

Frogs (437 -9; 108-115)
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I See schol. ad
2 LSJ: 'abuse

Eleusis.'

395 and 399.

from the causeway, in the procession from Athens to



AÏ.
EA.

ATpor' åu oôgr.r, ,î no,î.
Toutì t i flu 'rò npâ.y¡ra';

ha.a.' ¡ aròs Kópruoos È.v 'rois
o'rpúpû.o ru;

Take up the wraps, my lad.

Now is not this too bad ?

Like "Zeus's Corinth," he "the wraps" keeps

saying o'er and o'er.

DIO.
XAN.

The phrase Aròs KópruÊos is a proverbial

expression used to indicate monotonous repetition. As the

scholiast explains,l the Corinthians never tired of

mentioning the fact that their eponymous founding father,

K ó p t u t o s, was the son of Zeus, hence the phrase became

synonymous with excessive harping on one subject,

something of which Xanthias feels his master has been

overly guilty.2 There is perhaps a reference as well to the

punning nickname of xópELg, 'bed-bugs', for the

Corinthians.3 Bed-bugs were notorious pests in antiquity

when the standards of hygiene were relatively low4 and

indeed could be regarded as a fact of life both for the poor5

and even for the traveller seeking lodging at an inn along
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I Schol. on R 439; also Pi. N. 7. 105 (schol.); Plato Euth],d . 292e; Cf. E
828 for a somewhat different connotation to the phrase.

2 cf. L-35, 165ff.
3 As Rogers nores, "Withour this allusion [xópELç/xopíuÊror] itis

difficult tõ explain the words Lv toîi 'otpó¡lc'or.u." See the
discussion (p. 56ff.) on N 710. Some scholars have also sugggested
that there is an allusion to the fact that Corinth was known for its
exporting of quality bedding, but that fact seems irrelevant here.

4 See Beavis, p. 105.
5 Cf. pt. 541, discussed below, p. 250ff.



the way, even if that same traveller is journeying to Hades

(108-1 15),1

al. hÀÀ' ôrunep luExs, tr¡uoe trìu oxeuiu
)t
EX(JU

1.\r(/.
r¡ÀOou xq.'rcr orìu prí.1,ruoru, iuo, FoL toùs

t

Ie uous
\rt>-lfi

TOUq OOUS çpû'OE Lû,S, E L ÒEO LpnU, O LO L OU
) 

^ 
! ^, a I 1r ^ tEXpô róÐ', ¡ulx' ¡A.ees Éni tòu Keppepou,

"roútous qpd,oou Fo L, h rpduas, &.ptonú?t ra',
rropuEi', å.uo'naúÀq,s, Êx'rponás, xpriuas,

ðõoús,
nóhr is, õ ra ltas, ns,uõoHEu'rp ías, ónou

L-|
KOpELç OÀLYTOTOL.

DIO. But tell me truly - 'twas for this I came

Dressed up to mimic you - what friends received
And entertained you when you went below
To bring back Cerberus, in case I need them.

And tell me too the havens, fountains, shops,

Roads, resting-places, stews, refreshment-rooms,

Towns, lodgings, hostesses, with whom were found
The fewest bugs.
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In Euripides' censure of the Aeschylean metre as being

too derivative of the dactylic (i.e. 'Homeric') hexameter,2 he

1 S"" schol.
the hostelries
(Lilja, p. 61).

2 See W. B.

Frogs (1274)

¿gl 115. "'We may infer from Dionysus' question that
in Ancient Greece were notorious for their buss."

Stanford, Aristophanes: The Frogs (London, 1958),p. 174.



selects a highly prejudiced number of lines from Aeschylus

all of which are guilty of this 'fault', one of which being

(r27 4),

EY. Urirpa'pEîtE. t'lEÀ rooouópo r Oópou
Ap'rÉ¡rrõos nåÀ.o's oiyeu.

EUR. Hush! the bee-wardens are here: they wíll quíckly
the Temple of Artemis open.

While the scholiast notes that this line comes from

the Priestesses of Aeschylus, there has been some

controversy as to just whom the title pchLooovôFoL
applies. The word is literally 'bee-keepers' and as one

commentator has remarked, "This curious title seems to

belong to some cult-association between Artemis and bees."1

Indeed, the bee was regarded in antiquity as possessing a

certain divine element and priestesses, not just of Artemis,

but of other goddesses as well, weÍe designated as 'bees'.2
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The dramatic contest between Aeschylus and

Euripides in the Fro g s, first intimated at 757ff . and

beginning in earnest at 875ff ., consists of arguments

between these two tragic poets concerning va¡ious aspects

Frogs (1313-5; 1346-51)

I Stanford, p. 178.
2 Davies, pp. 67-9.



of their antithetical styles. Euripides begins this section of

the debate by saying (1249-50),

xa'ìr prùu ix* y' ofu o.útòu ånoðEi6ür xs,xòu
pre Àono tòu ðuta. xo.i ¡o roûutq. to'Ìj'r' ù,E [.

O I can easily show that he's a poor

Melody-maker; makes them all alike.

and further adds (1262),

-) (. \ ) ^!.LS EV Y(}'p û.Urou

I'll cut down all his metrical strains to one.

For the next thirty-one lines he proceeds to cite

random verses from the wo¡ks of Aeschylus, all of which

have the same 'fault' of lapsing into the Homeric hexameter

no matter how they start out.l Aeschylus however does not

consider this 'monotony' of metre to be a fault, but rather

one of the strong points of his style, having brought it, he

says, "from a noble source to a noble end" (1298).2

Aeschylus then proceeds to characterize Euripides' metrical

style as follows ( 1301 -8),
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/ \ I-fiû.uÎü. Tû. pE Àn quuTEpu.

AI. oûtos õ' o,rò náutu-,u 1,rÈu qÉpe r,

nopuQÒ LüJu,

I See Stanford, p. 777.
2 Stanford, p. 180 says that this"

and the Aeolic style of lyric."
vaguely describes Terpander



oxo?l ít¡u I"Ie hr¡tou, Kqp rx,îu aúÀnpárü)u,
Êpriurr.ru, XopE rûu. Ta'ya õÈ õqLtuoriorra r.
'Eueyxatrr., rLs 'rò lúpLou. Kq.i'ror tí. õEi
lúpa's dnì toû"cou; iÏo'i 'orLu n "rois

,/
ooTpû.Ko Ls

aüt¡ xpotoûoa; Ae úpo, Ì'loûo' Eúp rn úõou,
npòs t'iunep Ënrtrioe ro' 'rd,õ' ëot' goe ru prÉhn.

aI. Aútq fiot' ti Ì'toûo' oùx Ëa.eopia(eu, oij.

AES. But he from all things rotten draws his lays,

From Carian flutings, catches of Meletus,
Dance-music, dirges. You shall hear directly.
Bring fe the lyre. Yet wherefore need a lyre
For songs like these? Where's she that bangs and

jangles
Her castanets ? Euripides's Muse,

Present yourself : fit goddess for fit verse.

DIO. The Muse herself can't be a wanton ? No !

To Aeschylus' refined sensibilities, Euripides' lyrics are

a motley pastiche showing no discrimination, indecorously

derived from rather undignified sources.l The apparition of

the Muse of Euripides, 
. 
dressed as a shameless harlot,

clacking castanets in time to the music, is, in Aeschylus'

eyes, a fitting symbol of Euripides' decadent style.

This personification of Euripides' Muse is curiously

reminiscent of that fragment of Pherecrates, discussed

earlier in connection with the Thesmophoriazusae,2 in

which Music is personified as a woman violated by various

24I

I See Stanford pp. 180-l on these sources.
2 See above, p.225.



lewd and lascivious musicians. This similarity of imagery

between the two comic poets has been studied in detail by

E.K. Borthwickl who, in the conclusion of his article, remarks,

The similarity of the musical references in the Cheiron
fragment and the Thesmophoriazusae is very marked,

and seems to show that contemporay controversies
about musical innovations, in which Attic tragedy was

overtly influenced by the dithyrambic composers, made

such themes the target for parody or abuse on the comic
stage, well spiced with outrageous vulgarity. (p.73).

Yet one of these outrageous vulgarisms2 has a parallel

in the Frogs where Aeschylus describes Euripides as one

who (1325-8),
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Toro'u'ri prÉu'ror où norôu
'roÀ.1,râ.s'rapra. FÉÀn {.'dyeru,

åuo, tb õu.rõExüFqyauou
Kupriu¡s peÀonorriu;

You, such stuff who compile,
Dare my songs to upbraid ;

You, whose songs in the style

Of Cyrene's embraces are made.

1 Hermes, 96 (1968), pp. 62-73.
2 Pherecrates (fr. l44b), Edmonds, pp. 262-3.



Both comic poets find the source of their parody in a

phrase of the Hypsipyle of Euripides.l As this parallel

shows, satire of this new style of music is not confined to the

Thesmophoriazusae alone but is part of the arsenal of

Aristophanes in several of his plays.2

Aeschylus' attack on the innovative but disturbingly

irregular rhythms of the Euripidean lyric is supported by

the comments and censures of several ancient and Byzantine

critics.3 But the Aristophanic Aeschylus is not content

simply to reprove his rival's lyrics, but rather turns, just as

Euripides had done earlier, to parodying his rivals lyrical

style, and does so in a delightfully absurd series of pseudo-

Euripidean passages,4 the second 'stanza' of which runs as

follows (1313-5),

s.'l e'únrupóqLoL xa'tà yt;uias
EiereLELEtErhioocra õo.x'cúhots çáa.ayyEs(//

LO'IOTOUC. nnu LOpG.Tü.,

Spiders, ever with twir-r-r-r-r-rling fingers
Weaving the warp and the woof,

Little, brittle, network, fretwork,
Under the coisns of the roof.
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r See schol. ú 1328.
2 Ct. N 333 and 969 and schol. ad loc. as

discussions, p. 71.
3 Borthwick, pp. 66-7 who cites and discusses
4 O, perhaps even etymo-Euripidean ones.

passage (309-12) and Stanford's notes ad loc.

well as Borthwick's

these criticisms.
See schol. on each



mocking the recently introduced fashion

syllable of one word so that a variety

played to ft.z

Aeschylus, in the verb EiEtELELET¡ríooÊTE,l is here

The choice of this verb was probably conditioned by

the fact that it was one of Euripides' favorites.3 That

Aristophanes chose a gáhqYf , a'spider'4 as the'spinner'is

possibly due to a parody of Pindar's çcí pÏ.tLYYEs
(t
urruJpoçtcr't5
comic poets to symbolize the coloratura of the new music by

the erratic movements of insects.

summing up the main thrust of his argument, says, "ft

seems that the comparison of chromatic melodies to

crawling insects appealed to the poets of old comedy."6 He

further notes the comic poet Strattis' use of the verb

of extending the

of notes could be

but perhaps also due to a penchant of old

244

I The MSS vary as to the number of repetitions of e'r - .

2 See schol. ad 1314. Borthwick, p. 70, in commenting on the style
of composers like Cinesias, remarks that their music, ". involved
distortion of the words of the text through the increasing
domination of the musical accompaniment."

3 "The statistics of E t I i o o c,rr are remarkable: taking examples of the
simple verb alone in the standard lexica, Eur. uses the word no less
than 40 times (ust over half in lyric passages), of which at least 33
come from plays known, or generally assumed, to be written in 415
or after (15 from Ph., Or., Hyps. which as recent plays provided ready
material for the F r o g s ). As against this, the lexica credit 3 each to
Aesch. (all P.V.) and Soph., 2 to the minor tragedians." (Borthwick, p.

So Borthwick who. in

72, n. 2).
4 See schol. aA 1314. See also Beavis, p.
5 pi. pyth. 1. 97, "perhaps via a lost

notes. (p. 183).
6 Borthwick, p. 71.

35 and 43.

play of Euripides" as Stanford



Ei¡.íooËLu to describe the dance of the npo'ooKoúptõ€s,
'the leek-cutter'.1

npû,ooxoúp rões, ü'i Kü,rü,(puhì.oùs
)\¡t^
clucx, xÍ1nous nEurqKourû, noõtLlu

)iì>l
[Xue o L po' LUET' Egs,nropcuq, L

noõoiu oû,rup i.õ ru,ru pû.Kpoxepxôu
yopoùs È¡. roooùocr t fic*p' tin rprôu

nÉto.Àq. xc,ì Êp rõax ru iõ,¡u
erióopru.lu rE oEÀ iutr,¡u.

Ye caterpillars who

In gardens green and gay

Go each his little way

With fifty legs for two,

And nibble at the toes

Of long-tailed satyr-boys,

Or dance your roundelay
Along the lettuce-rows

And where sweet parsley grows

Or curled savovs - 2
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is of a similar nature to its use by Aristophanes here as

well as at 1349, where, as part of the pseudo-Euripidean

lyrical monologue, he introduces a spinning girl (1346-51),

'Tyù õ' i tá¡.aiua 
^fipooExouo' ETuHou EFû,uTns

I On the difficulty of ascertaining the identity of this insect, see
Beavis, p. 243.

2 Strattis (fr. 66), (Edmonds, pp. 834-7).



EpyoLoL, Lruou Feorou G.Tpc(KTou
),'A

E LË LE LÀ LOOOUO(}. XEpO LU

KhuJotfipa fio Loôo', ón,lrs
Kuaça'îos ELs ayopàu

/,(pEpouo' (},TroÒo LFs,u.

For I, poor girl, was working within,
Holding my distaff heavy and full,

Twir-r-r-r-r-rling my hand as the threads I spin
'Weaving an excellent bobbin of wool;

Thinking 'To-morrow I'll go to the fair,
In the dusk of the morn. and be selline it there.'

The appearance of the

the poet's expectation that its

raise a laush.
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The insect imagery in the Fro g s, like that of the

Thesmophoriazusae, does not function as part of a thematic

thread that runs throughout the whole fabric of the play,

but is only used to highlight certain patches. And just as in

the Thesmophoriazusae Aristophanes used insect imagery to

disparage the musical innovations of the tragedian Agathon,

verb herel is probably due

mere repetition was sure

Frogs - Conclusion

to

to

I Again the frequency of
app aratu s.

E['s varies from MS to MS. See Coulon's



so too does he liken Euripides' fondness for chromatic

variations in his music to wriggling insects.

Bed-bugs make their appearance in this play in two

passages, the first being part of Dionysus' string of typical

traveller's questions addressed to Heracles regarding the

best accomodations in Hades with the fewest bugs, with the

implication being that even Hades, for all its

otherworldliness, can still be plagued by such mundane

problems. The second is in the proverbial Aros Kopiu0os,
where there may be an allusive pun on the nickname of

x ó p E L s, 'bed-bugs' for the Corinthians.
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The 'love-duet' between the youth and the maiden in

the Ecclesiazusae (952-75) is a parody of a popular type of

love-song which, although vulgar in the literal sense, could

nonetheless display diction far more elevated than that of

colloquial usage and indeed, in the hands of Aristophanes,

becomes a parody of tragic and lyric expressions.l

The youth's sentiments (960-8) echo those of his

beloved (952-9), but whereas she ends her plea with an

invocation to Eros, the youth, overborne by his passions,

reaffirms his feelings for her in a moving plea that reaches

its climax in a series of fervent endearments (973-5),

CFIAPTER X

Ecclesiazusae (973-5)
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1^ - . - - ) \ , _ __ I'fJ Hpuooõq, Lõq,hrou EFou FEhlpa., Kunp Lõos
lpuos,

1.rÉì. rt'ra Hoúoîs, Xo'p i'r,¡u epÉprpra', Tpuçfrs
rrpóo,urr0u

t /-
û.uo LLou, c.oTIû, (ou uE.

orá roL oà nóuous íx*.

O Love, bedight with golden light,
presentiment fair of soft embraces,

I See R.G. Ussher's Aristophanes Ecclesiazusae, (Oxford, Clarendon
Press, 1973) and, his notes to this passage ad g52a-75.



The Muse's bee, of Love's sweet tree

the flower, the nursling of the Graces,

Open, true welcome show,

Sore pangs for thee I undergo.

Most editors are agreed that these lines echo those of

a fragment of Ibycusl as well as certain expressions of other

lyric and tragic poets.2 The appellation ilEhLrrû. Ì'louols
is, in part, a compliment to her lyrical accomplishments3 as

well as being simply a term of endearment, paralleling that

of û FELlt.r.ou in the'Wasps.a And in conjunction with

the Muse, it recalls the association of the bee with poets and

their poems5 and elevates his beloved to the sacrosanct

status of a divine being as do the vocatives Xúnptõos
ëpuos and Xap ittuu epÉp¡ra.
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1 fr. # 7: PME 288.
2 See Ussher uL 973a-5.
3 "The expression ¡rdLttta. I'loúor¡s refers to the honied

s\¡/eetness of her song;" (Rogers al 973).
4 v 366, discussed above, p. 88ff.
5 Cf. Av 748, discussed above, p. 182ff. See also Davies, pp..7l-2.



Chremylus, in his debate with Poverty in the Wealth,

cites a host of ills that attend her (537 -4I),

CHAPTER XI

Wealth (537-41; 557-62)

ÕÊe rpôu r' åpistròu xo.ì x,r.ru,írr(rJu xa'Ì
UuhÀtiu oùoÈ lÉyu oo L

únò 'roû nhútous, 
" 

ù poppoûoa. r ne p'r -rùu

KEgû.hùu c,u rrlo Lu,

Ènryeipouoar xc.ì qpü(ouoar" "Ilerurioers.
à¡.¡.' inau ioruJ."

ITpòs õÉ yE toú'rors åue' lpra.rtou pÈu Ëye ru
þáxos' åu'rì õÈ xÀiu¡s

o'rrpáoo, oxoiutuu xópeuu peo-rqu, fi toùs
e rioourq,s Éye ipr r'

And the lice, if you please, and the gnats and the fleas
whom I can't even count for their numbers,

Who around you all night will buzz and will bite,
and arouse you betimes form your slumbers.

Up ! up ! they will shrill, 'tís to hunger, but still
up ! up ! to your pain and prívation.

For a robe but a rag, for a bed but a bag

of rushes which harbour a nation
Of bugs whose envenomed and tireless attacks

would the soundest of sleepers awaken.
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All of the above enumerated insects (or more

precisely, parasites) have been mentioned at some point in

the plays of Aristophanes.l In particular, the insect K u u u rI,

quite often used in ancient Greek as a synonym for e p n t s,2

is the insect specifically referred to as disturbing the peace

of someone sleeping, as the participial phrase, F o UF o u o q. L

fiEpL Tnu KEqahr¡u, makes clear.3 Another of the

discomforts of poverty, a mattress crawling with bed-bugs,

is an image that Aristophanes had exploited to the full in his

play the Clouds,a although there he was concerned with

satirizing both the stereotypical poverty of intellectuals as

well as the peculiarly odd habits of Socrates himself.s

Poverty responds to the further accusations

Chremylus by presenting him with contrasting pictures

the man of Wealth and the man of Poverty (557 -61),

Exúnr€ru ne rpô. xai KuJFu.rõrîu 'ioû
orrouõá (e ru åprra.rioas,

ori y ryuu,roK(iru ó"r r toû IIhoú'iou napÉxtu
prh'r iouas d uõpas
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\ \ I 1 \ )_ /
KG. t rnu yuüJpnu KG, L rlu LõEq,u. Ila.pa
Yüp TroÒû,Yp(rJuTEs

1On gee[p,'louse', see P 740, discussed above, p. 169ff.; on qúh].c,,
'flea', N 145-7, discussed above, p. 60ff.

2 See Beavis, pp. 229-31.
3 Misunderstood by the scholiast. Cf. also, Aesch. Ag. 8g2 and

Fraenkel's discussion ad loc. The noise made by this creature is
comically exaggerated in N 156-68, discussed above, p. 65ff.

4 ¡ 634, 699,7r0,724.
5 And indirectly, the lewdness of Corinthians. Cf. N 770, discussed

above, p. 56ff. and R 174-5, p. 238.

of

of
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\/
Kû, L yq.orp(JõE rs KG. L)¡

E LO LU ü.OE ÀY(l)S,
. ) \ -. ) \rrq'p' EFo L Ò' LoXUo L

)^^ll

EHUpO Ls û,U Lû.po r.

You are all for your jeers and your comedy-sneers,
and you can't be in earnest a minute

Nor observe that alike in their bodily frame
and the spirit residing within it.

My people are better than V/ealth's ; for by hîm,
men bloated and gross are presented,

Fat rogues with big bellies and dropsical legs,
whose toes by the gout are tormented;

But mine are the lean and the wasplike and keen,
who strike at their foemen and sting them.

to which he replies (562),

/\,'/
fiG.XUKUnpO L Kq. L Tr LOUES

.1\^
Kcx.L orprlxrlõers Kû,r ro'Ls

Ano
OU
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)l t^\TOU ÀLl.lou yüp Loujs û,uToLç .ro oqnKUJõES
nop r (e rs.

Ah, yes ; to a wasplike condition, no doubt,
by the pinch of starvation you bring them.

Poverty then and its concomitant, hunger, create men

who are not only wasplike in body, but likewise in
temperament as chremylus' response underscores and as

the play the Wasps makes more than clear.l

i In the Wasps, the chorus of Wasps
dependent upon their jurors' pay of three
they would go hungry, hence their
wasplike appearance. Cf. V 249ff., 29lff.

are all old men exclusively
obols a day, without which
consequent stinginess and



From out of the plays of the 420s, the Knights, the

Clouds, the Wasps and the Peace all exhibit insect imagery

that functions as an integral part of the imagery associated

with either the comic hero or else his antagonist(s). The

frequency of insect images, references or allusions in these

plays appears to have some correlation to the notion of the

Aristophanic comic hero as perceived by Whitman, with

some notable exceptions. The Wasps and the Peace best

exemplify the theme of the triumph of small over great,

perhaps borrowed (whether consciously or otherwise) from

the fables of Aesop by Aristophanes who, adapting the

animal imagery that abounds in that genre to suit the

conventions of Old Comedy, portrays his initially humble

and insignificant comic hero through the animal that affords

the greatest contrast from initial to final state of heroic

transcendence, that animal being of course, the insect.

The insect imagery in the Knights and the Clouds

functions somewhat differently. Rather than using the

insect as a symbol of his comic hero, Aristophanes,

borrowing yet another theme from the Fable (that of the

CHAPTER XII

CONCLUSIONS
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'deflation of the self-importance of the miniscule'), uses it to

symbolize the comic hero's antagonist. By associating the

opponent of the comic hero's grand scheme with various

insignificant and occasionally disgusting insects,

Aristophanes succeeds in reducing the antagonist to the

lowly level of those same insects. And it is one of the

hallmarks of Aristophanes' style that he can manipulate an

image with a master's touch so as to produce completely

antithetical results while yet having begun with the same

basic ingredients.

The only play of this period not to utilize insecr

imagery in a similar fashion is the Acharnians. In fact, the

comic hero Dicaeopolis is not associated with any animal at

all. Instead, Dicaeopolis' ultimate transcendence of the world

as he first finds it is achieved through his transformation of

that world into one of his own making where everyone and

everything must yield to his every whim and desire. And it

is within this demiurgic capacity of the comic hero that the

majority of the insect images of this play find their proper

place. Of the two exceptions to this dictum, Nicharchus' tale

of the 'wick-in-the-water-beetle' shows that it is only the

comic hero, and not some lesser being, who can mould and

shape 'reality' by word alone. The second exception, if it can

be so-called, occurs when Lamachus perceives that his crest

has been partially consumed by moths. In this instance the

moths symbolize one aspect of the pacific benefits that
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attend the separate peace which Dicaeopolis has created

through his verbal manipulation of reality

The Birds, as the title implies has as its dominant

animal image, birds. Insects figure into this play's imagery

only in so far as they comprise one aspect of the Birds'

world. And just as in the Acharnians, it is the comic hero,

Pisthetairos, who controls the majority of insect images

within this play. In the Acharnians where the chorus of

Acharnians is won over early on by Dicaeopolis, so too is the

chorus of Birds by Pisthetairos who persuades them that

just as they are now lords of locusts, so will they be soon of

men, and that midges 'full-formed and entire' will be duly

sacrificed to the golden-crested wren. The insect images

contained within the lyric passages, while not directly

subject to Pisthetairos' edicts are nonetheless influenced by

his restoration of the race of Birds to their 'proper place' as

the supreme deities of the world. The sole insect image of

the Birds which is not under his influence, that of the cicada,

is rather under that of his travelling companion, Euelpides,

who takes advantage of the unique symbolism of this

creature in a biting satire of the Athenian love of litigation.

In the Lysistrata, despite the dominant sexual imagery

that finds its counterpoint in a series of responsive domestic

images, there is also a subtle but pervasive theme of vespic

images associated with the semi-chorus of old women. In its

nearly single-minded focus upon the attainment of peace,

the L)¡sistrata hearkens back to earlier plays such as the
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Acharnians and Peace, but in its usage of wasp imagery,

recalls but contrasts markedly with the Wasps itself. But

unlike the W a s p s in which the image of the wasp is

associated with the comic hero Philocleon, Lysistrata herself

is f¡ee from any such association. As Whitman points out,

"Lysistrata is not, in fact, a grotesque figure for she does

not possess the animal and divine dimensions. . ."1 Instead

it is the chorus of old women who do so and are therefore

portrayed as the Attic Wasp par excellence.

Following the Lysistrata of 471 BC, of the four

remaining plays in the extant corpus of Aristophanes', none

use insects as part of the dominant thematic imagery as had

the earlier plays. Again, this seems to be related to the

changing nature of the comic hero as Aristophanes' style

adapted to the ever-evolving times. The Thesmophoriazusae,

although performed in the same year as the L)rsistrata,

shows a definite change in the nature of Aristophanes'

dramatic technique,

It is obvious that whenever a figure who is to be

lampooned. stands at the center of the plot, there
can be no heroic fantasy which takes wing and
soars off to a happy conclusion.2
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I Whitman, p. 201. His footnote to this line reads, "Animal images
are scarce in this play, and none are applied to Lysistrata herself."
v/hile I can not argue with the second half of this statement, it is
hoped that I have sufficiently shown that although the animal
images in this play may be scarce, they are not necessarily without
thematic import.

2 V/hitman, p. 217.



The insect imagery that has any functional relevance

in this play surfaces but incidentally, either in a lampooning

of the innovative musical style of Agathon, or in a satirical

jibe at the dangerous unpredictability of an orator.

As for the Frogs, the lack of a 'true' comic hero

necessarily obviated the use of insect imagery as its
symbol.t And so just as in

dramatic use of insect imagery comes in the parody of

Euripides' musical preferences by his rival Aeschylus.

If in the last two plays discussed, the comic hero had

become something altogether different from what he had

once been, he is now entirely absent from the Ecclesiazusae

and the Wealth.2 The sole insect image in the Ecclesiazusae

appears as a term of endearment in the love-song of the

youth to his beloved, and in the Wealth, insects appear not

so much as a functional image, but simply as part of the

hosts of ills that attend Poverty, with perhaps some

deference paid to the insect imagery of the W a s p s in

Poverty's characterization of her disciples as 'wasplike' and

the Thesmooh oiazusae. the
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1 "The fantasy of the Frogs does not, indeed, involve any
individual's victory over society, but the reason is not that
Aristophanes had become a 'realist'. For a hero to transcend society,
not only must there be heroic vision, there must also be a soceity to
transcend. The boundaries of society itself had crumbled, no
longer providing limits for a hero to defy and transcend." (Whitman,
pp. 229-30).

2 this is made more than obvious by V/hitman who, in the preface
to his work (p. vii), explicitly excludes these two plays from the
scope of his study.
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in Chremylus' incisive

imply.

interpretation of just what her words
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